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Tiffin brawl 
injures six 
TIFFIN, Ohio (AP) - A street 
fight by about Ml students at 
two Tiffin colleges resulted In 
injury to six people and two 
arrests yesterday, and police ■aid they expect to file more 
charges. 
Three students from Heidel- 
berg College and Tiffin Univer- 
sity were treated for minor 
injuries and released from Tiffin 
Mercy Hospital after they were 
hart in brawling that began 
about 2 a.m., police said. 
Three officers suffered minor 
injuries while quelling the 
fights, but none required medi- 
cal care. 
Police Chief David Martien 
and college officials said bad 
feelings that lingered after a 
barroom brawl two weeks ago 
apparently culminated in the 
fight in a parking lot near the 
police station. 
Some students used dubs, 
Martien said. Police who confis- 
cated a shotgun from a man 
believed to have been involved 
in the fight later found out he 
had no part in it, he said. 
Calvin Rhoad, a Heidelberg 
student, was charged with riot- 
ing and carrying a concealed 
weapon. Brantley Kelly, a Tiffin 
University student, was charged 
with inciting violence. 
BOTH MEN were released on 
their own recognizance pending 
appearances in Tiffin Municipal 
Court on Monday. 
Martien said be expected 
more arrests but could not spec- 
ulate on how many. Officers 
were working with college offi- 
cials to identify the students at 
the core of the dispute, he said. 
Four police officers arrived at 
the parking lot at 1:50 a.m., to 
find several people involved in 
10 fights, each involving six to 
eight students. Four off-duty 
officers were called to help, and 
they stopped the fights about 
2:10 a.m., police saidT 
A second wave of fighting 
broke out near Tiffin University 
and was stopped. 
Ruling probed 
Panel investigates probation 
Singing in the Christmas Spirit 
Rkhard Mathey, director of the men's and women's choruses, adds a 
touch of Christmas spirit lo residence 
group In a evening of Christmas carols. 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
hall life as he leads the 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The University's Human Rela- 
tions Commission is investigat- 
ing the case of a University 
student put on strict disciplinary 
probation after being found 
guilty of importuning. 
Stephen Sears, sophomore 
from Bellevue, said he was 
placed on strict disciplinary pro- 
bation for the remainder of his 
academic career following his 
conviction on Oct. 9. Sears had 
been arrested Aug. 29 as part of 
the University Hall menvs res- 
troom investigations. 
Two members of the commis- 
sion have been investigating 
Sears' case since Monday, said 
Thomas Klein, commission 
chairman and professor of En- 
glish. 
"The commission was con- 
cerned with whether mere was 
overreaction on the part of the 
police (in making the arrests)," 
Sears' case first came to the 
commission's attention when he 
mentioned the probation to a 
friend who is a commission 
member, Klein said. 
A STUDENT placed on strict 
disciplinary probation la warned 
by the office of Standards and 
Procedures that any further vio- 
lations of the Student Code will 
either result in immediate sus- 
pension or dismissal from the 
• See Stadeat, page 3. 
Search for rape suspects continues 
by Teresa Tarantlno 
slaif reporter 
Two Toledo men suspected in the kidnap 
and rape of a University coed are still at 
large and according to William Bess, direc- 
tor of Public Safety, there is a good chance 
they have left Toledo. 
The two suspects are identified as Troy 
Hill, 19, also known as Steve Hill, of (375 
Grand St., and Patrick "Tick" or "Trick- 
Henry, of 211 or 1740 Macomber St. 
Both of the suspects are black, about 5- 
feet-9-inches to Weet-10-inches tall, and 
weigh between 145 and ISO pounds. Both 
have black hair and brown eyes. 
Bess said his department has notified 
other departments in the area and they are 
participating in the search. He added that 
since the search has not gone out of state the 
FBI has not been called into the investiga- 
tion. 
"There is nothing to indicate that they are 
out of state," he said. He said that if the 
evidence snows the pair have left town the 
FBI will be notified. 
A THIRD suspect in the case, Lamont 
Walker, of 1634 Vance St. in Toledo, was 
arrested Oct. 28 and charged with rape and 
Hipping He is being held in the Wood 
County Jail pending trial. 
A fourth suspect, Floyd Boatman, of To- 
ledo, was arrested Oct. 27 and charged with 
kidnapping. The case against him was later 
dismissed by the Wood County Grand Jury. 
The University police have been working 
with the Toledo police since the incident on 
Oct. 26, when a University female was 
kidnapped in University Lot E, west of 
campus. 
The woman was repeatedly raped and 
driven as far as Toledo before being dropped 
off south of the University. She stopped a 
University officer and reported the incident. 
The suspects were later located on Inter- 
state 75 and led police from several nearby 
communities on a chase that ended when the 
suspects abandoned the vehicle and fled on 
a 
BG biologist meets with Soviets 
to discuss environmental issues 
by PhtflpB. Wilson 
staff reporter 
Cleaning up the environ- 
ment was one of the many 
concerns discussed by Presi- 
dent Reagan and Soviet Pre- 
mier Mikhail Gorbachev at 
the Geneva summit two 
weeks ago. 
It is also a commitment for 
a University biologist who 
plays a part in U.S. attempts 
to cooperate with theTsovlet 
Union in achieving this goal. 
Reginald Noble, Biological 
Services chairman and pro- 
fessor, recently returned 
from his fourth visit to the 
Soviet Union last October. His 
first visit to the Soviet Union 
was in 1179. 
At a project leader for the 
United Sates in the field of 
air pollution and its effects on 
vegetation, be reviewed re- 
ports from Soviet researchers 
and toured several scientific 
facilities in Leningrad, Tal- 
linn and Tartu. 
Noble said the moat inter- 
eating part about his trip was 
thevfcftto Tartu, in theEsto- 
nian Republic. Most tourists 
are not permitted to visit 
Tarn but Noble was given 
special permission. 
"I VBMTKU Tartu State 
University and some other 
scientific  Institutes to  ex- 
change Information,'' he said. 
"They have some ootstanrttng 
Defector supported 
by Cleveland Poles 
Reginald Noble 
scientists to work with." 
Upon conclusion of his re- 
cent trip. Noble was named 
the speaker for a dosing ad- 
dress at a plant physiology 
meeting. 
"I was Improssed by the 
openness and friendliness of 
tie Soviet scientists," be 
said. "The trips have been 
extremely rewarding and 
fairly productive and we have 
some things In preparation 
and in press." 
Stressing the importance of 
the responsibility of the two 
nations to meet, Noble re- 
called the words of s noted 
Soviet scientist who visited 
Bowling Green in 1981. 
"It was at a press confer- 
ence and he reminded us that 
we all breathe the same ab- 
end have an obligation to 
BG Newt/Joe Pheian 
make sure that air is breatha- 
ble," he said. 
The summit and Noble's 
recent visit have prompted 
future touring plans for rea- 
preeentatives of both coun- 
Soviet scientists plan to 
tour the United States In June 
and October of INI and an 
American delegation will 
travel to the Soviet Union in 
July or August, Noble said. 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Mem- 
bers of this city's Polish-Ameri- 
can community, the third 
largest in the nation, are rally- 
ing to support a Polish sailor 
seeking political asylum in the 
United States, community lead- 
en said yesterday. 
Richard Jablonski, national 
president of the Cleveland-based 
Union of Poles in America, said 
Polish-Americans called his of- 
fice yesterday to offer assis- 
tance and money. 
"So many people in this area 
are willing to give a helping 
hand," said Jablonski. "So 
many people fled communist 
countries and know what it's all 
about" 
The sailor, Lessek Kapsa, 27, 
applied for political asylum 
Wednesday, three days after he 
left the freighter Ziemia 
Lubelska while it was docked in 
Cleveland. He is staying with 
another Polish national who vis- 
aed the ship on Sunday and 
offered to help Kapsa defect. 
Once the asylum issue Is re- 
solved, Jablonski said the Pol- 
ish-American community will 
heap him adjust to his new life. 
POLISH community 
will guarantee this young man 
has support," said Jablonski. 
'•We'ulutar him In the English 
language, find him a Job and a 
place to stay." 
Kapsa, a ship's cook, was of- 
fered Jobs at two area restau- 
rants yesterday, according to 
the Rev. Marian Kendk of 
Transfiguration church, who 
has helped Kapsa and served as 
bis interpreter. 
"People have been coming (to 
the church rectory) today 
(Thursday) to welcome him,'' 
said Kendk. "Two families 
brought bun gifts and invited 
Umtotneirl 
Kendk said the sailor was 
overwhelmed by media atten- 
tion. Kapsa signed his asylum 
application before a crowded 
news conference in the Cleve- 
land office of U.S. Sen. Howard 
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, who flew 
home to intervene on Kapsa's 
behalf with immigration offi- 
cials. 
Kencik said Wednesday ended 
with a late night visit from a 
reporter and began yesterday 
with a 6 a.m. telephone call from 
a network morning news pro- 
gram and was foDowed by a 
barrage of requests for inter- 
views. 
"HE DIDNT exped so many 
interviews. We are both tired, 
said Kencik. ^ 
Kapsa, a sailor for eight 
years, said he had considered 
defecting on eight previous trips 
to the United States. He said be 
was a member of Solidarity, the 
outlawed union in Poland, in his 
Baltic Sea port city of Szczecin. 
Robert Brown, deputy direc- 
tor of U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service in Cleve- 
land, said the State Department 
will be asked for an advisory 
opinion on Kapsa's request. 
That will be considered by the 
district director, who decides 
whether to grant asylum. 
A decision could come in 60 to 
90 days, Brown said Meantime, 
Brown said Kapsa can live 
whereever he wants and will be 
given a temporary work permit 
B he requests one. 
Brown said political asylum is 
granted to those who demon- 
strate "an individualized well- 
founded fear of persecution 
based on political, religious or 
other reasons." Those people 
granted political asylum can 
become permanent U.S. resi- 
dents one year later, he said. 
Editorial BG Newi/December I, Utt 2 
Escort Service lauded 
for vest color change 
E's not quite a changing of the guard, but a 
banging of the colors that calls for plaudits for 
the Escort Service. 
After learning that one of the orange vests the 
escorts normallj'wear was missing and could not 
be located, the Escort Service decided to take no 
chances and change the color of the vests to yeUow. 
It is encouraging to know that the safety of the 
students ranks first in the minds of many of the 
people who work on this campus. 
Hazel Smith, director of the Off-Campus Com- 
muter Center, realized the danger if the vest was 
stolen by someone who wanted to impersonate an 
escort. She noted that a woman said she had been 
chased from South Hall to the University Union by 
an unidentified man after she couldn't find a phone 
in the building to call the Escort Service. 
"The frightening thing was if he was wearing an 
orange vest she would nave gone right to him," 
Smith said. 
More public telephones will be installed in va- 
rious buildings around campus following a request 
made by the Off-Campus Commuter Center. They 
will be in the Fine Arts Building and South, Hanna, 
West and Overman halls. The buildings must then 
pay for the maintenance of the phones, which may 
sometimes cost more than expected. For example, 
the College of Education and Allied Professions 
decided it could no longer afford the maintenance 
bills for the Education building's phone, which was 
frequently abused. 
Their concern is understandable. Nobody wants 
to allocate money for something which will only be 
destroyed by thoughtless vandals. 
Attempts to stop crime must therefore be a group 
effort. 
Students as well as administrators would do well 
to be as concerned about campus safety as the 
Escort Service. 
Marathon test good in long run 
Thanks to students 
for United Way help 
by James Litwln 
Student involvement. 
These two words have a nice 
sound to them, and they are far 
more pleasant to the ear than 
the counterpart: "student apa- 
thy." 
As chairman of this year's 
BGSU United Way, my summer 
months departed quickly as we 
rushed into the details and orga- 
nization of the campaign. 
From the beginning, the small 
group of steering committee vol- 
unteers who planned the cam- 
paign nurtured the idea that 
students could and should be 
involved in the United Way. 
Traditionally, the United Way 
has been a faculty and staff 
event, although students have 
always been represented. For 
1965, however, we wanted more 
than mere representation, so we 
targeted one campaign goal to- 
ward greater student involve- 
ment. 
Our undergraduate represen- 
tative. Gayle Buckle, always 
brought optimism to our meet- 
ings. Gayle, her assistant Jenny 
Booth, and many undergraduate 
friends tied ribbons around 
trees, created a musical chairs 
game at the Fall Fest and 
walked United Way banners to 
football games. 
The undergraduates were en- 
thusiastically joined by a small 
band of graduate students. 
Kristy Organ, the graduate stu- 
dent representative, along with 
Corey Seitz, Jeff Stone and oth- 
ers, urged upon me the theory 
that undergraduates should not 
be the only people who have fun 
and are involved in philan- 
thropic causes. They countered 
with graduate student depart- 
ment challenges, self-defense 
workshops andintroductory aer- 
obic sessions. 
Students, helping to raise gen- 
eral campus awareness, quickly 
became a major element of the 
United Way campaign. 
What began as a small hope 
that student events would en- 
courage a renewal of faculty and 
staff interest in the United Way 
turned into an outpouring of 
genuine student interest. 
They have established a solid 
foundation for the future as 
many student groups have since 
come forward to volunteer fund- 
raising efforts toward next 
year's United Way campaign. 
Why did the students get in- 
volved? For some it was fun and 
enjoyable. But in the end I think 
it was more than that. As one 
student said to me, "I want to 
help because I want to return a 
little bit of all that has been 
given to me." 
I know I speak for all of the the 
200 hard-working and com- 
mitted faculty and staff volun- 
teers in the campaign. We not 
only laud the students' efforts 
which did indeed arouse a 
greater campaign awareness, 
but we also thank them for their 
inspiration. I guess we'll have to 
revise some of those over-used 
student labels and throw them 
away with the "me first" slo- 
gans. 
The 1965 United Way campaign 
was a success on many levels; 
meeting the $60,000 goal was but 
one of them. 
The United Way is a social 
responsibility and the entire 
University academic commu- 
nity responded. Thanks to you - 
faculty, staff and students - it's 
working for all of us. 
Litwin Is director at Institutional 
Studies at the University. 
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I'd like to dedicate this column 
to all those English 111 and 112 
students who'll be taking the 
proficiency exam tomorrow be- 
tween 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. For 
those of you who haven't heard 
about the new design for the 
proficiency, yes, those hours are 
correct That's a total of six 
hours (the students get an hour 
break in the middle for lunch 
and sedatives). 
I know that you 111 and 112 
students are getting a tad rest- 
less about this thing, so I want to 
help. At the end ofthis column, 
111 give you some handy-dandy 
tips that will help you pass the 
proficiency. I won't give them to 
you right now because you 
wouldn't read any further. (I 
wasn't born yesterday, you 
know.) 
I can understand why the stu- 
dents don't like the exam. For 
one thing, it takes up an entire 
Saturday, a day that could 
otherwise be spent watching 
perfectly good television, like 
non-stop football or auto racing 
or boxing or fishing or lacrosse 
or horseshoe pitching or any of 
the other fine sports that pop- 
ulate the tube on Saturday. 
For another thing, there have 
been a lot of stories circulating 
about the test, most of which, I 
would guess, are spread by stu- 
dents who already went through 
the ordeal and want to make 
sure that the new crop of fresh- 
men are as nervous about this 
thing as they were. 
Over the years I've heard ru- 
mors like this one: "Yeah, my 
roommmate says his brother 
wrote his proficiency exam in 
the first person and he was 
never seen again!" You'd be 
amazed how easy it is to believe 
a story like this when you hear it 
shortly before taking a six-hour 
test. 
Some of my own 111 students 
If students don't like the idea of a test 
that's six hours long, I'll change It. I'd 
make it 24 hours long. 
tell me that they'd rather have 
the test be the way it was before 
this year - three hours with the 
opportunity to retake the exam 
if necessary. What they don't 
seem to realize is that every- 
body hated that format, too. 
I've given the matter some 
thought and have come up with 
another version. If students 
don't like the idea of a test that's 
six hours long, I'll change It I'd 
make it 24 hours long. Each 
contestant ... er ... student 
reports to the Grand Ballroom of 
the union with a bluebook, a pen, 
a dictionary, and a number on 
his or her back. At 9 p.m. Fri- 
day, everybody starts writing. 
At 9 pjn. Saturday, everybody 
stops. During this time, the En- 
glish department provides occa- 
sional refreshments and 
constant updates on the action at 
Howard's. Anyone still writing 
at nine on Saturday passes, and 
then, very likely, passes out. By 
having each student sign up 10 
pledges at a dollar an hour, we 
can not only administer an 
exam, but we can raise enough 
money to buy a writing center 
the size of Perry Stadium. 
I get the impression that a lot 
of students think the current 
exam is as crazy as my propo- 
sal. After all, even six hours 
sounds like a marathon. It just 
so happens that I'm one of the 
people who favors the new six- 
hour exam over the classic 
three-hour exam and the version 
my students suggest (the no- 
hour, no-exam exam). 
First of all, the whole idea of 
the proficiency exam is to make 
sure students in English 111 are 
ready to advance to English 112 
and that students in 112 have 
suffered sufficienUy before be- 
ing freed from taking any more 
writing classes ever again. I'm 
kidding about the suffering part. 
We writing instructors don't de- 
light in making our students 
suffer. If we did, we wouldn't 
make them write proficiency 
exams; we'd make them read 
proficiency exams. (My apol- 
ogies to every 111 and 112 stu- 
dent for this cheap shot, but the 
fact is 111 be reading approxi- 
mately 60 exams within the 
space of 48 hours.) 
The powers that be in the 
English department believe that 
it is necessary to set some kind 
of standard for writing compe- 
tence and I agree. Without some 
department-wide standard, we 
run the risk of advancing stu- 
dents who are simply unable to 
meet the demands of college 
writing tasks, such as writing an 
effective letter to the folks back 
home to wheedle some more 
cash. 
We would also run the risk of 
advancing students who might 
eventually, upon graduation, 
weaken our society as a whole 
by writing something as God- 
awful as 'The first blade shaves 
incredibly close, the second 
blade even closer." 
So that's why I think there 
should be a proficiency exam. 
But why do I think it should be 
six hours long? 
The new format is more in 
keeping with the philosophy that 
BGSU writing instructors pre- 
sent to their students all semes- 
ter long. What we've been telling 
them is that, contrary to what 
they might have been led to 
believe, good writing isn't some- 
thing that's turned out on cue by 
someone who knows innately 
what a particular reader (espe- 
cially a particular teacher) 
wants. 
Nope. That's not how it works. 
Good writing is the result of 
thoughtful preparation (or, in 
my case, lust plain preparation) 
and revision. No one knows this 
better than professional writers. 
Most of them are revision ad- 
dicts. Humorist Dave Barry, for 
example, spends four days (at 
three or more hours a day) on 
each 1,000-word column, devot- 
ing the bulk of that time to 
revising and editing. Gary 
Hart's speech at the 1964 Demo- 
cratic convention, by the way, 
went through eight drafts. Peo- 
ple out in the real world really 
do revise. 
Given the importance of plan- 
ning and rewriting, I believe it's 
only fair to give students ample 
time to apply them. Three 
hours, the length of the old profi- 
ciency, may sound like plenty of 
time, but the fact is that many 
students complained about not 
having enough time to revise 
and edit their essays. So now 
they will be sure to have enough 
time. Besides, no one has to stay 
the full six hours, although they 
do have to report back after 
lunch to at least look again at 
their test. I hope, of course, that 
they'll do more than look at it-1 
hope they'll revise it. That's how 
to produce good writing. 
As for those tips I promised on 
bow to pass the proficiency, here 
they are: 
1) Listen to your instructor in- 
stead of your roommate. 
2) Getting plastered Friday 
night probably won't help; get- 
ting plastered on Saturday night 
probably won't hurt. 
3) Feel free to use the first 
person. You will be seen again. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., la 
a columnist for the News. He has 
read an estimated 360 profi- 
ciency exams during his three 
years at the University and says 
that 60 more this week probably 
woatUBhim. 
RNPING   HALliY'5 COM6T /N THl= SKIES OVER  BOMJNG GREEN 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
Letters may not be signed 
by more than two people. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous and all sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
Z» West Hall 
Letters 
Give all BG workers 
a parking space 
Recently, our director made 
applications for five or six re- 
served parking spaces behind 
our work place. The Parking 
Committee reviewed our re- 
quest at their November meet- 
ing and recommended against 
it 
They gave us two suggestions: 
1) Use the University Escort 
Service or 2) Use the Food Oper- 
ations van as a taxi. 
The first would be all right, 
but the escort service doesn't 
operate on Friday and Saturday 
nights. The second is also a 
problem because who would be 
responsible for paying an em- 
ployee to pick up ladies from 
five dining halls and delivering 
them to their cars. 
I offer this suggestion to the 
Parking Committee. There are 
over 6,000 parking spaces on 
campus and with a total of 2 285 
classified, administrative fac- 
ulty, and part-time employees, 
this leaves 3.715 spaces open for 
other use. I think each employee 
should have a space close to 
their work place and not have to 
park half a mile away. 
This would alleviate much 
frustration coming to work and 
hunting around campus for a 
space. Also, when leaving work 
in the cold or after dark, It would 
be much safer and easier. I am 
sure the Parking Committe has 
many requests for spaces, but I 
fail to see why the people that 
make this University work can- 
not find a place to park. 
Steve Lasha way 
Stores Clerk 
Commons Dining Hall 
Dome not feasible 
This is in response to the edito- 
rial written by R.J. Chavez. 
It seems Chavez would like to 
see a committee appointed to 
erect a dome over the campus. 
R J., we do believe that you 
have been watching too much 
Buck Rogers. Who is going to 
pay for the dome? We do not 
want our tuition increased be- 
cause a dome Is going to be 
erected to keep us warm and 
dry. 
We believe that your proposal 
is ridiculous. You did not even 
take the time to think about 
BLOOM COUNTY 
some of the problems that will 
arise if a dome is constructed. 
How do you propose for cars and 
other vehicles to access the 
dome from the many streets 
that run through the campus? 
Oh, we are sorry; you probably 
plan to issue thousands of Genie 
automatic garage door openers 
to all of these individuals that 
need to drive to or through cam- 
pus. 
Another problem we see is 
bow do you plan to keep us all 
from being cooked to a crisp in 
the warmer months of the year? 
We are sure you have learned 
about the green bouse effect at 
some point in your well-edu- 
cated background. In order to 
keep us at a bearable tempera- 
ture, an enormous air condition- 
ing system would have to be 
installed. We do not want to pay 
for this either. Do you? 
Please consider the following 
list of other problems related to 
the dome: 
1. Graffiti on the dome. 
1 Airplanes that must land 
and take off from the airport 
3. Those people that enjoy 
cross-country skiing and ice 
skating. 
4. who is going to clean the 
unsightly bird droppings off the 
top of the dome? 
One last little problem: What 
happens to all of us when this 
dome collapses as did the Silver 
Dome? Mr. Chavez, since you 
are not able to cope with the 
different weather conditions, we 
suggest Dr. Olscamp set up a 
committee to bubble you in your 
own little dome so we don't have 
Xy for the big one. and so you 
not have to suffer through 
anymore adverse weather con- 
ditions. 
Peter Edebtein 
SIS Chapman 
Mark Sfell 
321 Chapman 
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City police facility receiving final touches 
by Jim Nleman 
*»ff reporter 
Although city police moved into their renovated 
facility at 175 W. Wooster St. in May, the building 
i* still in the process of being refurnished before ft 
can be rededlcated in the spiring. 
The state-of-the-art facility received a partial 
shipment of new furniture about two months ago, 
stocked and started its weight room a month ago. 
wQl have its computer system totally data-based 
in January and will receive its final shipment of 
furniture on Feb. 13, said Police Chief Galen Ash. 
Ash said that much of the department's re- 
placed material was too old and that the refur- 
bished station will be functional "as is for the next 
Myears." 
It took 18 months and $2.1 million to remodel the 
93-year-old building, Ash said. In addition to 
housing the police department, the building was 
also used as the city administration building until 
1976 and the Ore department until 1964. 
ASH SAID the revamped facility has "increased 
morale and efficiency because of its conve- 
nience." He said it wouldn't have been improved if 
the community didn't support the police depart- 
ment. 
"Without the confidence wfthin the city adminis- 
tration and in the Bowling Green public this 
wouldn't have been built ... and I think that 
speaks well of the officers." Ash said. 
The remodeled version of the building is not only 
a big improvement over the original, but is also 
much better than Veterans Memorial Hall in City 
Park, where the department spent IS months in 
the interim. Ash said. 
The new facility has several new features that 
Ash said would improve the quality of service of 
the police, including: 
•A nautilus weightroom that Ash said officers 
are using a great deal. 
•A pistol range designed by Detroit Bullet Craft 
in which police must qualify every three months. 
•Three new cells, one of which is padded. 
•A computer system with which police can 
quickly research and access groups of similar 
crimes and write annual and monthly crime 
reports. 
•A new control console for the dispatchers to 
communicate with police on patrol, observe much 
of the inside and outside of the building, and 
control what doors are opened. 
•And more than one bathroom, unlike the old 
building's one that had to shared by both sexes. 
Student 
• Continued from page 1. 
University or an extension of the 
probation period. 
Since Sears' probation will be 
in effect for as long as he re- 
mains a University student, only 
the suspension and dismissal 
options are left. 
Sears said Derek Dickinson, 
director of Standards and Proce- 
dures, told him the probation 
would be reviewed his senior 
year to determine whether it 
would be continued. 
He said Dickinson told him the 
discipline would be handled 
"much the same way as if a 
student had stolen books from 
the library." Dickinson would 
not comment on the case. 
Sears said a letter he received 
Nov. 14 from the University at- 
torney said the action was being 
taken because of Sears' convic- 
tion, the events leading up to the 
arrest and the publicity sur- 
rounding the events. 
He said he then received a 
letter from Standards and Pro- 
cedures dated Nov. 20 giving 
him two days to appeal the pro- 
bation, but the letter arrived in 
his on-campus mailbox while he 
was serving a one-week jail sen- 
tence and he did not get the 
letter until Nov. 25. A third let- 
ter, received Dec. 2, gave him 
five more academic days to ap- 
peal, he said. The appeal period 
will end Monday. 
BG News/Alex Horvalh 
Bowling Green police dispatchers operating a new console at their police station, 175 W. Wooster St. The 
console, which cost almost $80,000, is one of many new pieces of equipment the police received when they 
moved back Into the renovated station In May. 
Drive Safely 
♦ **> J.1YS PIZZA • < ♦ **     CARR V OUT i 
4            Pizza for Penny Pinchers i 
?         10"   cheese        only            $1.75 ! 
14"   cheese        only            $2.75 < 
16"   cheese        only            $3.75 1 
12"   French Bread Piiia      $1.75 < 
Pick up only , 
*    *    405 Thurstin           352-5475    *    *   < 
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Looking to make a friend's 
holiday fantasy come true, 
but don't know how? 
Come to Season's & Styles. We have 
both high fashion and quality clothing 
prices with you in mind. 
For Women 
14K Gold Plated Chain '12 
Fashion Earrings & Bracelets   *4 and up 
Woolen Berets 
Wool Scarves 
Leather Belts 
Shoulder Strap Umbrellas 
Swiss Sports Watch 
Handmade Leather Bags 
Wool, Cotton, Angora 
Sweaters 
Cotton Shirts in Paisley 
Stirrup Pants 
Oversize Paisley Sweaters 
7 and up 
7 and up 
7 and up 
7 and up 
'20 and up 
'15 and up 
'15 and up 
•15 and up 
'15 and up 
'21 
For Men 
Wool Scarves '12 
Leather & Snake Skin Belts '8 and up 
Leather Wallets '6 and up 
Silk & Leather Ties '12 and up 
Rugby Shirts '8 and up 
Dress Shirts '9 and up 
100% Silk Shirts '30 and up 
Brandname Sweaters '25 and up 
Seasons 
toulh M.i )hio 
Visa 123 S. Main 
Mastercard   (Across from Milton's) 
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Drop/add not only 
available option in 
scheduling classes 
by Nancy Bo«wtck 
slalf reporter 
If you're trying to get that 
dan you need and drop/add 
haant been any help, don't 
ghreopyet 
Exploring other sources 
can bring results, said Cary 
Brewer, University Regis- 
trar. 
"It's important not to give 
up hope or become totally 
distressed by the matter," 
Brewer said. 
About 6,160 partial sched- 
ules were sent out this semes- 
ter and although scheduled 
appointments are completed, 
open registration and drop- 
/add will continue through 
Dec. 19 in Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom in the University 
Union and again from Jan. ft- 
17. Registration will not be 
held Dec. 17, because that day 
is reserved for incoming 
freshman, Brewer said. 
Susan Pugh, registration 
and records worker for drop- 
/add, said students who re- 
ceived partials and have not 
been in to schedule should 
work to complete them before 
the first day of classes or a $5 
fine will be charged for each 
schedule card after that date. 
"WE SAW fewer students 
during partials week than 
• See Schedule, page 5. 
Unrest discussed 
Nicaraguans: contras hinder progress 
by Caroline Langcr 
■tan reporter 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID IDS 
Of* Y 12.00 
CHEVEY CHASE - DAN AYKROYO 
flffiB! 7:30 *t:30 
EVE.-ADULTS $3.50 
WEDNESDAY STUDENTS $2.00 
STARS DEC. 20 "ROCKY IV 
Academy Awards 
j including Best Picture ■ Best 
7:30 ONLY Twmfi 
Nicaraguan farm workers 
thought war would end when 
Sandinistan revolutionaries 
overthrew President General 
Anastasio Somsca Debalye hi 
197J, but it has continued with 
attacks on dthens by the coun- 
ter-revolutionary contras, 
according to Nicaraguan lead- 
ers of the Association of Rural 
Workers. 
Francisco Nazario Cano 
Torres and Manuel Chevez 
Ocampo spoke about conditions 
in their homeland Wednesday 
night at the Catholic Social Serv- 
ices Building in Toledo. 
"The contras tried to fool 
workers, telling them what ex- 
ists in Nicaragua is communism 
and that they are trying to I 
for our freedom,'' Ocampo said. 
"They say the Sandinistas will 
take away our land, children, 
religious freedom. But it is not 
as the contras any." 
Torres said the victories won 
by the farmers since 1979 in such 
areas as wages, education and 
health care could be lost be- 
cause of attacks made on work- 
ers and institutions by the U.S.- 
financed contras. 
"THE VS. supports the con- 
tras rather than the Sandinistas 
because (former Nicaraguan 
dictator) Somoca did whatever 
AM U.S. wanted Urn to," Torres 
said "The contras are backed 
by the CIA... Their principle 
object is to sabotage the national 
economy of Nicaragua and cre- 
ate discontent among its peo- 
ple." 
Ocampo said that since 1981 
the contras have destroyed 
more than 90 farm cooperatives 
and ranches, surrounded work 
centers and religious services 
and kidnapped and killed hun- 
dred* of workers, including 
women and children. In his 
area, the contras have also 
burned down the school, a day 
care   center   and   workers' 
Cindy 
20% OFF 
Torres said that since the 
Sandlnista government has 
come to power, the illiteracy 
rate has fallen from 80 to 12 
percent. 
However, Ocampo said, "The 
contras don't want workers to 
learn how to read. They have 
killed teachers - including the 
teacher that taught me to read," 
Ocampo said 
Torres told the audience to 
imagine a life in which people 
set off bombs in supermarkets, 
burn down schools or put dyna- 
mite in the fields where farmers 
are harvesting tomatoes. He ex- 
plained mat the state of emer- 
gency in Nicaragua is designed 
to control the terrorist acts of 
the contras and protect rather 
than take away the freedom of 
the workers. 
"We have asked the govern- 
ment for arms to defend our 
education, work areas, children 
and lives," Ocampo said. "We 
have the right and duty to de- 
fend our areas against the UJ5.- 
backed contras.' 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Nicaraguans Francisco Navario Cano Torres (left) and Emmanuel 
Chevez Ocampo spoke about the conditions In their homeland to a 
Toledo audience. 
181 $. Main St. 
any one of the following with Cindy 
haircuts, perms, cellophanes, luminizing, highlighting 
20% OFF ALL STOCKING STUFFIRS 
12-21-85 
*++++++++A+A^i+ 
Christmas is the 
• Outstanding Jewelry Selection 
• Hond Knit Leg Warmers 
• Fine Leather Briefcases 
• Contemporary Art Glass 
• Hond Blown Christmas Ornaments 
• Pottery & Baskets 
HOLIDAY HOURS 
MON thru SAT OPEN: 10-8 
SUN OPEN: 12-5:00 
125 E. Wooster 
352-9181 sw yivi
Heart 
Healthy 
Recipe 
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP 
1 3-pound frying chicken, skinned 
and cut into serving pieces 
2 cups canned IcmatoM 
1 dove garlic, minced 
v» cup chopped onion 
% cup canned mildly hot California 
chilise, diced (or vs cup tor a 
milder flavored soup) 
2 cups cooked, drained pinto 
beans or garoanzos 
Place chicken pieces in a large 
saucepan Add enough water to 
cover. Cook until tender, about 25 
minutes 
Remove chicken pieces from the 
broth and put in the tomatoes, 
garlic, onion and chilies. Slide 
chicken meal oil the bones and re- 
turn meat to the broth. Add beans 
and simmer about 15 minutes 
Yield: about 2 quarts 
Approx. cal/serv.: 1 cup - 190 
' tortilla • SO 
rsS 
TWA and AAA proudly present... 
FALCON FLORIDA 
FLYAWAY II 
What you win: Round trip airfare for two to sunny Florida! 
How to enter Attend Falcon home basketball games. With each All-Sports 
Pass exchange or $2.00 student General Admission ticket you 
will receive a coupon. Fill it out and drop it in the TWA-AAA 
Falcon Florida Flyaway coupon container in the Mam Lobby 
of Anderson Arena when you attend the game. The more 
games you attend, the greater your chance of winning! 
How to win: You mist be present at the March 1 Miami game to win. 
Winning coupon to be drawn at hatftime. 
Prepare yourself for Florida by attending all home games. First 1,000 
ins at each game to receive "Florida" pronwtional item. Only 
BGSU students are eligible to win the trip to Florida. AD fans efigibie 
for promotional giveaways. 
: 
SPEND YOUR HOT WINTER 
NIGHTS IN ANDERSON ARENA! 
FOLLOW THE FALCONS AND 
WIN A TRIP TO FLORIDA!! 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
Students interested in the Deaf Community should attend the 
seminar "Lifestyles of the Deaf Community" on Saturday, 
December 7, 1985, at The Holiday Inn on Wooster Street 
from 10:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. 
The cost Is only $8 which includes guest speakers and your 
lunch — so don't miss out! 
To register contact Dr. Harry Hoemann at the Psychology Department 372-8403. 
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30% OFF THE ORIGINAL 
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Campus preview set 
for high schoolers 
by Jarad O. Wadfey 
reporter 
Tlw Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is sponsoring a Pre- 
view Day for high school stu- 
dents and their parents 
tomorrow. The program allows 
high school students to see firs- 
thand the academic programs 
and services offered by the Uni- 
versity. 
"It is the largest recruiting 
program that the school pro- 
vides," said Tom Click, exec- 
utive associate director of 
admissions."It helps recruit 
quality students." 
Starting at 9:30 a.m.. there 
will be displays manned by rep- 
resentatives from campus orga- 
nizations in the Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom 
"It gives students the opportu- 
nity to see the many aspects at 
the school," Glick said. 
Glick estimates that more 
than 1,000 high school students, 
parents, faculty and volunteer 
students from the University 
will participate in this second 
Preview Day. 
HE SAID the Preview Day 
program in October was a great 
success despite the wind and 
rain. He said he hopes the- 
weather doesn't get too cold. 
"The ballroom was filled after 
we opened the doors ... and 
tours were given even though 
itwas raining," Glick said. 
Guided tours given by volun- 
teer students will leave every 10 
minutes from the ballroom. 
Glick said the campus tours will 
last from 10 a.m. to noon. 
Everyone who attends the pro- 
gram is asked to fill out a survey 
about the day. At the last Pre- 
view Day, Glick said that he 
received a letter from some 
parents who said they enjoyed 
the University's hospitality. 
"Students who weren't in the 
program offered to help them 
find their way around the cam- 
pus. It was a 'plus' for the Uni- 
versity," Glick said. 
Drinking habits discussed 
by Janet Pavaako 
«t«ff reporter 
Concern about alcohol 
should be focused on why 
people drink rather than 
whether the state drinking 
age will be raised, said Mi- 
chael Marsden, professor of 
popular culture, at a debate 
in Prout Hall Wednesday. 
"We should not be debating 
if the drinking age should be 
raised, it's going to happen," 
Marsden said at the debate, 
sponsored by Boost Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning 
Health of University Students 
(BACCHUS). "This past 
weekend. New York was the 
32nd state to raise its drinking 
age. We should be asking 
ourselves why society and the 
Reagan administration is in- 
terested in raising the drink- 
Marsden said drinking has 
always been prevalent. 
"Drinking   has  not   only 
been prevalent but has al- 
ways been a problem, even in 
the Puritan society," he said. 
"There seems to be a growing 
intolerance among adults on 
drinking and teenagers." 
"WE SHOULDbe looking 
at why students at this Uni- 
versity feel the need to raise 
hell in order to have a good 
time," he said. "The logic 
among lawmakers is that the 
extra two years between 19 
and 21 are critical in the ma- 
turation process." 
Marsden said that most of 
the problems between the city 
of Bowling Green and Univer- 
sity students are alcohol-re- 
lated problems. 
According to Norm Heine- 
man, co-owner of BG Bever- 
age, raising the drinking age 
is Just a simple solution to a 
nationwide complex problem 
of drinking and driving. 
"The magic barrier of age 
doesn't change consumption. 
States who have raised their 
drinking age have not seen a 
significant decrease in con- 
sumption," he said. "When 
the drinking age is raised, 
there will be a shift from 
drinking in bars to keg par- 
ties." 
Heineman said other coun- 
tries without a drinking age 
have no problem with drink- 
ing and driving. 
"In these countries, beer 
and wine is not divorced from 
family activity," he said. 
"The most effective learning 
environment is at home." 
Education is the key to any 
problem, said John Brooker, 
Junior criminal justice major. 
"Due to alcohol awareness 
programs, we drink less than 
our elders did at our age," 
Brooker said. "This new law 
will be ineffective because 
there are too many other fac- 
tors   involved   in   drinking, 
which is why the amphaafr 
should be on alcohol aware- 
ness." 
Schedule 
• Continued from page 4. 
mere were partial schedules," 
she said. 
People who did not get what 
they originally requested will 
receive a partial schedule, in- 
cluding those with 18 hours. But 
many students who do not get a 
complete schedule also wait to 
schedule, she said. 
And those remaining will put 
an extra burden on themselves 
and the registrar's office if they 
wait Pugh said. 
"We don't enjoy saying 'no' to 
them any more than they like to 
hear it,'rshe said. 
Brewer said there are still 
options for those who have been 
to drop/add without any suc- 
cess. Peer advising and in- 
creased demand analysis by 
instructors and departments are 
available, be said. 
Those needing a class should 
go to the college in question and 
request advising, be said. 
B this doesn't work, he sug- 
gests contacting the instructor. 
Students should then obtain a 
closed   course   card. 
Pugh suggests that students 
also stop into drop/add periodi- 
cally to see if a course has 
opened up and put their name on 
waiting lists for certain classes. 
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IS YOUR APARTMENT 
OR DORM TOO LOUD? 
If so 
maybe you should try 
VILLAGE GREEN 
APARTMENTS 
• Now until February 14* 
Special rates for 12 month 
leases 
• Finest of apartment living 
.354-3533 
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Win A Trip For Two 
To The California Bowl! 
Rocky Rococo in conjunction 
with the BGSU Falcon Club 
will be giving away a Trip 
For Two to the California Bowl! 
This 5 day, 4 night trip will include: 
*Roundtrip AIRFARE 
'Deluxe hotel accommodations 
•Reserve tickets to the game 
Entries may be made at Rocky Rococo, 
176 E. Wooster. Bowling Green, OH 
CALIFORNIA BOWL SWEEPSTAKES 
Name. 
Street  
City, State. Zip  
Age  Birthdate. Phone No.. 
No Purchase Necessary 
Opens Friday, December 13th 
At A Theatre Near You. 
T- 
Sweepstakes Rules: 
1. Contest open to anyone 18 yrs. and older. 
2. No purchase necessary. 
3. Enter as often as you wish. One entry per person, per visit. 
4. Deadline for entry — Dec. 6, 1985. 
5. Drawing will be held Sat., Dec. 7 at 6:00 p.m. at Rocky Rococo, 
176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402. 
WITH IHIS COUPON 
Any Pan Style Slice 
of your choice   4*4%^ 
for only 990 
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 
One coupon per slice 
Void with other specials 
Offer expires: 1 /22/86 Rocky,tf<» Rococo 
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Analysis: New Reagan aide 
untested in foreign policy 
Jbrnpt depute of Robert Mc- 
Farlane as President Reagan's ■rtkoal securityadviaerbroiks 
up the administration's foreign 
policy team and leaves an uh- 
nwwn, untested adviser in place. 
Where Henry Kissinger and 
«»«?iew Breezinski once exer- 
cised enormous Influence on the 
PWBMents they advised, Vice 
Adm. John Poindexter now sits. 
And the battle to influence him- 
or override him - is about to get 
underway. 
Administration hardliners 
wanted Jeane Kirkpatrick 
placed in the Job last winter 
when she tired of being 
spokesperson for Washington at 
the United Nations. 
They are likely now to step up 
their efforts to fill the vacancy 
created by McFarlane's depar- 
ture and to win new influence 
over Reagan's decisions. 
Whether they prevail could 
depend on Poindexter's world 
views and on the force of his 
personality. About both, little is 
known outside the tight little 
world of the staff of theNaUonal 
Security Council, where he 
served as deputy to McFarlane. 
THERE, POINDEXTER con- 
centrated on regional issues and 
managing TJ.S. actions in hijack- 
ings and other crises. He has 
Jltfle experience in the broad 
issues of foreign policy. He holds 
a doctorate in nuclear physics 
and has a reputation of being a 
low-keyed conservative. 
McFarlane came into office in 
October 1983 with none of the 
academic credentials and dis- 
tinctive personalities of a Kis- 
singer of a Breezinski. Many of 
the questions now being asked 
about Poindexter were asked 
about him. 
But the former Marine com- 
bat veteran and student of inter- 
"Uonal relations worked bard, 
steeped himself in the intrica- 
cies of arms control and gained 
Reagan's confidence.     ^^^ 
They met three or four times a 
day, sometimes alone. Together 
Snultx, who shared his conserva- tive outlook as well as his Drac- 
nutto instincts, McFaflaTTe 
helped to persuade Reagan to 
lower bis antWwdet ifctoric 
and commit the United States to 
nudear weapons negotiations 
with Moscow. 
The negotiations have not paid 
pff yet but there were strong 
indtartfons that McFarlane- 
unUke Secretary of Defense 
Pentagon officials and possibly 
the president himself-did not 
want the 'Star Wars' anti-mis- 
sile research program to be- 
come a barrier to an agreement 
te reduce strategic weapons on 
both sides. 
News Briefs 
New cancer treatment prompts calls to institute 
WASHINGTON (AP) - News of a promising 
Jn«^epron^a^ of csuTstotbe federal 
center yesterday from people desperate for a 
^What they're saving is, our mother, our 
brother our sister fa crying at this verv nav 
ment ujehave n<*^ tokSe. We^ntEK 
candidate," said Carol Case, the Institute's 
chief of public inquiries. ««*««es 
"Our *00' (telephone) numbers are Jammed 
{Ms morning," said Paul Van NeveL the insti- 
tute s associate director for communications 
njecaDers want Information about a new 
S3dE£ 22?* adoiSye tamutiotherapT 
mrttarns ordinary white blood cells into 
Idner cefls" ttat attack malignant tumora 
W
~
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° 
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suPP°rt federal balanced budqet WASHINGTON (AP) - Two Ohl« c™~^      . v..    .   . . " ■»««f|« 
im2Lwfc,ed "*& vo*ce" y«terday to a cferaof tewinakera calling forjefictt^crttlng action to 
the form of a constitutional amendment to balance the federal budget -**""""**»«> 
Repsj^ RegjUaTRohio. and Tom Kind- 
ness, R-Ohio, Joined a group of other congress- 
r^TH^^nowc^£E 
Both houses have passed a statutory scheme, 
known as Gramm-Rudman, to gradually reach 
■bafaaoad budget by IBM or 1991. That mea- 
"wfa^Wd up in a HwwsSenate conference 
"Fve come to the conclusion that the only 
2?£r rf™1"^ ^en to through the mechanism 
of the balanced-budget amendment," said Reg- 
g^^eTofV House AppropriaUon^ 
"The evidence is clear over the oast several 
ye«jthat wittout thfa type of a K« 
i of the federal government," he said. 
Reggae Movie —Bongo Man 
with  Jimmy Cliff 
Saturday. Dec. 7, 8 p.m. 
210 Math / Science 
Free and open to all 
Irie Greetings from: 
Caribbean Association 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program' 
Black Student Union 
Seloh 
HANKS PLACE 
153 E. Wooster 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
THE DOWWOWN BAR FOR DOWN HOME PEOPLE 
MON:     SPORTS NIGHT/DOGS & SUDS I 
TUES:    BEER/SHOTS 
WED:     COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
THURS: LONG NECK SPECIAL 
FRI:        FAT NIGHT 
SAT:      PITCHER NIGHT 
COME IN OUT OF THE COLD AND 
SADDLE-UP TO ONE OF OUR DAILY SPECIALS 
OPEN EVERYDAY AT 3:00 
SUNDAYS AT 8:00 
CALLING ALL WOMEN RUSHEES 
PI BETA PHI will soon join your Greek 
Panhellenic community 
Come for Information 
Dec. 10th or 11th 
0.00 p.m. 
Community Suite 
Union 
Questions? 
Call the Greek 
Life Office 
372-2151 
RUSH WEEK - lanuary 22 - 25. TggT 
BETATHT 
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Third ranked Falcons visit Windy City 
by Tom Skernivttz 
sports reporter 
Seven weekends of at least one 
home game come to an end for 
Bowling Green's hockey team 
tonight when the Falcons travel 
to the Windy City to face niinios- 
Chicago. 
BG's last series away from 
home was two months ago in 
198S's opener against Ferris 
State. The Falcons swept FSU 4- 
3 and 5-3 to begin the season and 
now own a 3-2 record in only five 
games on the road. 
Eleven of BG's 16 games have 
been fought at the BG Ice Arena 
where the Falcons have proven 
to be almost invincible with a 9-2 
record. 
The Falcons, 12-4 overall and 
11-3 in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association, are ranked 
third in the nation in the WMEB- 
FM Media Poll and fourth, with 
one first place vote, in the 
KBJR-TV Coaches Poll. 
BG continued its reign on top 
BEYOND 9 TO 5 
"We are ready to burst into the Windy 
City. They will be a good challenge on the 
road, especially since they have split all 
their CCHA series with the exception of 
Lake Superior." 
BG coach Jerry York 
of the CCHA last week by sweep- 
ing Miami 7-2 and 4-2 to give 
them 22 points in the league 
race. Second place Michigan 
State, who split with the Falcons 
two weeks ago, fell three points 
behind by losing to UIC 3-2 last 
Saturday in Chicago. 
ALTHOUGH UIC is only 6-10 
overall and seventh in the CCHA 
with a 6-8 league record, BG 
coach Jerry York said the 
Flames will not lay down and die 
for the favored Falcons espe- 
cially after defeating the fourth 
ranked Spartans last week. 
"They are a very formidable 
opponent," York said. "I 
haven't seen them play this 
year, but they are capable of 
beating most teams if they beat 
Michigan State. 
"We are ready to burst into 
the Windy City? he continued. 
"They will be a good challenge 
on the road, especially since 
they have split all their CCHA 
series with the exception of Lake 
Superior." 
Signs of last year's UIC sea 
son, which was the Flames' best 
at 17-23, have been evident in 
several games this year, but the 
loss of offensive stars Ray Stas- 
sak and Colin Chin have defi- 
nitely hurt in the quest for a 
repeat of last year's first playoff 
performance. 
Staszak, last year's CCHA 
player-of-the-year, and Chin 
combined for 60 goals and 72 
assists. UIC coach Val Belmonte 
said the Flames will have no 
problem on offense, especially 
with 19 lettermen returning on 
his team. 
"THERE'S NO doubt that we 
will miss  Ray's  and  Colin's 
sticks," Belmonte said. "But 
when I look at who is returning 
on offense, I have no problem in 
assessing our offensive ability 
Mike Ruscinski and Paul Tory 
have taken up some of the slack 
but the numbers don't match up 
to Staszek's or Chin's. Rucinski 
is 10th in the CCHA with five 
goals, 16 assists and 23 points 
and Tory leads the Flames with 
10 goals. 
While the Flames' off ense is in 
good standing in Belmonte's 
mind, the defense may be giving 
him migraines. 
UIC has two giants for de 
fensemen in Shawn Cronin and 
Mike Mersch both 6-2 and 210 
pounds, but after that, the explo- 
sive Falcon offense may find the 
Flames defense full of leaks. 
Goattenders Brad Ryan and 
Jim Hickey are having rough 
seasons with a goals allowed 
average of 4.65 and 6.62, respec- 
tively. ^^ 
Belmonte said his team has 
been working on defense but has 
not gotten the results needed for 
a notch in the win column. 
"I think we have played well 
in our zone, but now we have to 
learn to play well in all three 
zones," Belmonte said. "You 
cant win hockey games by play- 
ing only part of the game. 
Attacking f or BG will be Ja- 
mie Wansbrough, CCHA leader 
with 33 points (14 goals, 19 as- 
sists), and Paul Ysebaert, sec- 
ond in the CCHA with 22 assists. 
Gary Kruzich will be in goal 
for BG tonight while Dan Kvnlas 
may start tomorrow's game. 
Mon.-Thun. 
Fri. 
Sot. 
Sun. 
HOURS: 
7 a.m.-10 p.m. 
7 a.m.-6 p.m. 
9 a.m.-* p.m. 
Nooo-8 p.m. 
MMfo? 
354-3977     325 E. Wooiter lj 
SCHOOL OF HPER 
MANDATORY STEAMBOAT MEETING 
SID., 8:00 p.m. 
Dec 8,1985 
EPPLER CENTER Room 118 
// unable to attend contact 372-7232 
LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE 
«—— —-—- ■■ — ■—■- 
■ Urge 2 Item Pizza 
I $5.95 
•} 352-3551        We Deliver 
■ I I 
I 352-3551 0 
BELLES • BEAUS ■ MISTLETOE ' BELLES ' BEAUS * 
AND 
V /r% 
AND 
~ MISTLETOE - 
ftn MU cminrfcs C*IE BUTTY 
n» 
CD 
1 
.     * BELLES * BEAUS * MISTLETOE * BELLES * BEAUS '      . 
^\ 
ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1986 
Why wait to start your nursing career? 
The Air Force has a special program for 
1986 BSN's. If selected, you can enter Air 
Force active duty soon after graduation — 
without waiting for the results of your State 
Boards. 
To apply, you must have an overall "B" 
average and meet other basic officer entry 
requirements. 
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll 
attend a five-month internship at a major 
Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range of experi- 
ences you'll have serving your country as an 
Air Force nurse professional. For more infor- 
mation, 
Call collect: (216) 522-4325 
MS, 
A great way of hte 
=> 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing openings for Spring Semester 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
includes utilities 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6** and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
GAMMA PHI        * 
JINGLE JAM 
Sue & Scott 
jf Laura & Bob 
Jj) Beth & John 
«JA Sharon & Jim 
t£ Diane & Dave 
& Kathryn & Darin 
m Carole & Dean 
Alisa & Paul 
Bobbie & K.C. 
Anne & Mike 
*£* Sharon & Dave 
S Amy & Rich 
Connie & Her Date 
Sally & Her Date 
Becky & Her Date 
Laurie & Gary 
Margaret & Dennis 
the Menace 
Amy Beth & Jerry 
Cherie & Andy 
Laurie & Rob 
. Kristen & Mike 
j* Laura & Pizzaman 
*^ Suzanne & Joe 
*5 Christi & Eric 
Amy & Tony 
Corrina & Mark 
Holly & Matt 
Tish & Dan 
Corrine & Ken 
Amy Jo & Blitzen 
FREE PIZZA! 
FREE DELIVERY 
Jennifer & Dave 
Amy & Matt 
Sue & Jeff 
Amy & Vince 
Kelly & Doug 
Melissa & Kevin 
Chris & Joe 
Mindy & Ray 
Diahn & Troy 
Angel & Paul 
Kristy & Jim 
Elaine & Tim 
Kathi & Bob 
Darlene & Sherman 
Lori & Brad 
Chris & Mark 
Annette & Bill 
Wendy & Kris Kringle 
Qina & Tony 
Leslie & Bob 
Janet & Terry 
Jenny & Bob 
Cindy & Dan 
Susan & Bob 
Karen & Todd 
Jennifer & Mike 
Lisa & Alan 
Linda & Mike 
Cindy & Bill 
Nancy & Andy 
Julie & Tom 
Debbi & Dave 
Chris & Sam 
Peggy & Troy 
•■•,., ss 
DUPONI 
Buy One PIZZA 
Get One FREE! 
, Two Large Pizzas 
with Two Items 
VW *:*w;*;*;*:*i*'*i*:* 
TWO PIZZAS FOR 
THE PRICE OF ONE! 
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!1 
1112 Mercer St., Bowling Green. OH| 
CALL 054-6500 
Delivery Avoiloble from 4 30 p rn 
£*S*m 12/12/65 
toppings include peppe*on nom bocon ground be* rtoeon 
•oueooe, mutfvoome. queen peppen omom HOI peppea and 
onchoviet upon WQUM (NO SUtSmuttONS OB DELETIONS) 
NOW OPEN UNTIL 2.00 A.M. EVERY NIGHT 
DELIVERY AVAILABLE AU DAY SAT. 6 SUN. 
0 0. 
Whenytunvecapiim tegcMxiciie|U5t isi'teriouaH." 
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Browns ready to battle noise 
PARMA, Oh. (AP) - Imagine 
calling football plays in the mid- 
dle ofa Bruce Springsteen con- 
cert. 
Hut's how noisy the Cleve- 
land Browns expect it will get 
Sunday in the notoriously loud 
Seattle Kingdome. 
So the Browns Wednesday 
made up a Kingdome by renting 
an electronic static box, hooking 
up six stadium-size speakers 
and turning it full blast at the 
team's Indoor practice facility. 
Each time rookie quarterback 
Bernie Kosar stepped to the line 
with the firsWeam offense, 
strength coach Dave Redding 
raised the volume. 
The procedure was repeated 
when Paul McDonald called the 
signals against the first-team 
defense. 
Instead of using the usual ver- 
bal cadence for the snap count, 
Kosar used a silent snap count. 
As he stepped behind the center, 
Kosar yelled "set" The other 
players counted to themselves 
up to the number on which the 
center was supposed to snap the 
ball. 
Ihe 7-6 Browns blame crowd 
noise for three of their losses. 
Sunday's game is crucial to the 
team's playoff hopes. 
In a 20-7 loss in Dallas, the 
crowd took the Browns out of a 
no-huddle offense they had 
planned to use to gain an early 
advantage. 
In a 21-30 loss to the Raiders at 
Cleveland Stadium, the crowd 
drowned out the signals of quar- 
terback Marc Wilson when the 
Raiders had the ball deep in 
Browns' territory in the final 
seconds. After a 4V4-minute de- 
lay in which the crowd might 
have been unwittingly working 
against the Browns, Wilson 
threw the game-winning TD 
pass to tight end Todd Oiris- 
tensen. 
In a 10-0 loss in Pittsburgh, the 
Browns'18th defeat in 16 games 
at Three Rivers Stadium, the 
crowd drowned out Kosar's sig- 
nals deep In Browns'territory in 
the third quarter. As Kosar at- 
tempted to reason with the offi- 
cial, center Mike Baab snapped 
the ballpast the unsuspecting 
rookie. The Steelers took over in 
excellent field position and 
scored the decisive touchdown. 
"Early in the season it both- 
ered us," Kosar said. "I don't 
think it will take us out of our 
game plan. After the Pittsburgh 
game I think the coaches real- 
ized we have to come up with 
some alternatives, especially 
this week." 
Schottenhelmer   has 
other solutions to the problem on 
Sunday. 
"I've spoken to a couple of 
people who've been exposed to 
the noise over there a number of 
times, and they said the easiest 
way to overcome it Is to get a 
quick lead on them," Schotten- 
heimer said. "Then all of a sud- 
den those fans don't get as 
involved. If you get Into one of 
those nail-biters, it could be a 
xenbeimer has also in- 
structed his quarterbacks to 
wait as long as It takes. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
•jcarescy 
Second Semester Leases 
2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
We pay Heat, Water, Cable, Trash 
Pick Up, and All of Gas. 
For a good place to live — See Us. 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 9-5 M-F ' 
»>»»»Call 352-9135 <<<?<<< 
TTien gel in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer 
commissiorung program You amid start planning on a career 
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great 
advantages Uke 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, 
you could complete your basic train- 
ing during two six-week summer 
sessions and earn more than $1100 
during each session 
Want to move 
up quickly? 
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week 
summer session 
■ You can lake free civilian flying lessons 
■ You're commissioned upon graduation 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
urniergntduaie officer commission- 
ing program. You could 
start off making more 
than $17,000 a year. 
Hkhlookhtirakwgoodn 
See Capt. Power or Lt. Bembenek Dec 10,11,12 at the 
Student Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
Sports Cap 
HOCKEY: The Falcon le- 
ers travel to nilnois-CMcago 
for a Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association series. 
BG currently leads the CCHA 
while the Flames are sev- 
enth. (See preview on pre- 
vious page) 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: 
John Wdn-rt's 0-1 cagers 
hope to rebound from an »« 
opening day loss to Akron 
when they meet Princeton 
tomorrow in Princeton, N.J. 
Falcons Brian MillerAn- 
thony Robinson and Frank 
Booker scored 20 points each 
against the Zips. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: 
The women Falcon cagers 
are 0-2 and possibly without 
MAC rebound leader Joelyn 
Sboup, but seek to improve 
that mark in Evanston, 111. at 
the Northwestern tournament 
tonight and tomorrow night. 
GYMNASTICS: After inju- 
ries hampered the annual in- 
trasquad meet, the Falcon 
tumblers get another chance 
to polish their routines in a 
scrimmage at hease against 
Michigan tomorrow in Eppler 
North gym at 1 p.m. 
SWIMMING: Both squads 
travel to Rockford, 111. for 
meets with Dlinlos with div- 
ing today and swimming to- 
morrow night. 
•Q 3Bo'oW w* »»°Affij\99ft §&. 
OW 
Christmas Gift Ideas 
Start your Christmas shopping 
»$o 
now 
BGSU Gifts 
Apparel & Novelties 
Many Stocking Stuffwt 
°o 
BGSU 
School Jackets 
Quilt-lined 
Brown I White 
Sweatsuits 
Hooded Tops 12.93 
Pants 9.95    |. 
Kkk tax oho available 
All Weather 
Running Apparel 
Nylon suits 
UnoVwwx 
and AccMiorkM 
Shop t1» MOM HOWM lor CMrtMt OHta 
Per Ihe Active "Met* On Year Lterl 
t Hours Open: Mon.-frl. 10-9   Sol. 9:30-5:30 Sun. 12-5 
FALCON HOUSE 
"•** -  V Gift cwfilicatms available Lay-away accepted 
°ofip£    14° E" Woo,t,r Ph- 3523610 
A 
m \ 
/ 
Get in the 
spirit. . . 
HOLIDAY 
Edition 
of     ^ 
THE BG NEWS. 
FRKMX /rtf*5^ 
Friday, Dec. 13 
(Last regular edition 
before Finals Week) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
Wed., Dec. 11,4 pm. 
372-2605 
Sheet 
* # 
Jl 
t> 
■:•: .   > 
The annual Advent' 
Christmas Candellght Mw 
will be celebrated at 8 p.m. 
Sunday {DK. 15) In the lenharl 
Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
Prepared by the St. Thomas More 
University Parish, the mass will 
include Christmas songs per- 
formed by the parish folk choir. 
The moss is open to all. last 
year, more than 1.000 students 
attended. 
■•»••*■    'v 
The annual UAO Holl 
I day Crafts Pair will be 
• hold from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
! Monday through Wednes- 
jday (Doc. 9-11) in the 
'Grand   Ballroom   of    the 
Union. Items for sale will 
Include    wool    clothing. 
candy, iewelry, wood toys. 
tree    ornaments    and 
knitted clothing. 
The A Cappella Choir and theS 
Collegiate* will get into the holi-" 
day spirit when they present Daniel 
Pinkhom's "Christmas Conatata" ot! 
8 p.m. Friday (Dec. 13) In Kobocker | 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center,     j* 
The event is free and open to the| 
lie. 
jmzm 
*•■   L    /■ 
III III II 
£ The Collegiate Chorals will be the first 
to odd musical cheer to the University's 
holiday season when it presents Vivaldi's 
"<Morla" at 3 p.m. Sunday (Dec. 8) in 
Kobocker Holl of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. During the second half of the pro- 
gram, the choral* will perform a selection of 
Christmas carols. 
Tickets for the concert ore $1 for students 
and senior citizens and $3 for all others. 
They con be purchased at the Center's box 
office beginning at I  p.m.  the day of the |- show. 
m in  in   ii.i-.-j-u ,.u 
p | Just can't seem to find the right gift for that special j .• 
fl"i person? Then call UAO and reserve a space on its annual ill 
I, I holiday shoepplng trip to the Fairlane Mall in Dearborn. IIV |\M 
The bus will leave from the Union Oval at 10:30 a.m. and • fjl 
Mich., on Sunday (Dec, 8). 
I     T" 
I^J will return at opproxlmotely 6:30 p.m. The cost is S6 and) 
ml. reservations can be made in the UAO office, third floor of «, 
■*- the Union. 
The mall is one of the largest in the country, featuring] 
[ hundreds of stores. r 
mm 
All the OnCwmmm StuOent Center is offering for thefj 
l\ holidays is good food ond good fun. tut then, what more can i« 
l| you ask for? It 
Its Holiday fun comes In the form of Its annual HolWey M 
I1 Potivcfc. which will begin ot 11.30 a.m. Friday (Dec. IS) In 
I the Center, basement of Moseley. The potluck Is open to oil; 
J-' the price of admission is a covered dish. 
V     (The Censer  will  be  providing  the  main  dish  ond   to 
^ determine how much food Is needed, persons ore asked to  ' 
I make o reservation by calling the Center ot 372-2573.) 
ion ftirnilc MifMfftliAeffft 
An International Festival   sponsored 
by the World Student Association, will 
begin ot 5 p.m. Saturday (Dec. 7) in the 
Amoni and Northeast Commons.Free and 
open to the public, the evening will feature 
samplings of ethnic foods and displays of 
traditional clothing, jewelry and other 
items from around the world. At 8:30 p.m., 
on entertainment program, Including a 
fashion show, will be presented by some of 
the more thon 400 international students 
enrolled at the University.Countries to be 
represented at the festival Include Austria, 
Cyprus. France, India, Japan, Kenya. 
Nigeria, Pakistan. Panama, Poland. South 
Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, 
Sweden, Syria, and West Germany.  
liCctiires.l .1 ~| 
Philip t. O'Connor, a professor of 
English and director of the Creative Writing 
Program, will 'rood from his fourth 
published work of fiction, entitled Ohio 
Wilsn at 1:30 p.m. Friday (Dec. 6) in the 
Faculty Lounge of the Union.The novella is 
the story of how a woman struggles to 
maintain her family memories and land. It 
Is being published as a port of the Ohio 
Writers Series and Is supported by o grant 
from the Ohio Arts Council.The reading Is 
.free and open to all. 
xnie. 
Mil 
Two concerts will be featured this month 
ot the College of Musical Arts. At 8 p.m. 
Sunday (Dec. IS) the Rose Makora Smith 
trio, featuring pianist Jerome Rose, artist- 
In-residence, violinist Paul Mokara, and 
cellist Alan Smith, will perform movements 
by Beethoven and Brohams. The concert Is 
free and open to all and will be held in 
Kobocker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
That same evening at 8 p.m.. the Clarinet 
Choir, under the direction of Edwin Marks, 
will perform in the Bryan Recital Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. This concert Is 
also free and open to all. 
Etccteni... 
Prarle Margins, the campus literary 
magazine featuring poetry and fiction, 
will go on sale Monday (Dec. 9) through 
Friday (Dec. 13) In the L|nion foyer from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. It will be on sale the week 
of Dec. 16 on the first floor of University 
Hall. Cost Is $2.. .It's a typical finals week 
scenario. Every carrel in the library is 
filled. The dorms are too noisy, and you 
have no ploce to go. But wait I Don't 
panic I Exam cram Is here! The 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization is 
sponsoring a 24-hour-a-doy ploce to study 
for students beginning Sunday (Dec. 15) 
and continuing through Friday (Dec. 20). 
Free coffee ond silence will be provided 
'round the clock, as well at a place to hit 
the books. So grab your bockpock ond 
those unopened books and head over to 
tha Commuter OH Campos Center in 
the basement of Moseley. . . A video- 
skate donee, featuring Ice skating, 
dancing, and music videos, will be held 
from 7 to 10 p.m. Friday (Dec. 6) in the Ice 
Arena. Tickets for the event ore $1 .SO per 
person, or $2.90 per couple. The 
admission cost also includes a ticket for 
free skating, which con be redeemed at 
-r- -f- -t- -f- 
I the i 
-t- 
any time. The first 25 people at door 
will receive free records and posters. 
UAO is sponsoring the event. . . The 
Minority Student Association is 
hosting a coffee hour from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday (Dec. II) in the second floor 
lounge of the Student Services building. 
All 160 student organizations at the 
University have been invited as an effort 
to understand each others' goals ond 
purposes. Jack Taylor, assistant vice 
president for Minority Affairs, will deliver 
a brief presentation. The event is free ond 
open to all. . . 
The University will offer many of the 
some services over winter break with 
varied hours. Following are the posted 
winter break hours for the library, the 
Student ssec Center, and the Ice Arena: 
Library hours for Friday (Dec. 20) will 
be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday (Dec. 
21) from 1 to 5 p.m. Hours will vary 
throughout the break. To obtain the hours, 
call 372-2885 for a recorded message. The 
library will be closed Dec. 24. 25, and Jon. 
1. . .Public skating sessions ot the ke 
Arena will remain unchanged, held on 
Wednesdays and Fridays from 8 to 10 p.m. 
and Sundays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. and 7 to . 
9 p.m. Public skating sessions will not be 
held on Dec. 10. 18, or 31 due to scheduled 
hockey matches. During finals week, the 
Ice Arena is offering students a chance to 
blow off steam and get a study break by 
1—i—i—I—i—i r~ 
holding skating from noon to 2:45 p.m. 
Monday (Dec. 16). Tuesday (Dec. 17). 
Thursday (Dec. 19) ond Friday (Dec. 20). 
Skating is free with a student I.D. Skate 
rental is 25 cents. . .Special break hours at 
the Student lee Confer are as follows for 
the dates of Dec. 14-23. 26-31. and Jan. 2- 
12: Center, noon to 9 p.m.: Cooper Pool. 
noon to 2 p.m. and 5 to 8 p.m. ond Andrews 
Pool, 1 to 8 p.m. The Student Rec Center 
will be closed Dec. 24, 25 and Jan. I. 
Rewiktjj Irrceii State IMrcrxftY 
I i M i i i i i 
BoWUNC CHOI 
sun UNivacm 
ISO-ISM , 
^eJsWjBf.fJje'    produced by the 
^M^mtut^. •ovrling Green State 
dSfeP^^ssSV      University Offke of 
^■^_        gM     Public Relations for 
students, faculty and 
staff. 
' This is the last 
issue for the 
semester. The first Issue of spring semester 
will be published Jon. 17 and will cover 
events occurlng Jon. 17 through Feb. 2. The i 
deadline to submit Information for that 
issue is noon Wednesday, Jon. 15. 
All events must be submitted in writing 
to the Green Sheet editor. 806 
Administration Building. There it no charge 
to have an item listed. 
by. 
ItecTMhiT ft, ttMtS 
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Browns ready to battle noise 
PARMA, Oh. (AP) - Imagine 
calling football plays in the mid- 
dle 01 a Brace Springsteen con- 
cert. 
That's how noisy the Cleve- 
land Browns expect it will get 
Sunday in the notoriously loud 
Seattle Kingdome. 
So the Browns Wednesday 
made up a Kingdome by renting 
an electronic static box, booking 
up six stadium-size speakers 
and turning it full blast at the 
team's indoor practice facility. 
Each time rookie quarterback 
Berate Kosar stepped to the line 
with the first-team offense, 
strength coach Dave Redding 
raised the volume. 
The procedure was repeated 
when Paul McDonald called the 
signals against the first-team 
defense. 
Instead of using the usual ver- 
bal cadence farms snap count, 
Kosar used a silent snap count. 
As be stepped behind the center, 
Kosar yelled "set" The other 
players counted to themselves 
up to the number on winch the 
center was supposed to snap the 
ball. 
The 7-6 Browns blame crowd 
noise for three of their losses. 
Sunday's game is cradal to the 
team's playoff hopes. 
In a 20-7 loss in Dallas, the 
crowd took the Browns out of a 
no-huddle offense they had 
planned to use to gain an early 
advantage. 
In a zl-ao loss to the Raiders at 
Cleveland Stadium, the crowd 
drowned out the signals of quar- 
terback Marc Wilson when the 
Raiders had the ball deep in 
Browns' territory in the final 
seconds. After a 4tt-minute de- 
lay in which the crowd might 
have been unwittingly working 
against   the   Browns,   Wilson 
pass to tight end Todd Chris- 
tensen. 
In s 1M loss in Pittsburgh, the 
Browns' 16th defeat in 16 games 
at Three Rivers Stadium, the 
crowd drowned out Kosar's sig- 
nals deep in Browns' territory in 
the third quarter. As Kosar at- 
tempted to reason with the offi- 
cial, center Mike Baab snapped 
the ballpast the unsuspecting 
rookie. The Steelers took over in 
excellent field position and 
scored the decisive touchdown. 
"Early in the season it both- 
ered us," Kosar said. "I don't 
think it will take us out of our 
game plan. Alter the Pittsburgh 
game I think the coaches resi- 
tted we have to come op with 
some alternatives, especially 
this week." 
Schottenheimer has some 
otter solutions to the problem on 
Sunday. 
"I've spoken to a couple of 
people who've been exposed to 
the noise over there a number of 
times, and they said the easiest 
way to overcome it is to get a 
quick lead on them," Schotten- 
heimer said. "Then all of a sud- 
den those fans don't get as 
involved. If yon get Into one of 
those nail-biters, it could be a 
has also in- 
structed his quarterbacks to 
wait as long as it takes. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
£SXX? 
Second Semester Leases 
2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
We pay Heat, Water, Cable, Trash 
Pick Up, and All of Gas. 
For a good place to live — See Us. 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 9-5 M-F J 
»»»>»Call 352-9135 <<<<<<<< 
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduaie officer 
cornmissioriing program. You could start planning on a career 
like the men in this ad have. And also have some great 
advantages like 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
■ As a freshman or sophomore, 
you could complete your basic train- 
ing during two six-week summer 
sessions and earn more than $1100 
during each session 
Wmttomove 
up quickly? 
■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week 
summer session 
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons 
■ You're commissioned upon graduation 
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
undergraduate officer commission- 
ing program. You could 
start off making more 
than $17,000 ayear. 
Wnhokmgfotakw#odi 
See Capt. Power or Lt. Bembenek Dec 10,11,12 at the 
Student Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
Sports Cap 
HOCKEY: The Falcon le- 
ers travel to niinoiaOncafo 
for a Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association series. 
BG currently loads the CCHA 
while the Flames are sev- 
enth. (See preview on pre- 
vious page) 
MEN'S   BASKETBALL: 
John Wetaert'i 0-1 cagera 
hope to rebound from an 9045 
opening day loss to Akron 
whan may meet Princeton 
tomorrow in Princeton, N.J. 
Falcons Brian Miller An- 
thony Robinson and Frank 
Booker scored 10 points each 
against the Zips. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: 
The women Falcon cagers 
are 0-2 and possibly without 
MAC rebound leader Joelyn 
Snoop, but seek to improve 
that mark la Evanston, Hi. at 
the Northwestern tournament 
tonight awl tomorrow night. 
GYMNASTICS: After inju- 
ries hampered the annual in- 
traaquad meet, the Falcon 
tumblers get another chance 
to poliah their routines in s 
scrimmage at home against 
Hl^Mgan tiimrw In Eppler 
North gym at 1 p.m. 
SWIMMING: Both squads 
travel to Rockford, lit for 
meets with Dlinios with div- 
ing today and swimming to- 
morrow night 
#
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1r& §S     Christum Gift Ideas 
_Q    Start your Christmas shopping now   9? 
Os 
BGSU Gifts 
Apparel 4 Novelties 
Many Stocking Staffer! 
°o 
BGSU 
School Jackets 
Quilt-lined 
Brown ft White 
Sweatsuits 
Hooded Tops 12.95 
Pants 9.95 
Kids sizes oho available 
All Weather 
Running Apparel 
Nylon wits 
Underwear 
and Accessories 
woe nie Falcon House tor ChrtsfmsM wills 
for Tha Acllva Pooela On Yo-r llsll 
t Hewn Open.' Mon.-frl. 10-»   Sat. «:30-5:30 Sun. 12-5 
FALCON HOUSE 
1
 Gift cftlflcoti ovollabla Lay-away i occepfeo' 
140 E. Wooster Ph. 352-3610 
T^&Q6P&*5to&<?8fcW.°6lfa 
A few weeks ago Broadway- 
Hazelton Saloni and Friday 
Mtgtrinr asked for entries to 
our "New You" make-over con- 
test. Hie winner's name was 
chosen by random drawing from 
entries received. 
Our lucky winner was Linda 
McConaughy, a senior art/art 
education major, who was 
treated to a complete make-over 
valued  at  $200,  courtesy 
Broadway-Hazelton Salons. 
The make-over lasted six 
hours."I really like the hair- 
cut" Linda said, "I don't think I 
make myself up like that every 
day though - it would take too 
alines* 
said when she was fin- 
ished, the price of goods and 
services  were totaled.  "They 
came to leas than $100, and they 
gave me credit for the rest" 
The salons are located at 131 
W. Indiana Ave., Perrysburg, 
and 4024 HoUand-Sylavania in 
Sylvania. 
The following pictures detail 
Linda's glamourous day at 
Broadway-Hazelton as she was 
made-over by David Broadway 
himself. 
'TheNew You' 
Beautician Robin MacGuffy highlights the hair around Linda's face In order to play 
up her features. This also helped to match the darker hair around her face to the top 
of her hair that has been lightened due to exposure to the sun. 
As she drys Linda's hair after the perm, Robin gives Linda some tips on how to properly style her hair by using 
the hands instead of a brush to get a more contemporary look. 
Story and photos 
by Jim Sakola 
Linda Is shown how to apply • red 
cover-up under her eyes and 
•crow her forehead In order to 
even out her skin tones and give 
her a healthy glow. The makeup Is 
blotted on for even coverage. 
Linda shows off her "New You" look after sitting through six beauty-building hours filled with curlers, 
hairdryers, makeup sponges and the constant attention of the Broadway-Hazelton staff. 
An overall view of the salon, located on Indiana Ave. In Perrysburg. where Linda went for her make over. 
There are two Broadway-Hazelton salons In the Toledo area. 
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Nothing excessive about INXS 
by P.F. Wlfeon 
Friday reporter 
Australia's INXS (pro- 
nounced "in eacess") first came 
to the attention of American 
record conmmeri a few years 
back with soon like "The One 
Thing," "Don't Change" and 
Later with the controversial 
"Original Sin." 
Their new album is Listen 
Like Thieves-* classic exer- 
cise in banality. A band with so 
much talent and potential has 
a to be able to do better than 
en Like Thieves. 
The band's current single is 
"This Time," a nice enough 
song, but not really strong 
enough for release as s single. 
Andy Farias'lyrics are a cry for 
peace, with Michael Hutchence 
singing We are hoping/ Yes and 
we'repruying/ This Owe will be 
the last thne/That we will tight 
like this. The song starts with a 
nice idea, but doesnt expand on 
it from this promising begin- 
ning. 
One of the stronger cuts on the 
album is a tune called "One By 
One," a catchy, melodic cut that 
matches the best of the band's 
previous work. Farias and Hut- 
chence, who have written the 
band's three biggest hits, also 
get the credit forthis one. 
Many of the other songs on 
Listen Like Thieves seem like 
they were either written in a 
hurry or simply without much 
thought involved. Few tracks on 
the album can match the stan- 
dard of excellence set by Sha- 
booh   Shoobah,   the   band's 
premiere American LP. 
Listen Like Thieves certainly 
isn't the beat thing to come from 
Down Under recently. The al- 
bum has a few good cots, but not 
enough support material to con- 
stitute a truly fine album. One 
is for sure-this time, 
Is not "in excess" for 
Album for review provided 
courtesy at Stale Discount, ttt 
E. WoosterSt. 
Action can't save misguided 'L.A.' 
byGreflKleikx 
Friday editor 
To Live and Die in L.A. is one 
of those BLrns that takes a great 
idea in the wrong direction. 
What might have been a 
powered, emottonaDy-gri 
drama turns out to be a mu 
exercise in bloodshed and vio- 
lence. 
The movie centers around 
suave U.S. Treasury Agent 
Richard Chance (William L. Pe- 
tersen). Chance is stalking the 
boulevards and alleys of Los 
Angeles in search of profes- 
sional counterfeiter Eric Blas- 
ters (WUlem DaFoe), whose big 
mistake had little to do with 
counterfeiting - be and his cro- 
nles   brutally   murdered 
Chance's partner and best 
friend, who had stumbled onto 
Master's operation. 
Chance's quest for justice 
soon turns into a lust for ven- 
geance as he drags fledgling 
agent John Vukovich (John Pan- 
kow) along for a wild ride that 
gets increasingly dangerous 
with each broken rule. 
Like the last great urban 
crime drama. Prince at the City, 
To Live and Die in L.A. initially 
focuses on one man's attempt to 
balance justice, vengeance and 
corruption. But about half way 
through the film, this Initial 
theme and the structure of the 
plot depart in opposite direc- 
Although Chance is, in reality, 
irresponsible and reckless, he is 
ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • 
WINDSOR 
WONDERLAND 
< ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA • ATA   * 
THE  WORLD 
STUDENT        ! 
ASSOCIATION 
presents •• 
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL '85 
Data: Dec.7fh,5.30pm. 
at Northeast Comms. 
& Amani 
Free  Entertainment 
& Ethnic Food. 
portrayed throughout the movie 
as an admirable vigilante. In the 
wake of Chance's crusade are 
three dead men, $50,000 in stolen 
government green (stolen by 
Chance and Vukovich, that is) 
and inestimable damage to the 
City of the Angels. Who would 
have guessed treasury agents 
would lead such exciting lives? 
The performances in To Live 
and DM In LA. are generally 
pretty good, particularly WUlem 
DaFoe as sleazoid Eric Masters. 
Also excellent is John Pankow 
as the bewildered Vukovich As 
Richard Chance, William Peter- 
sen is adequate if not partic- 
ularly memorable. 
To the credit of director Wil- 
liam  Friedkin   ("The  French 
Connection"), To Live and Die 
In L.A. is a visually stunning 
film. Friedkin knows bow to 
create suspense, and be does it 
in a big way in L.A.. The stan- 
dard car chase takes on a new 
meaning under Friedkin's 
guidance, a harrowing roller- 
coaster rue through the streets 
of L.A. that is almost three-di- 
mtntifwil in its intensity. 
Also of note Is the soundtrack, 
composed and performed by 
British techno-funksters Wang 
Chung. The music is riveting 
and muscular, and gives the 
film a good deal of extra punch 
If you like fast-paced action, 
To Live and Die in L.A. is worth 
the price of a matinee ticket. If 
you're in search of good drama, 
look elsewhere. 
Bongo Man debuts 
byUuBiiKul 
Friday reporter 
of 1980, the 
in Jamaica 
Was as hot as the island's 
tropical sun. Rival political 
factions waged a war that left 
680 dead before election day. 
Jamaicans were afraid to 
leave home at night for fear 
of becomingthe next victims. 
Until the Bongo Man came 
borne to play. 
Bongo Man is a quasi-docu- 
mentary film profiling reg- 
estar Jimmy Cliff. The 
follows Cliff on his 1980 
musical tour, and examines 
his views toward the the "po- 
litricks" taking place in his 
From a small concert in his 
hometown of Somerton, Ja- 
maica, to sell out crowds in 
Montreux, Switzerland and 
Soweto, South Africa, Cliff 
extous his own political 
views. He speaks of the Im- 
portance of "togetherness" 
and'"African oneness" in an 
attempt to reunite the Jamai- 
can people and quench their 
polWcalflre. 
Cliff, who might be remem- 
bered for the cult film The 
Harder They Come, and his 
recent MTV video "We All 
Are One," narrates his trip 
back home. The movie fol- 
lows the reggae star in con- 
cert, in the recording studio, 
and reuniting with towns- 
people. He discusses his mu- 
sk,   and   his   Rastaiarian 
religious values. 
The film captures Cliff's 
homecoming with beautiful 
visual portraits of the Jamai- 
can countryside and people. A 
Rastaiarian woman dis- 
cusses women's rights in Ja- 
maica. A teenager prepares 
for Cliffs Somerton concert 
by smearing paint on a house 
covered witn political slogans 
from both political parties. 
Bongo Mao takes a candid 
look at Jamaican lifestyle 
and culture. 
But the best thing about 
Bongo Mania not Cliffs polit- 
ical views or the Jamaican 
footage, but the music. Cliffs 
reggae not only has the irre- 
sistable reggae beat, but has 
an apolitical message which 
refuses to be ignored. Cliff 
performs many of his own 
hits, including ''Many Rivers 
to Cross," and "I am the 
Living," as well as reggae 
great Bob Marley's powerful 
"No Woman No Cry/' 
Although the Cliffs Jamai- 
can accent makes his narra- 
tion difficult to understand, 
his message still comes 
through The concert scenes 
prove Cliffs belief that "poli- 
ticians divide - musicians 
unite." 
The film is sponsored by 
the Caribbean Association, 
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Pro- 
gram, and the Black Student 
union. The "Bongo Man" 
makes his appearance at 
' BGSU this Saturday at 8 p.m. 
in Room 210, Math Science. 
m*mamm**%. ■a***** 
WINE SHOP 
. 
1 FREE CUP ! 
OF 
COLUMBIAN COFFEE { 
TAKE A BREAK FROM FAST FOOD 
WITH OUR EARLY MORNING SPECIALS! 
BUY 1 BAGEL        1 
AND GET ONE FREE 
with tab ad 
Uaitj coapoa per visit please Exp. 12/17 . ^J^l^XTJUiJ^^SSL I2Z.12LU- 
Stop in and pick ap one of oar Early Morning papers. 
* Plain Dealer * Wall Street Journal     * Sentinel Tribune 
H 
Moaday-Satardsy 
1:00 «.m. - 12:00 Midnight 
Saaosy 
10:00 i.ra. • 10:00 p.m. 
+U.S.A. Today * Toledo Blade 
wBG News 
* Sunday N.Y. Times 
Across from Harshman Quad on Wooster St.    353-5731 
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Alpha Delta Pi 
Black Diamond Wedding 
Gayle & Thom 
Debby & Daniel 
Lisa & Michael 
Mary & Paul 
Ann & Tim 
Jennifer & Reggie 
Michelle & Joe 
Heidi & Kevey 
Patty & the Honeymoon King 
Potatoe & the Spud 
Julie & Scott 
Hillary & Thad 
Missy & Dan 
M&K 
Lora Alumn & The Geriatric 
Cathy & Eric 
Kay & Brett Alan 
Pizza Face & The Delivery Boy 
Susan & Rick 
Patti & Ed 
Leslie & Dave 
The Bride & The Groom 
Judy & Chuck 
Kathy & Mark 
Mel & Tommy Tomatoe 
Mickey & Bert 
Beth & Chris 
Janet & Dan 
Lynn & Jim 
Eli-Eli-Eli-Carr & Dale 
Wendy & Ken 
^ari i. »** 
The Swab Queen & Cotton Head 
Lisa & Mike 
Joan & Andy 
Melinda & Mark 
Paula & Greg 
Paige & The Boy 
Sheryl & Mike 
Susan A Donny 
Rhonda & The Mystery Man 
Diane & Jeff 
Anne & Tom 
Amy & Greg 
Shankers & The Blue Milk 
Lori & The Jail Bait 
Lisa & Dave 
Deb & The Main Squeeze 
Lynn & Shawn 
Johnson & Johnson 
Michele & John 
Madge & Tadd 
Tina & Tom 
Tracey & Brian 
Hawkeye & Buckeye 
It's a Nice Day 
for a White Wedding 
ALPHA DELTA PI » ALPHA DELTA PI . ALPHA DELTA PI » ALPHA DELTA PI . ALPHA DELTA PI • ALPHA DELTA PI . JUJHA DEI TA«H 
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Lively "Miss Lillian' recalls silent era 
by Caroline Linger 
staff reporter 
After 105 films and 82 years as 
an actress, Lillian Gish can still 
captivate and charm. 
The primary leading lady of 
D.W. Griffith, the tether of 
American film, smiled and 
giggled as she reminisced about 
her years as a performer. Gish 
answered questions after the 
showing of the 1920 D.W. Griffith 
silent feature film Way Down 
East at Arizona State University 
on Saturday, November 16. 
Gish received an award from 
the state of Arizona the previous 
day for her lifetime of achieve- 
ment in the arts. 
"I thought it (Way Down 
East) was a ridiculous melo- 
Sllent StarS Courtesy/University Public Relations 
Lillian and Dorothy Gish, two of America's earliest film stars, as they 
appeared in the heyday of the silent era. Dorothy Gish died in 1968. 
drama, but it made more money 
than 'Birth of a Nation,' " the 87- 
year-old Gish said. 
"I never saw a script... the 
silent set began in a big room 
and Griffith would call out the 
plot and we (the actors) would 
walk through it until it was re- 
ady," Gish explained. The ac- 
tors would talk as they believed 
the characters would if they 
could be heard. Much of this 
silent dialogue became subtitles 
for the movie. 
Gish, a native Ohioan, has 
been honored all over the nation 
and has visited Bowling Green 
several times. She received an 
honorary doctor of performing 
arts degree during the Universi- 
ty's commencement exercises 
in 1976. In October of 1976. she 
returned to show segments of 
her films in the then newly- 
named "Gish Theater" in 
HannaHall. 
Gish received the popular Cul- 
tural Association Achievement 
Award in 1979, and donated 
funds for the endowment of a 
"Dorothy and Lillian Gish Schol- 
arship in Film Studies," in 1960. 
"The face is more powerful 
than words - you can't fool the 
camera with your face," Gish 
said. "It was all real back then. 
Actors did their own stunts be- 
cause the camera is psychic - it ■ knows if you are acting." 
Way Down East was the first 
film which required cast mem- 
bers to have insurance. Gish has 
two permanently crooked fin- 
gers as a result of holding her 
right hand in freezing water 
while laying on an ice sheet as it 
floated down a river. 
She dipped her hand and hair 
in the icy water to make the 
scene more realistic. 
"I'd never put my hand in ice 
water before," she said, "so I 
didn't know what I was in for." 
The scene depended on having 
the ice break In the right way 
during daylight hours so that it 
could be filmed, Gish said. The 
segment progresses with the ice 
breaking into smaller and 
smaller pieces until Gish is car- 
ried off to safety by the hero - 
seconds before she would have 
crashed down a waterfall to 
certain death. 
"Icicles formed on my eye- 
lashes during the making of the 
film and Mr. Griffith said 'Billy 
(Bitzer, cameraman) get that 
face.' Billy said 'I will, Mr. 
Griffith, if the oil in my camera 
hasn't frozen.' He did get my 
face," she remembered, chuck- 
"l "ish's career began in Rising- 
Sun, Ohio, when she was five 
and her sister, Dorothy was 
four. It spanned silent film, 
stage, "talkies," and modem 
film. 
Last summer she completed a 
film called "Sweet Liberty," 
directed by Alan Alda for re- 
lease in early 1966. 
Gish turned down the part in 
Way Down East five times be- 
fore accepting. She was initially 
asked to play a funny mother, 
and she believed she was "as 
funny as a baby's open grave." 
"I always thought Dorothy 
was the most talented of the two 
of us," she said. "She had wit 
Courtesy/University Public Relations 
At age 87, Lillian Gish recently completed filming "Sweet Liberty." Her 
acting career began at the age of five. 
and humor and was -lovely." 
Dorothy Gish died in 1968. 
"I don't go to many films 
today, but I loved Gandhi and 
Tootsie, she said. The actress 
still believes that silent films are 
the most dramatic and universal 
form of entertainment. 
"America ruled through silent 
film - they lost 95 percent of the 
audience when they went to 
words because only five percent 
of the world speaks English," 
Gish said. "They don't yet real- 
ize the power there is in silent 
film... you could commu- 
nicate (with other countries). 
Silent film could end national- 
ism." 
Gish's last visit to the Univer- 
sity was in October of 1962 for 
the dedication of the photo- 
graphs displayed in Gish Film 
Theater, commemorating Lil- 
lian and Dorothy's long acting 
careers. 
"I was bom in Ohio, I'm a 
Buckeye and proud to be one," 
she said. "I think we have the 
best manners of any state." 
I 
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PI22A     Six Pack of Pepsi 
BROTHERS. Inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
for $..  00 
(12 ounce cans) 
With Any Order 
Over $6.00 
■EXPIRES 12/20/85 
1L (Not good with any other offer) BG 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 12/20/85 
DINNER FOR TWO: 
10" ONE ITEM PIZZA 
1 GARUC BREAD 
2 CANS OF PEPSI 
(Save $1.10) 
All for $5.50 reg. $6.60 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc. 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 12/20/85 
TAKE A PARTY 
BREAK FROM 
TESTS WITH A 
PARTY PIZZA! 
30 slices of Deep Dish Pizza 
with any 1 item! 
ONLY $9.99 
BG 
' HOLIDAY STEREO SPECIALS * 
ENJOY THE CHRISTMAS SEASON WITH THE GIFT OF MUSIC 
HART AUDIO CAN HELP YOU WITH EXPERT PERSONAL SERVICE AND QUALITY SOUND VALUES 
DRS-69 ^-   »— 
LIGHTWEIGHT    »O.W 
FERFCCT ran 
PORTABLES 
DHS12 
FULL SOUND       $19.93 
VERY 
COMFOfUABLF 
PERSONAL 
PORTABLE 
AM/FM CASSETTE 
•36.93 
MANY 
PORTABLE 
'BOOM BOXES' TOOI 
TRADE-INS WELCOME! 
BANK CARDS ACCEPTED 
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL 
LOANER POLICY 
FINANCING AVAILABLE 
INCLUDING 90 DAYS 
SAME AS CASH 
FREE LAYAWAY TOO 
gemini 
BB»        MIVIR IXES 
! MW4 wit 
mm 
• *i 
MX-6660 $249.93 
S TURNTABLE INPUTS 
INSTANT PARTY MACHINEI 
MetroSound 
CS 802 AM/FM 
DIGITAL WITH AUTO REVERSE 
2 YEAR 
WARRANTY 
$119.93 
SpphMk 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
CD-100 $189.95 
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE 
SKIP. SEARCH AND REPEAT 
FUNCTIONS ALSO 
•CARTRIDGES 
M7SP 
$34.93 $29.93 
FHS STANDARD FITS 'P* 
TURNTABLES       MOUNT TABLES 
BRING IN YOUR TURNTABLE 
WE'LL INSTALL FREE 
Cv) PIONEER 
CAR SPEAKERS 
TS-6903 6X9 $89.93 
TRIAX BO WATTS 
ALSO 
T$-1044 4" COAX       $49.93 
LINEAR TRACK TURNTABLE 
PL-23FB 
FULLY AUTOMATIC 
DIREO DRIVE 
SEARCH. CUE. REPEAT 
$179.93 
RECEIVER 
SR-440 30 WATTS 
DIGITAL READOUT 
PRESEY STATION MEMORY 
S YEAR WARRANTY      % y 49.93 
SCOTT SPEAKERS 
MODEL 2MB 
BOOKSHELF 
S3 WATTS RATING 
•%" WOOFER 
RIO SOUND 
$149.93 
PAIR 
ALSO 
SCOn 177DL 
8" 9 WAY SYSTEM 
60 WAITS RATING 
$179.93 
PAIR 
American Aranttcs Lib* 
DRS-5000 
100 WATTS RATING.* 
vVA'i SYSTEM, rucco 
PROTECTION, 12' 
WOOFER. 10 YEAR 
WARRANTY 
$199.93 PAIR 
ALSO 
RS-6O00 110 WATT RATING 
4 WAY SYSTEM WITH 19" 
ADJUSTABLE CONTROLS 
DON'T LET A BROKEN 
STEREO RUIN YOUR PARTY 
AUDIO WORKS QUALIFIED 
TECHNICIAN     CAN     REPAIR 
YOUR STEREO QUICKEY AND 
AT    VERY     REASONABLE 
RATES. 
JUST BRING IN YOUR AIL- 
ING    EQUIPMENT    AND    LET 
AUDIO WORKS DO THE REST. 
GENESIS 
SPEAKERS 
1 
P— w mi 
MODEL PICTURED       $199.93 
PAIR 
VERY ACCURATE IMAGE 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 
AMERICAN MADE 
HITACHI 
DUBBING DECK 
DWA400 $119.93 
PRICE 
BREAKTHROUGH ON A 
NAMEBRAND. INCLUDES 
DOLBY. AUTO TAPE SELECT, 
CONTINOUS PLAY 
Hart Audio 
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
OPEN MON THRU SAT 10:00 AM- 6:00 PM 
248 South Main Street 
352-3595 
Audio Works 
ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND REPAIR 
Friday/December 6, IMS 12 
Extra special 
A-D-C 
CODES 
4.99LP/CAS5 
LP/CASS 8.98 LIST 
ALL TITLES BY 
THESE ARTISTS ARE 
ON SALE 
JAMES TAYLOR f 
THATS WHY \t» HERE 
iTy—1/SwF^'Vu Far Am*, 
W^» t» Ml 
* 
4.99 LP/CASS 
JONI MITCHELL 
Dog Eat Dog 
ELTON JOHN 
Ice on Fir* PETETOWNSHEND 
White City 
4.99 LP/CASS 4.99 LP/CASS 
4.99 LP/CASS 4.99 LP/CASS 
4.99 LP/CASS 
AEROSMITH 
Done With Mirrors 
4.99 LP/CASS 
ON SALE 
LP or CASSETTE 
STEVIE NICKS 
"ROCK A LITTLE" 
The Ultimate 
Bob Dylan Album! 
I U EMjrTMKWIUITTWO HUCM FROM INI TO IWl 
■ 11 T1tACttHMMWO*«-*UMlA*Lf OH ALBUM 
■ OAUXntMOnnUALtlJUVISCOIiTNM tMJTKirrWMOTLANOM 
ON SALE 
PHOTO* AHOiiCLUMviwTvmnr 
■ IMClAiiT -MttCU t-MCOHO/ k-CAMBTTTly 19.99 
BILLY JOEL.   n 
GREATTST HITS 
VOLUME 1 tt VOLUME II 
A*M TM W*r Vi Af« ■ tm **+ AM MM ft) Mi/My Ub 
nMNM/MWMMl 
Billy JMI.. 
Qreoteat Hits Volume I 
* Volume II. 
21 big hits including "You're 
Only Human (Second Wind)' 
and "The Night Is Still Young: 
A specially-priced double album 799 
Doctor Who? That's right 
by John dimming* 
Friday reporter 
Move over, TreUdea. There's 
a new cult forming on the hori- 
son. 
Doctor Who, one of the moat 
popular British television shows 
on that side of the Atlantic, has 
made its way to Bowling Green. 
The show has gained consider- 
able popularity across the U.S. 
and around the world, and new 
fans are popping up every- 
where. 
Just who is Doctor Who? The 
man is a Time Lord from the 
planet Gallifrey who dps about 
the universe in his spaceship 
TARDIS (Time And Relative 
Dimensions In Space), battling 
the sinister beings of the uni- 
verse that seek to destroy other 
planets' inhabitants. He has a 
body temperature of 60 degrees, 
a bypass respiratory system, 
and two hearts. 
Doctor Who battles a variety 
of characters across the uni- 
verse, including Zygons, Kry- 
noids, Cybermen, Daleks and 
Yeti. Since the Doctor is a Time 
Lord, he is allowed 13 lives. Five 
of those lives have been rep- 
resented since the series 
started, the most popular played 
by Tom Baker. 
The series began on the Brit- 
ish Broadcasting Company net- 
work in 1963, according to Ron 
Gargasz, program manager at 
WBGlJTV, which airs the se- 
ries. 
"Since then it's developed a 
cult following around the 
world," Gargaax said. "It could 
be the popularity of the charac- 
ter typeVKople identify with a 
good guy and a personage of 
good.'r 
The aeries nearly ceased pro- 
duction after only a few years. 
Gargasz added, but the interest 
and enthusiasm of the many 
"Wbovians" of the world kept 
the show in production. 
The series was syndicated to 
the VS. in the early 1970s, and 
has had phenomenal success in 
the 112 U.S. markets it is seen in, 
according to Gargasz. Many fan 
dubs for Doctor Who have be- 
gun around the world to spread 
the news about this doer of good, 
according to Gargasz. The 
groups have grown at an incred- 
I >   PUFFS   «*.  I 
I**      Large 2 item      **| 
Pizza with 2 Cokes 
i $5" I we deliver 
1 block west of campus   ■ 
lble rate, nearly overthrowing 
the Trekkies in number. The 
Doctor Who Fan Club of Amer- 
ica has blossomed incredibly 
since its inception, and produces 
its own magazine for Who fol- 
lowers, The Wbovian Times. 
One of the clubs boasts a mem- 
bership of nearly 18,000 people, 
among the largest groupings in 
the Wnovian world. 
Fans who subscribe to The 
Wbovian Times can purchase 
any type of Wnovian memorabi- 
lia, Including replicas of the 
famous TARDIS ma/tim. 
"The fans watch this series 
religiously, much like Trekkies 
watch Star Trek," Gargasz said. 
He added that one viewer called 
in to ask about a show that had 
not been aired. "The show's 
production value was small so 
me distributor didn't use tt This 
fan, however, knew everything 
about the episode, right down to 
the production number, some- 
thing only a true fan would 
know," he said. 
The popularity of the show 
represents a new-found Interest 
in old shows such as "The Hon- 
eymooners" and "Dark Shad- 
ows." according to Gargasz. 
Public broadcasting airs the 
show to help bridge the gap 
between families with small 
children and older families. 
WBGU-TV recently issued a 
challenge to Doctor Who view- 
ers, asking for help to keep the 
show on the air. 
"We're close to our goal, but 
it's still going to take a little 
more money from viewers. 
We're hoping they'll help," Gar- 
gasz said. 
Howard's club H 
AW voted beat bar In B.G. \ 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
EORGIA 
PEACH 
December 6, 7 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
United Way 
0< Greater Toledo 
I SEMESTER 
LEASES 
I AVAILABLE 
AT 
I VILLAGE GREEN 
! 354-3533 
• M-F 12:00-5:00 
#1 
\z* 
r   „.* ~ * '    /     MAGAZINE 
1
    f Planning meeting for Spring Semester 
Tues., December 10,9 p.m. 
Commons - Second Floor West Hall 
Writers, photographers & copy editors should attend 
immmjuiHiifas^mw ras^ssn 
Rock-n-Roll Christmas 
Video Dance Party 
TONIGHT! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ■ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I* I 
I 
t 
s 
7-10 p.m. 
Ice Arena 
$1.50 per person 
$2.50 per couple 
•First 25 get Free posters or records 
•Free public skate passes with ticket 9 
purchase 
IVK 
Classifieds BG Newi/December I, IMS U 
DnMatl, 1W 
DESPERATELY NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE 
FOB 3PMNQ SEMESTER FREE MEAT AND 
QAS CALL 362-7236. 
CAMPOS AND CITY EVENTS 
BQ.8.U. I 
C*nrly Outm ara bang aotd 
B3O-2 30 in Ed BUg 
4 00-8 00 In catawnaa 
oray 26-. MwM anyanarel WWn aomaona 
Uct on ttm ,m or ■ Marry Cnrlalmaal 
ATTBMTWN 
ol nuaaim AdrnaaHraBon 
PlnAig U graduMt n M«y7 Apply lor graiu- 
■on NOW. Odto* ol n 0*an. 371 Buaaiaaa 
«d»*-a»»aaUn BHg, 
CLUBHOCXEY 
TOLEDO UMV. V8. BOaTLBH OMKX 
i fM. m. ota i H— Ao—iion 
Coma and Mrnsmbar 
tha muaK and apt* of 
N.8.8 L.H A CUnrOTMAS PARTYI Com lo 
B» imunK Saidant Spa*ah, Languag* aid 
Haarlng AmMon'i 0*nn-luiiii*l CMMnaa 
only Monday. Dccambar em from 7 OO p m to 
10:00 p.m. ■ MBon'a. Non-fMKMn are 
(Of   «   rM   01   82.00    FacUty m 
loomot ___ 
BET YOU OONT KNOW THAT YOU COULD 
00 TO SCHOOL OUT-OF-STATE AND PAY IN- 
STATE TUmONI RNO OUT HOW THE NA- 
TIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
CAN MAKE THIS POSSIBLE MFORMATION 
SESSIONS ARE BEMG HELD TODAY AT 
11:8B a*v. DEC 10 AT H0nA.0EC.il AT 
tWuLindltll p-m.. JJ1 A0MM8TM- 
TJON. CAU M202 FOR MORE 
MPORMATION. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST- Gold, arflqu* op* ring. R*w*rd grvan * 
tound CM Rondo at 372-8486 
Op—IFIHm AOrANii, 
CaBM, 8W, HMWl, LC 8 88 
L0FT8 ARE AVAAjaiEl 
(••OMrMbMiMM* 
LC8I 
l WE CAN DO mil 
■UT8MMMMH 
iAW,CM»jt. 
3_! 
ACROSS THE BMOtV AMD TO THE LETT 
THE RED OAK WE WILL FIND, WINDSOR 
BEAUTY, DANCMO. AND PUN AW TMBMS 
TO BC KB> M HMO THE HOLIOAY SEASON 
« ALREAY HERE AND ALPHA OAM LOVE 
WILL BRSrO OOOO CHEER. HEAD UP NORTH 
WE'U SEX YOU THERE AND DON'T FOROET 
DRTVE WITH CARE. 
BECAUSE WE LOVE YOU ALL 
 MSJBISCONN81  
AD CLUBS 50/60 WINNERS 
1« prtn Conrtt SMI 
2nd pru* Chrtt Cunningham 
3rd prtt. 0»v» RNntomoi 
48i pru* Jama Pariotta 
To M our Spor—ra: TnW-Youl  
ATTENTION: FEMALES OF SOSU 
PLEASE HELP BRYAN C MOORE M MS 
ATTEMPT TO BREAK THE WORLDS RE- 
CORD FOR THE MOST BWTHDAY KISSES 
VMT HM TOOAY 887 KOHL HALL AND BE A 
PART OF HBTORY M THE MAKJNQ f YOU 
CANT SEE MM M PERSON. AT LEAST WISH 
MM A HAPPY B-OAY J-W44 0000 LUCK 
■RYAN AND IIAPPY BWTHDAYI  
Brian and Ed BEWARE: 
Tomorrow » ma day lo bo MUn aaay tor Mm* 
Wraanr tun Yool MMhMo gammara who 
MM can'l wan bacauaa Hay know tor daMa 
ara lop ratal 
Lova. Aaaon and Ubby 
PS Walr* out to t»« raaalaloal  
CHERt JANELLO. 
CON0RATULATI0N8 ON YOUR LAVAUER 
MQ TO YOUR MOUNT UNION ATOII 
    LOVE. THE MOONLIGHTERS 
l Chana Janak on your Gamma 
PI»ATO anlarHg lo Andy Lova. Your Gamma 
Conpyalukalona CnnaOan Waaatoy 
anoagarnant lo Bata. SB Bakar Baal 
your lutura logalnar 
on  your 
■Mnaalor 
Lova. your FT. Mu Saaara 
I WHAT? 
ILOTfVOUII 
ATTENTION ORAOUATE 
STU0EMT8/F ACUITY 
QraouaH Sludanl SanaH PraaanN 
JAZZ CAFE 
Friday Oaoanbar 8. 8 p m M 1 am 
lea A/ana Lounga 
B^iraragaafMinnhlaa provMad 
82 donation accaoWd ■ Ita door 
CHERt. You am 
making ray aamai 
Lout, Amy Baal 
to BEST ULII Thanka lor 
•ar   ao   graatl   Gamma   Pin 
RIDES 
Union Oval. Dacambar 8. 8:15 p.ri 
BrlngaomrJa  
- IIII I f*>M-l 
t Dae. 11 at 7:90 p.m. 
M  I 
• taaopjn) 
rumwlali   naad a rlda dar/ lo and  from 
ToMo to) Spring Samaaaar 
C1Coaaanal352 31B7  
SERVICES OFFERED 
140 yaara ol brotharhood 
Dacambar I. 1841 
CRAFT AND BAKE 8AU 
Jr. OH Scut Troop PTSO from Rudolph wB ba 
nantng a Crati and Baka Sata on Sat. Dae. 7.8 
Man SI . B Q . In Iron! ol to HunUngton Bank 
Chrtaknaa crafta and homo bakad goorBaal 
10am -5 p.m 
Typmo 
832-1461 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
FLOWERS FOR FINALS 
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 
ATTENTION HAUJE MILLER 
YOUR TWO FAVKJWTE AX ROOMIES WISH 
YOU A VERY HAPPY 20m BHTHDAY1 HAVE 
A GREAT OAYI 
LOVE YA. JLL AND PEGGY 
M oNaaal FiatNal '88 
BaL, Dae. 7 8.-80 pa. 
Jwlan Sajdanta Group, Shabbat Sarvloaa, Fri- 
day avanlng, 6:00 pm. In Ba) Faculty Lounga ol 
to Studant Union Cat Bruoo KoMar lor 
IriaaiajBon, 364-8420, Paycrhology Dapt. 
Prolaaalonal aacratarW tarvloaa 
Typing dona prolattionafy 
 888-8845 Bowing Oman  
RXrrSTYPBM 
81.00 par paga. doubM-apacad 
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP; 4:00 pm 688-2578 
TYPtNO 
PAPERS      THESB      DBSEFITATION. ETC 
        362-0639 
Jimmy CHI - Bongo Man 
Raggaa MovM Sat . Dae. 7*1, 8:00 p.m 
210 Mam Sdanoa. Fraa 8 opan lo M 
Sponaoradby 
Canbbaan aaaocajaon 
Ethnic Cultural An* Program ECAP 
Black Studant Union 
WB do typing 
CM Linda 
364-2218 
PERSONALS 
AMA oongraMataa ExacuUva Mambare ol Via 
Morah: Wioa ConaW. Man** McTlgua, and 
Mke Naaxm Honorabla ManHon: Ma* Bal- 
dndga. Brad Qrangor. SnarrB Mac*, and Bob 
Spikiuftll And Mambin ol to Month: Carol* 
Bakar and Dava HarBly  wm honorabla man- 
Hon: Wandy Co* and alary Qaraau.  
AMY TrjLBERT. TrjMORROW NKJUT THE 
BETA ATTACK BEGINS HOW MANY BEER 
BOMBS DOES IT TAKE TO SINK THE U S.S 
SOBRIETY? THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO 
FWD OUT-flONZAI! ALLEN  
AlllNIION AMAMfMaWRB 
Happy Houra Mi FrL Dn 6 M 
 Upteam Iroai 4 M » a-m.  
BGSU CHEERLEADERS 
Haw • OREAT Sma M to CAL BOWL II ba 
thinking about you guyal I raaty nUaa chaanhg 
wMi you Mil rm looking torward lo baakateaJ 
aaaaonll 8aa ya than. Lova, OMptaWa 
AXO data party la fkwty har* 
Mad MBi hoaday apklt and good chaar 
ao gat payehad tor kxwjht 
cauaa ■ wB ba out ol Ugh! 
Lova, your AXO t 
ATTENTION LlnOtcRfJRADUATE STUDENTS 
Your govarnmant. U80. wB b* 
maaang x Okt KoN HM catatana 
Monday. Dacambar 8 M 7:00 p.m 
CHESTER LAOUATRA 
00 YOU KNOW WHERE THE BATHROOM 18? 
ITS PlPaYJIM-Y NOT B» YOUR ROOMI 
oS 
Gal payehad tor toraght 
At to KD mlaonoa maah 
Low, your KD OaM Unda 
CHRM 8HUFF, STEVE AOOLPH. 
and OREO K08TURA 
ra BMBV ham, IIBIBIIUI Ma*h 
DrMdno and dancing, a raal BASH 
Maat ua at Mark* M 6:30 lo aaa 
Juat who your crualwa «a bal 
Low, Your KD PMM  
Coma and Ramambar 
to muHc and apini ol 
To ma graaaaat roomla anyona could aak lor. rl 
yew avar naad a rafaranca tor aacratanal work 
II gtw you a aupar on* rl rrkaa you naxl 
■■mull, but I know ra lor to oaat 0*1 
payehad tor ma graaaaat waakand wa hava had 
In a long ama Lat/a tova our mark on Window' 
Low, Was     
Tha bombing mraaon a aal tor Saturday mgnt 
An «aa rsady to 0*1 Borwbad With A Sata? 
TarH* 
Dan HM (aprxrlanloua man). 
OR to Jtngra Jam wal go! 
W* wB hava a FANTASTIC trma— 
cauaa I know that you ara mln%' 
Hugat KMaa. 
CavJy 
Union Oval. D*c*mb*r 8. 8 I 5 p m 
 P^i) a randr*         
Tha ahack bagna at 1 BOO houra In praparaOon 
tor our Pwrl Harbour Dale Parry - 
Tora, Tora. Tor*.  
Bam MMar: &<*■*> MB lira on your portion 
aa WBQU 'ailitorl Program Dkackx' YouI do 
agraMtobl 
Law, Your Daa Oaa Saaan  
BRAD. 
GET READY FOR THE ALPHA PHI 
CHF8STMAS SEMI-FORMAL TRUST ME ITU 
BE FUN— IM SURE GORDON WILL BE 
THERE TOOt 
LOVE. KELLY 
PS ARE YOU SURE ITS NOT AraTTATI 
COMPACT DMC PLAYER RAFFLEI 
8T^)N80RED BY: BETA THETA PI 
11.88 PER TICKET FOR A PIONEER 
COMPACT DMC PLAYER AND 1 DMCS 
OtC 8 M MBC AND BA 848-448 
kCC 8.16 M MBCJM AND UMON 8:80-4:S0| 
OHIO BPECIAl OLYMPICS 
■ mam. toy'r* partaetl 
HugalKraaaa, 
Cmdy 
Undar to mlMiliia wth an AXO 
Who wB It ba? You battor know i 
Dnnka and tun. laughMr and chaar. 
It wB ba aa lun aa tha Brat- haw no Marl 
Low, your AXO  
C0*KJRATS. Jto) Thorp* 8 Jatl Mar am eat 
aaaa|iliali4loLF.C.E«ac.Tna8iiilaiaiiar» 
raal praud an yaw aaya. Oaod Lock 8 wa'ra 
Ml aaMnd yoa. Tha Brothara ol Lambda CM 
Congnauadona Marc Maatro on your awaaanng 
lo Jfl Patok Baal ol kick, you'i naad « 
ThaBMaa 
Dava G-comm a Scott Barbar 
To Scott 8 Daw. our date* 
Yw'ra payehad tor tonight. 
Wa kiat cant war 
0*1 raarjy for Km, wal party r*. arana* 
W*l danca. make marry, and drink 
Ptonty ol Goabalal 
Srawiara al Atoha Storna I 
148 yaara 
r 8,1844 
DEAN DmBER AND JAY OREEN- 
THE VOICES OF BOSU 8PORT8I 
Good Luck al rhn CMHnm Bowl and wrrh Ihoa* 
CMtorrUa gHa! Your* rawing a Top 20 taam 
now— Make ma proud' 
 BISH 
Continued On Pg. IS 
If Elizabeth Barrett 
and Robert Browning had 
ART'S 60% and 40% discounts, 
it would have been a terrible 
loss for English literature. 
186% S. MAIN • 354-1834 
VINTAGE CLOTHING 
& ACCESSORIES 
•OVKCOATS* SWEATERS* 
• SUITS • ETC • 
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 117 
SATURDAY 12-7 
SUNDAY 12-5 
t> 
And of course, she wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's 
length, either. 
After all, you can always think of one 
more way to tell someone you love them 
when you're on the phone. 
Let us count the ways you can save. 
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or 
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday 
and you'll save 6G06 off AT&Ts Day Rate 
C 1985 AW Cornmuracolionj 
on your state-to-state calls. 
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your 
state-to-state calls. 
So when you're asked to choose a long 
distance company, choose AT&T. Because 
with AT&Ts 60% and 40% discounts, you 
can satisfy your heart's desire without 
exhausting your means. 
Reach out and touch someone.* 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
******!! 
® Games 
Committee Week 
Games (Gamz) n„ adj. - 
1. an amusement or 
pastime; 2. planning and 
organizing those fun-filled 
events, including the excit- 
ing Christmas Video 
Dance, Jack White Pool 
Tournament, and Mardi 
Gras in the Grand 
Ballroom; 3. led by the 
ever peppy and always 
enthusiastic Tammie 
Johns & her game 
committee consisting of: 
Paul Glink 
Shane Green 
Anita Hatfield 
Sheila Sferrelia 
Jennifer Finlay 
Kathleen Janas 
Charlene Ferko 
AnnGlaab 
Yvette Campeau 
Susan Assaf 
Allvson Price 
,&W*Wffiffiflfo 
1 South Side Six 
carryout 
737 S. Main      352-8639 
Large select/on of 
Imported Beers. 
Individuals or create 
your own Imported 
alx pack. 
Coke, Coca Cola Classic, Sprite, 
Tab, Diet Coke. Mellow Yellow 
2 liter   <*.f   29 
Bottle   ^ ■ • 
The 
Hutch 
Approx. 150 fish tanks, fresh and saltwa- 
ter. Small animals • gerbils, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
Big Bird Sale 
15% off on 
All Birds 
2 for 1 on all tropicals 
nice selection of saltwaters. 
352-8459 
t& ETMl 
OPEN: 
Mon.-Thura. 6"*m-9pm 
Fri.6Vn-IOpni 
Sat 7aavl0pm 
Sun. 8am-9pm 
Saturday   Special    . 
6 -• ':< 
.; ;;     Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo S5 49 
inch 
soup   ,al id and de .'-it Bullet 
plus choice of potato 
Call us about our 
Dally Special* 352-0123 
cnnujFORD 
IOCK & K€V 
■Vto M» *«■!»» OMf- 
URVINO BOWUNQ OREEN 
sinewous 
WITH EUU MOSHJ MRVKI 
■ DCAOBOITS 
APARTMENT MASTERKEYING 
SAFES CHANGED 
ON PREMISE KEY CUTTING 
-vo«-oo<s 
COMMCRCIAl   RESIDCNTIAl ■ AUTOMOBILE 
jfaarc cuvoaii) ja   OWNEK 
SHOP HOURS. » AM lo 5 PM Mon-Frl 
OR CALL FOR CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT 
BBS tend Rido. RMd-Bow*»g Ornn 
fc 
[W-77721 
tFAT ALBERT 
BUSINESS R 
8:00 
■ CIS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH tMONI 
(ESPNI      AUTO      RACING 
MOM 
amnt MOTCCROM WM 
(TMCI MOV* (ran 
B10 
(TMC)MOV* IMONI 
6:20 
m*ci MOV* (THU> 
MO 
I 700 CLUB 
JIM BAKKER 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
(ESPN)      MOUSE      RACIN0 
WEEKLY (FRII 
eoo 
iTHIS 18 THE LirC (FRI) 
REBOP IMONI 
FAITH      FOB      TOOAV 
(TUB) 
INEKl*4BORMOOO<WED) 
A BCTTER WAV (THUI 
PATCHB8   AND   POCK- 
E IS IWIO, FRO 
•     THREE     CHEERS' FOR 
LIFE (MOW) 
{ONE ON ONe (TUfI 
ALL THINGS NCW fTMUl 
NCW8 
BJSPNI SPORTSCE NTER 
(TMC) MOV« (WEOI 
e so 
OJ   CBS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
OJ 0)  20 MINUTE  WORK- 
OUT 
IN6C NEWS 
ABC S   WORLD   NEWS 
THW MORNING Q 
OJ FARM DA > 
CSPN) 8PEEDWS EK (FRI) 
SSPNI  SPORTSLOOK   (TUE- 
TMUI 
8:48 
t FARM REPORT 
AM   WEATHER 
7 CO 
OJ      •      CB8      MORNING 
NEWS 
I TOOAV 
OOOD       MORNING 
AMERICA (FRI) 
OJ     OOOO      MORNING 
AMERICA Q (MON-THUI 
 
IMPORT 
(I8PN)      SPORTSCENTER 
ITUE-FRII 
(ESPNI    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN (MON) 
rTMO   MOV*    tMON.   TUE. 
KM 
7:30 
•  GREAT  SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
OJ  HOW  TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO   DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
OJ MAGIC  OF  WATERCOL- 
ORS IMONI 
01 DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
auEj 
IMOTORWEEK (WEOI 
MAGIC   OP  OR,   PAINT- 
ING tTMUl 
SSPN)   AEROBICS     BODtES 
IN MOTION 
m*ci MOVE IFRI) 
BOO 
J FARM DAY 
ALVM 
SE SAME STRCET (R) Q 
SSPNI AUTO RACING (TMU. 
FRH 
(ESPNI      SPORTSCENTER 
(MON) 
IESPNI GOLF (TUE I 
VtPNI   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
(WEO) 
(TMCI MOVIE fWEDI 
8  IB 
■ A.M. WEATHER 
8:90 
« FARM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
rrua MOVIE rruE, THUI 
8:48 
OJA.M_WJEATHIR 
MO 
J HOUR MAGAZINE 
I DICK VAN DYKE 
I JEOPARDY (FRII 
EVERY        SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THUI 
TOONAHUf 
E STREET IR)Q 
| BRADY BUNCH 
■ MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-FRO 
(TWO MOVIE (MON) 
MO 
OJ  ASSOTT  ANO  COSTEL- 
LO 
• EVF.RY 
COUNTS IFRI) 
0 HEADLINE 
(MON-THUI 
fMVE PAY MB_LBBJ_*S 
SECRET CfTY 
(ESPNI    WORLD    CLA88 
WOMEN (FRII 
CSfM     INSIOE     BASEBALL 
(TUB) _ 
SJBFN)  TOP  RANK   BOXINO 
(WEOI 
fMJPM BPORTSLOOK fTHU) 
TOO MOV* (FRI) 
HMO 
ISM S28O00rirRAABO 
HEADS ANO TAKS 
BKVER SPOONS IRI 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
S-2-1 CONTACT (R)Q 
GVLLIGAN S rSLANO 
JOHNNY    BIATMS    IN 
CONCERT IFR1I 
OJ      VICTORY      GAROEN 
MM 
taiJRVTVAl. (TUB> 
MAGIC      BRUSH     OF 
QARY JE NKhNS rWED) 
§M      MECHANICAL       UNI 
IfTHUI 
• PKA FUU CONTACT 
KARATS BV IFRI) 
I 
(XXI 
SI COND 
SSPNI    TRACK    ANO   FIELD 
88 Rf V*W (MONI 
KSPNI AUTO RACINO (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
(TMCI MOV* (WEOI 
•OilO 
O FRB-NDLY GIANT 
10:9O 
OJ OJ PRESS YOUR LUCK 
iltf   DRESSUP 
■ SALS OF THE CENTURY 
■ HERE'S LUCY 
m      READING     RAINBOW 
(MON. WED-PRO 
OJ   SCHOOL    BUS   SAFETY 
OUI2(TUE) 
(MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MON) 
OJ   MAGIC   OF  OK   PAINT- 
ING rwtD) 
OJ      MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE (THU) 
(TMCI MOV* ITUE. THUI 
11:00 
OJ  OJ  US    OPEN  TENNIS 
(FRO 
OJ     OJ    PRICE     IS    RIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
I SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGiE (R) 
MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
7O0CLUB 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
IMOTORWEEK (TUf) 
MAGIC OF  WATERCOL- 
» SOWED) 
PET ACTION LINE (TMU) 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11.OS 
OJ EUROPEAN  TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRII 
(TMCI MOV* (MON) 
11:30 
OJ SCRABBLE 
MALL-STAR BLITZ 
M POWERHOUSE 
OJ      COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
OJ      KATHVS     KITCHEN 
(MON) 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS ITUE) 
OJ JUSTIN WKSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN   (WE01 
OJ ALOHA CHINA (THU) 
(ESPN)    HORSE    RACING 
WEEKLY (FRO 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRO 
• ••> 
MMIDOA 
mm RYAN* 
OJ NATK> 
ICIF 
2:00 
NEWS 
MIDD Y 
IS HOPE 
IONAL  QEOGRAPH 
►  (FRI) 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUND8TAGC (TUC) 
NOVA (WEOI 
EVE NINO     AT     POPS 
(THU) 
(ANDY GRIFFITH 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED) 
12:30 
OJ  OJ   U.S    OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
OJ   OJ    YOUNG   ANO   THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
OJ   SEARCH   FOR   TOMOR 
ROW 
« LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) 8PCEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACING 
M 
I MI- 
DAY! 
ALL I 
• < 
COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
rrut) 
(ESPN) BASEBALL (WED) 
(ESPNI     JULIUS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
fTMO MOV* (TUf. THU) 
13:38 
(TMO MOV* (MONI 
1.O0 
_  MOV* 
S OF OUR LIVES 
 MYCHKDREN 
_  A WALK  THROUGH 
THE  20TH CENTURY WITH 
BKL MOVERS IPRO 
OJ     UNDER     SAJL     (MON. 
TUf) 
OJ     PAINTING     CERAMICS 
MM 
OJ    SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (THU) 
OJ    COMPUTER    CONFER 
ENCE      AT     WTNGBPREAD 
(MONI 
OJ      MY      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUE) 
I NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP  LUERS SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(THU) 
BBPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (Rl (FRO 
MPW PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) (THU) 
1:30 
OJ    OJ   AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THU) 
OJ     PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(MON. WEO) 
fj   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
OUlZCTUE) 
OJ   MAGIC  OF   C*   PAINT 
INQfTHU) 
2^X> ' 
I ANOTHER WORLD 
' ONE LIFE TO IIVE 
MOV* (MON-THUI 
EVENING      AT     POPS 
(MON) 
OJ   BEYOND   WAR   SPACE 
BRIO Of (TUf) 
OJ   STING    THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV 
M 0R»M>TK3N» (WEOI 
OJ BURVrVAL (THU) 
IESPNI  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
fTMO MOVC (WED, FRII 
MO 
I 
i 
fTMCl MOV* (MONI 
2 SO 
OJ OJ CAPITOL (MON-THUI 
■ MOV* (FRO 
M FLINTSTONES 
# RIVER TOWN (FRO 
SSPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
IFRI) 
SSPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
(TMCI MOV* (TUE. THU) 
MO 
OJ     OJ     GUIOING      LIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
OJ CORONATION STREET 
4f SANTA BARBARA 
Wfi GENERAL HOSPITAL 
m WOODY WOCOPfCKER 
m NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRO 
OJ     COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
OJ    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR 
DENINGITUEI 
t ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI 
CLES (THU) 
S8PN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
INO (WEO) 
3:30 
OJ  OJ  U.S.   OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRO 
I DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FLM  FESTIVAL 
(TUE   WED) 
OJ      PORKY      PIO     ANO 
FRIENDS 
OJ SECRET CITY 
4:00 
OJ   WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
(MON-THUI 
OJ     CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
OJ OJ MSAME STREET (Rl 
OJ   VOL IRON.    DEFENDER 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
CfPNI     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS CTUEI 
SSPNI HORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING (WEO) 
(TMC)  MOV*   (MON.  WEO- 
FRII 
4:30 
OJ DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
fTRANZOR (FRO 
THUNDERCATS     Q 
(MON-THU) 
SSPNI WORLD CUP SKIING 
(TUf) 
(TMCI MOVIE  ITUE) 
8:00 
INSON 
I VrOEOMITS 
I PEOPLE'S COURT 
HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
IOJ MISTER ROGERS (Rl 
WHAT'S HAPPENING!I 
SSPNI SPEEOWEEK (FRII 
8.30 
IJEFFERSONS 
OJNEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
M-A-S*H 
READING RAINBOW 
OOOO TIMES 
ON THE MONEY (PRO 
BITS.      BYTES     ANO 
BUZZWORDS IMON) 
|ON THE LINE (TUf) 
| ART BEAT (WEO) 
| TIME OUT (THU) 
(ESPN)      OUTDOOR      LIFE 
(MON. FRO 
SSPN) FISHING (TUB) 
(ESPNI      MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT    WATER    JOURNAL 
(THU) 
(TMC) MOV* (MON) 
Jv.D( 
fJPEOl 
•    
I- 
7:30 
OJ    P.M.     MAGAZINE    Jo* 
Namath V.»E-« Hup* Tooy 
Harm •»(h «<« %•■ aaxm Oave 
Nanail OMcowar* <Ni autom«t-la 
markat CNal Barnard altotM how 
lo met «p a noNNy rw» 
{JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M.      MAGAZINE     Jo, 
Namatr.  VaNro H«pa> 
OJ WILD AMERICA A loom at 
MS*   annnaM    mduoVit  aktrta 
raocoona OWN and Mara Nam 
MMNNYMSJ, 
9 THREE S COMPANY 
SSPN) WRESTLING 
OMJ 
IOJ TWXIGHT ZONE 
TOMMY HUNTER CMNII 
HO* Oarh Lacy J Damn N. 
coNiMLaraoP Daborali Lauran 
OJ KNIGHT ROER Aft unw« 
*ng pannw (ovmnoai AAanna 
McNamaial <n art acrokanc rob 
ban Mam it*«a io Mcftaal and 
KlTTIorNaiB 
OJ MOVIE • * n Coma Upon 
Tha M-**fjr« Oaar 11884) 
Mkkay Boor-** Seott Gr«noa A 
ravoo Now v«t daaociiva dwa 
balcaa ha can h«M Na Chr•atmaa 
promiaa to rM grandfton ao no 
MAaa a hoororo* bargawt io 
t»tj" tofarrh 
OJ OJ WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVCWQ 
IOALLAS 
MOV* ** i Tha Earth 
kng 118801 W*om HokMn 
Ink, Schrodar A world navaNa 
laachia a xxmg orohan iha waya 
-  u. .H at rha  Awitraun wri 
BVNkM. 
fTMOMOV**** AChraH- 
maoSaort MBBUFMW BAVigo- 
brr Oarron McGa*m Baoad on a 
Jaan Shophard ttor* $maa-iown 
AmancO m Urn mtO- IS40* ■! Iho 
aatwifl h» rhrt hoado* momoa 
aoout a bo* who oM* warm a 
Had B*dar BB (Am tor Chrnimoa 
PC 
8:30 
OJ OJ WALL STREET WEEK, 
Too Wef Stroat aulo anafyat Da- 
-•« Haa*> IOOMI   Swnharn lam 
ban VPi« MM «Moai 
BBM 
• OJ DALLAS J" aaaion- 
Bwanco iha ajdga at aha cuatody 
batfla lor John Hooa Janna turna 
back Joca a romanoc aoVanoaa 
B   CRiSB     Tha   Hand   TNat 
Nock* Tha Oadht 
OJ   MISFITS    OF    SCIENCE 
Tha M*Ma como to BM art o* ■ 
gmwfVT*<it agxM •rho aami lo 
haM ThapNoad 0M Prawdani a 
br-T>caaa 
OJ MOV* •• » iha I wo 
Mr* Canota' IIB47I Humphroy 
Boeart SartNva Sunwydk A 
darangsd arMH mMhodKaB* mar 
ra>a and mwdara Ma wuroa atur 
doataj a taaarro porvari o* rham 
OJ MOV* • * * Tha Bay*) 
Long Tia.aMn Al Sura And Mo- 
la Kviea 11476) 84y Daa MM- 
Mm* Richard Ftyor Two Daa* 
baa ptayara anoouMar caipoorMon 
whan may Mawa tha Nagro Na 
MMal Laoeua m 1828 io K«m 
BMP own Morn 
• DOCTOR WHO 
K8PN) AUSTRALIAN OPEN 
TENNIS Wornon'a FaMl a*0 
DonMabiMM 
10:00 
• • FALCON CREST Oa>d 
hM a oua* actMdrfa -> rho VoMy 
ao Cobs and MaMoa aro marrod 
andPoMr and AngaM BM a arod- 
dngoM. Q 
• NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
■ MIAMI VICC A toumaNri 
wno coaorod BM VMNMrr. War 
MM Oookoit and T«6M oH about 
an Amariean orhoar 10 Goroon 
LMoVI   wno   Mowftw   a    soatta 
8:O0 
(••NEWS 
THE OLO FRIENDS 
SAVE CHRISTMAS A—-**ad 
Gvaand ■ MOa croaauraa raco to 
btook BM pMnaol m aMhaarMd 
wnch wno a iMNinMMd lo OWP 
Sariu Iroiyt daavarmg No Chnai- 
mm aeooMa Vo<oa So*y 
Somnora Carrot 0 Conra 
• MACNEK     /    LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
OJ WONOER WOMAN 
M OEPFRSNT STROKES 
• MECHANICAL      UNI 
BSPNI BPORTSLOOK 
8 JO 
■ CSS NEWS 
M NBC NEWS 
■ AKNEWig 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
SSPN)    AEROBICS     BOOKS 
IN MOTION 
rrMja MOV* *#en Tk» 
Moo, And Tha ivy IIH3lrVriph 
R<Mrdoon Caba Jonnoon A 
ooumr* paroen cofa No famay M- 
gjaahor Na 0 Chnatmaa BSSBBS 
and (Baooiiara thai OMay RMiwBar 
<• unhappy bocouoa ol Mm 
7«0 
CBS NEWS 
VK5EOHITS 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NKJHT   IrwarvMw   wHh  Gragor, 
i 
NtWLYWED OAME 
• OUR FAMKV HONOR 
Augw Oarvig pu»ehaaaa • CaraV 
boan oMnd caoato Dam an «v 
tarnoua vtmnal  in McKay takoa 
• roSby wMkng Jarr* p 
• NEWS 
(TMC) MOV* • * *    Strangar 
MThaHouao MStt)Ko>D<*ao 
Obwa Huaoay A p*vchot« mm 
daror Mdaa at tha on* ot a cnBiga 
aoronay houoa on Ch>*tmaa Ew> 
1O30 
■ I LOVE LUCY 
'    11:00 (•■•■NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
COMEDY TONIGHT Com 
C rotibnot   Tha Fp*i Amandmani 
Ttoupa     Jaynny    Taofto     Unban 
WuN iMAOwvion 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLIN 
«PHI SPEEOWEEK 
11:90 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO 
NtOMT InMrwaw w-th Gragor, 
HMML 
• OOOO ROCKIN TONfTE 
VUaoo By Taara tar faa/i 
Gowan Cora* Han. F*M Town- 
ahand. ■mm EaMMX Paul 
McCarUMv; a*Mry>awa wrth John 
CenwT, and BM g>raa» Ona M 
On* 
■ MOV* ***H "Fwr 
SanuoOul ' (18671 Amtwny Par- 
BBB, Karl MoMon. Booton Rod 
SoapMkw JMwny FMraaB auflara 
a rwrvoua bra*down .han Ms la- 
Oal 0<ra Slra-ta Menay lor 
NoiMng and USA lor Africa • 
Y*0 Aro (Ho Wortd -norvajw 
win Paul Young 
• • lATENtGHT AMERI- 
CA 
(THE SAINT 
MNNY HKL 
•SPM SPORTSCENTER 
11:4B 
(TMO MOv* ** Saranga 
Brow 119831 Dave ihomaa FM*. 
Morana Two sMOr-Mwig man 
bacoma nvowod *■ a pBN W lud- 
oap a brawig ha-aaa and maka 
BM arorw addkiod M a oaw*, 
apAad baveraga PG 
12:00 
• MOV* ** '- From Tha 
Earth Io 'ha Moon 11888) Jo 
aosh COTMn Gaorga Sandws 
• COMEDY BREAK Guoat 
JaflArOnan  IHI 
SSPNI AUTO RACING World 
Ch^rrocnalMp Ojmobbon Owb, 
lorn B uorhaad  N'lll 
IttOO 
■ FRIDAY NK3HT VKMOS 
Moaia NMhoal Dougka Oonny 
DoVilo VaMoa by B4y Ocoon 
( Whon iha Gang Ooia Tough 
tho Tough Gai Gcang > ZZ Top 
i SMatHng Bag I Euryshnyca 8 
Aratha Frankhn I SalMra Ara 
Dean II lor Thamaahaa I Brwco 
Sprmgnaan | M, Hcarwtown I 
CMhWico Cwmmon* 8 Jaokoon 
Browna lYouro 0 Fnond ol 
Mana  I 
I ABC NEWS NM3HTLINE 
THREE STOOOfS 
EATVIRDAV 
7. IB 
12:00 
iMUPPETS 
WHArS NEW7 01) 
LAND OF THE LOST 
MR   T 
MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
MOV*    • M       Rohan   01 
Brwoa   II88HBrueaLo 
• MOV*** Sgi Pappw . 
Lonory Hoari* Ca* Band 114761 
Patar Fiampton  BooGooo 
• ROCK SCHOOL Oaohng 
iho atrong ih.ihma and layorad 
URTuroo Ol tank Guoati Bootay 
Collins IPan.amantl la«, 
Graham N4a Rodfara 8 Bamord 
EOararda 
SSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
• ■ COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Kanaaa at Nonh Carohno 
Stata H «' 
I FABULOUS FESTIVAL 
SPOER MAN   AND   HtS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
NEWSfRONT 
_ CROCKETT'S VICTORY 
GARDEN Chriaamaa Trooa IRI 
SSPNI NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS H^hbgrm ol tha 
70 Oakwnd Boxlara and 73 Bui 
MM 8* 
(TMCI MOV* *** Cuba 
(1878) Soan Connor* Brooka 
Adoma 
ICO 
« CELEBRITY TENNIS 
PRIOE    OF    THE    FIRE- 
FIGHTER 
• • FRUGAL GOURMET 
Jofl Smith oMcuaaoa poMo 
luroona and laMlMa. (Rl 
1:00 I 
I DATELINE ONTARIO 
M40H     SCHOOL     QUIZ 
iv»  Margaratta 
PUTT1N' ON THE HITS 
A   HOUSE   FOR   ALL 
* ol Dhotovd 
tarca for aMcvKity on a Mono *>- 
•and  IRI 
SSPNI    NPLS    ORBATEST 
MOMENTS Baai (»w Taoma 
2:00 
tWRfSTLINO 
PSA BOWLINO SUB 000 
Tounng PMyara ClMnwMVMMp ava 
fromSaonaw  Mach 
I AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
• THIS OLD HOUSE CJ 
MOVIE       #*■■> Tho 
Bwego 118611 Ooan Marbn. 
JarryLOWM 
2:30 
• • COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Army va Now kva hom Phaada* 
Ptaa ' 
• THE RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE COLLEGE FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Cooaga fooa&aB 
toonM and ha^tikghu from around 
•ho country and a look at noai 
ww* a maw conaoata 
• • WOOOWRrGHT S 
SHOP F,«ng wogona 
• FAT ALBERT CHRIST- 
MAS SPECIAL AnanoMB Tha 
Nobvary »Ur> comoa u Mo for Fast 
rtBMn and BM CoaBy KiBa whan • 
apongar aoaka hasp Mr No unom- 
phyyod laihar and pragnoni 
mothor nrandad m BM anow 
SSPN) AUTO RAONG Forirnr 
la OrM WorM Drrvaig Chompavv 
i 
I 
I 
- 
Kon  . . 
IFvn 
COBRA arr-natad Oi Joa ba- 
oht around iho world io alop Iho 
ova torcoo ol Cobra from doatrov 
avg tho Eanh with a woaHMr con 
no"—g mecrwuj 
• OOOO ROCKIN' Roy Onw- 
Bon ( Oray TBO Una** Oaom 
Baby I Jorr* Lao law.a I Oroot 
BaWOf Fra CC RaSw 1 and 
Carl Porkmi I Blua Swodo 
Shooa t ra-croaaa BM BOaaound 
wtfh tha- tun  fRI 
3:30 
• SPORTSWORLO Schad- 
ukW WortO Pro Figura Skohng 
Chanx-onahaaa bom Capnal Can- 
ua landovar  Md 
• WORLD OF CARTOON- 
ING 
400 
• TONV BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
• MOV* * * • Who a Boon 
Baap"g « My Bod' H8831 
Doan Marbn. Ibiaooih Montgom- 
or* 
SSPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL Loyola M Nona Oamo 
ILwol 
4:10 
• THE LETTERMfN IN 
CONCERT Tha aocot group o* 
tha lan &0a and oarty 60a ap 
poor at a conoon tapod a> tha Ma 
lortc ChauiauQua AmpNthaoiro m 
Chautauoua N • 
4:30 
■   MAGIC   OF   OK   PAINT 
INO 
Up 
• HCIBMAN TROPHY 
AWARD Iwo bom Tho Down- 
(own AihMbc CUt at Now York 
Iha artnouncornani of cobaga loot 
bofl a moal outaunetng pMyar for 
1886 
• MYSTERVI Oooth of an 
Eaporl WrinoM CMfortf BradMy 
roaWo* ha haord lornmor a mur- ' 
darar uo* iho Mb pAano: AngaM 
aota out io prowa BM tdanbty of 
SMBaakdor lPan6ol8)Q 
• STAR SEARCH Guaal 
Simon MacCortnaan 
• PEOPLE. PETS ANO DR 
MARC 
fTMO MOV* * • *    Star Trok 
in Tha Saaroh For Spook   H8B4I 
Wdkam Shotnor  Daforaat *a*a> 
•:30 
• SNEAK PREVCWS 
EVENBvG 
OBM 
{••NEWS 
CSC NEWS 
MOV* *#*> Ooatnohon 
Tokyo i 1*431 Cory Grant John 
Garl-W Tho US autNlMhrM 
Cbjaionn >t ordar ad io araoda 
Japan i moal aauia horbor to 
Opon BM way lor bornpjng iwda 
ovar Tokyo 
I •STAR TREK 
VIETNAM A TELE VI- 
SION HISTORY ARM BM 
Swoon govornmont i dantaa. 
Amarica ■ feNjOcy ncludoa mora 
than 600.000 Aaam rarugooa 
2 6 rnakon Vwmomaoa uaMrona 
and iha poraiaionco ol 
unanawarod ouoataaya O 
SSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
a so 
I •CBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK  IN  PARLIA- 
MENT 
• NBC NEWS 
SSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
MO 
• OEJA V*W Footurod an 
wdooaof BOa and 70a ctoawca 
laaMy Gora  .-Mo    ha My Par 
E-nra and John 0*nd Karlh and 
Flobari CarraoVn Ouoai alar  Q 
• PINOCCHKYS CHRIST- 
MAS Tha oua rnoonrng of ChrMt- 
maa ahnoa rhroufh tar PaioccMo 
whan ha ban to oam monoy tor 
OAfonoagrfi 
• MOV* *** ToralTorol 
Tora' M970IM*rin8aMam .*> 
aaphCoiian   m Daoombp    '941. 
aiojgi ^-a*^ 
-it  i 
Pawl Mar bo. 
• SENTIMENTAL JOUR- 
NEYS Moatod by wngar Tony 
Marbn. ftaa rMoopocbwa coM- 
broMo popular muocM aelwrwr 
mama of tho pool 60 yoora. 
toatunng pan'orrnanooa By Cyd 
Charwao Marry Babc-t VvaMri 
SMna OaorpM OJBM. Jubwa 
laftoaa Roy McKay-ry, Ma. 
Morath Kay Siarr and Nancy W« 
•On 
8:30 
• • FROSTY THE SNOW 
MAN AramMBd Comaokan Jack- 
al Vomon provNfcM Iho vosoo tor 
tha bBo ehaiotMr n thn YuMBdo 
•hwy baawd on iha popular aong 
IR) 
• FACTS OF LIFE Tho SHa 
'aBcuto Jo whan thoy hnd oui 
aha a taking h aa> com done mg Ma 
• *AOV*   **H       fctalwav 
(19761 CharHon Moaion Hanry 
1
 Fonda JOPBRIII and Amancan 
•naiagRM coma no pMv ao a oru- 
cw> World War H naval and aanor 
BoiBa oanaara around Midway M- 
land m iha Pacihc 
MO 
• •MOVKB**^    Ma, 
■or   I    VKIor.a      (1M2)   AAO   An 
draw* Robart ProoMn A gay an 
praaono hana a siarvmg ongor 
-*> tha .ago ol 1930a P.a by 
bahng hor oa Europo a grooMOl 
lamataimpwaonaio,   0*1 
• GOLDEN GIRLS Dorothy ■ 
akWou* wnan SophM annourwoa 
aha a moving at wash hor othar 
daughiw Gloria (Dor.a BoMokl 
• LADY BLUE Mohonoy racaw 
agpnai hmo n an aflon lo dornot- 
wh an aiiarnaiaanal drug ratg run 
Sr<obaMr»Q 
MOV* • Zappajdl 
(1*621 SCOII San Wako Aatnoa 
A high achool acanco gar.ua moa 
fwa occaJaniaay acqvaod poychok 
*w* powora to anprova Ma louo 
MB 
(TMO MOV* **• Biaxan- 
caob-i CMMtoncaa (18841 Ryan 
0 Nod ShaBay Lonff A 9 roar 
oWgai toofcng nogMcbad and un- 
Mvad aoaka kkgol aid to dtworco 
MnaB bom BM custody of hor 
ovar-prooccupax) paronia and 
mo*0 at wrlh hor lormor  houao 
• aapw    PG 
8:30 
• 227 Mary and Sandra taka 
puno  laaaona  undar   Rooo'a   Iv 
10:00 
)  HUNTER Humor'* 
Mm io a ruwilail aa« tMaf. 
• LOVE BOAT A man promav 
oa M fuBBJ a woman i wddoM 
droama Judy and Vicki ip—io* a 
utft- Mam* ntorb about BM 
woman ha mat n a hoaprUl San 
oy Donna) Duma Canova and Har 
vay Korrhsn guoM star Q 
(ESPNI AUSTRALIAN OPEN 
TENNIS Mans Fnpl Ina) bom 
Matjour na 
ItiOO 
NATIONAL Q 
12:48 
**       A    IMP 
Oarno     (197H Ed NaMon   Oana 
Bafcar 
(TMCI    MOV*   ***      Cuba 
(1*781    Shan    Cor-wy     Brooka 
Adpma 
1:00 
■ VVREBTLINO 
SSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
1:30 
• MOV* **H Tha Bur 
glara 116731 Joan-Paul Babnon 
do. Omar Sharif 
SSPNI COLLEGE rHX^TBALL 
aV-jhom Young M Maw*. (H) 
MO 
• •NEWS 
2:30 
• MOV* **Bv> Tha 
Tron     118861   Bun   Lancaaaar 
FaulScofaM 
■too 
(TMC) MOV*  **«     FaooTo 
Btook       11*80)   Oar—a   CMano- 
phor. Lmdo Komdga 
4:30 
■ MOVIE *>•* Bun 
Sanon. Run (1*701 Bun Bay 
natda   log. SMvan* 
SSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
4:40 
(TMCI MOV* * * •    SiarTrah 
■l  Tho Saarch F«r Spook    (18841 
Wmam Shpinar  DaForool KaBay 
8LINOAV 
8 1881 
SunraM'    and    Tha Lord I Pray 
(MBJ.IONAIRE MAKER 
WALL STREET WEEK 
Top Wat Slraat auto anafyat Oo- 
wd Maar, IOIW. Burnham Lam 
ban VP) ia tha guaat 
(TMC) MOV* #• * ■, Gaav 
pob"   118811  MM OtMon    Mark 
2O0 
• AN EVENING WITH 
STEPHEN LEACOCK Actor 
John Stark bnnga Canada a ra, 
moriBi Siaphan Laacock back to 
ato at a praoaniation of Ma moal 
famoui otapa and ttorara IR) 
■ SANTA CLAUS IS COM 
INO TO TOWN Anmatad  Frad 
cat look -to tha myotorwa and 
mytha of Kno K.ngM abas Santa 
CMua 
• THE NUTCRACKER M. 
khM BatyahnAo. chorooaraphad 
and star* at mat acoMntad 1977 
production of iha TchaAovtky 
hoadsy ciaaac parformod by rha 
Amancan Baaai ThaoMr with Gat- 
say KakMnd at rha teas of Ctora 
IBI 
• MOV* * * *r A Coumaaa 
From Hong Kong 118671 Marlon 
Brando SophaJLOran 
• MOV* •••• Sackar 
118641 Rchard Burton Paw 
OTOOM 
I 
I 
i REAL FISHING HE F HAW Guaais Ray SM- 
vans ShaP* Waal. Irnool Borg- 
rana 
IMUPPETS 
•  SOLID   GOLO Guaais 
Tha    Spatnars      Konny    Rogars. 
FraddM   Jackson    Wang  Chung. 
Jiaca Nawton   Siarahap    Howard 
I.FIMC • in' 
• FTV Guaais Ookkon 'ska 
oils of faVhaal Samboato s Man, 
68/ Madonna* Into rho 
Groova" and Gtann Frays Tha 
HaallsOn 
• YOU MADE ME LOVE 
YOU On location « Poony Park s 
Royal Tarraoa BoBroom n Omaha 
1Mb . BM H arry Jamas Or chaaa a 
i M as a noa t ngx took at BM big- 
band ora 
SSPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Bngham Young at Moaraa ILtval 
fTMO  MOV*   #**>*    -Mam 
CMMbpn Andwaan    116521 Dan 
ny  Kpya. 
laakng n tova wn*> a baautaUi bm 
iBSaB 
7:30 
• DON CHERRY S ORAPE 
VINE Guaal  Dew hkaVMr 
• SMALL WONDER A tfcfta. 
maMd   angataat   mvanti   a  iM I 
ROOKY ANO FRIENDS 
WHAT 8    HAPPENING 
NOW1I Ft., put, ha> Ma on rha 
ana whan ha uranowvudy accapts 
a LhaBingo bom • world ctaaa 
wraabar 
• ROSEMARY CLOONEY. 
WITH LOVE Foputor aunga 
bom BM paal aro parformad By 
Roaampry CMonay and BM Con- 
rad Jar/A* Stars 
(TMCI MOV* *#V* Ttoi 
Osta.rr.an Waakand 118831 
Ruigar Mauar. John Hurt A eon- 
uovartW taMviaam |ournabai si 
convaxad by a OA agani rho* hM 
closest bonds are ready Sown 
eganis tornatg an annual reunion 
waakand mto a rvghtmara ol tar 
for. 'R' 
11:20 
tNEWS 
AJCNEWSg 
11:30 
MCRNP*G 
10:30 
INORTHCOAST 
I ONE ON ONE 
13 REPORTS 
I FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
■ PUTTlN ON THE KIDS 
ClkRISTMAS SPECIAL ChnM 
maa songs parformod by Brando 
las DoBy Par ton Bruce Springs 
Man. Tha Beach Soya and oahor 
popular arUMB aro kp synced By 
iJaMran who via tor 8600 and s 
Mp to Dane* Wortd Host Chr* 
tophar Askms a> sonod by sjOdaa 
Juouno BoMman Jafl 8 Cohan 
end M-ee, GoM 
1100 
ITHBB WEEK IN ONTARIO 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
IKIOS INCORPORATED 
A WALK THROUGH THE 
20TH CENTURY WITH BKL 
MOVERS 
• GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO 
• WRCSTLINO 
11:30 
_ I FACE THE NATION 
SKETCHES     OF     OUR 
TOWN 
I SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK  WITH  DA 
VTO BRINKLEY 
SSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMO   MOV*   **      Night  01 
Tha   Comet      11884)   Ceflw-te 
Mary Siawa-I  He* Maroney 
AFTEPeMOOM 
12.-O0 
• BPORTBCENTfR B TO- 
DAY John leach Dan Coughkn 
bad Greg Prun hoet Covwaga of 
fwjh school and cooaga fOoabaB 
wan   a   took   or   tha CMndand 
• Mf ETrNG PLACE An Ad- 
abM aarvtca kpm Broadway Frsi 
6apbM Church n WWwapeg. Man 
osMbrsoad by BM Rewonda Dr 
Sluan Frpyno and Frod Dornaroy 
fWBOKrNOOOM 
MEET THE PRESS 
MOV*   ***H      Hobdaty 
av     118421   Bayg  Croaby.   *-ed 
Aaaaaa 
• MOV* #* i    vVhot a So 
Bad    About     Fabling    Good! 
(18881    Gaorga   Pepper*    Mary 
TyMrMooro 
• FAME Danny a lonaMno 
draom ol beconwtg on actor ■ put 
on hob] PrMr a b>g-bmo agent 
eugoear. anoata, CM. 
• NOVA The carpamars. nv> 
S-MkaSs at Baft-more 8Ma, 
3:00 
• MOV*** rtCamaUpon 
Tha Makught Clear 118841 
faholay Roonoy  Scort Granas 
• MOVIE P* "SlP- 
gacooch <1966i Ann Margrei 
Batg Crosby 
3:30 
• PORTRAIT OF. . 
OWENETH LLOYD A proMa of 
Canada s foremost baBei Machar 
IR) 
• THE SNOWMAN Anatvjt 
ad Oowd 6oana introduce* Baa 
Mto of a MOa boy who gats an 
unaapacted surprise whan Ms ary 
I 
W 
I' 
is z 
s tha approval ol Ma 
• (Rl 
(TMC)     MOV*     *•>. 
Roae     1167*1 Bane M-dtor 
Tha 
•    BE ST   OP    SATURDAY 
NrOHTLIVE 
IM*A*B»H 
MACNSB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWBHOUR 
SSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
praaauroa of Mg weave  PaaaheB 
Sthe bamw of Mm 
TONIGHT OuaM heat   Joan 
SBOO 
BPORTSWEEKENO 
Wortd Cup men s 
ODwnhal skang bam Val D laere 
Franca and woman s BowwhB 
bom San Sararto. hah, (Tapad) 
World Cap 70-aMfN Sfc. sjmpatg 
baa bom thunder Bar. Om 
•      COLLEGE      POOTBALL 
r'i GumbM 
TV   2O0O   Vdaaa   nokato 
Tpan   tor    Foan        hMad    Ovw 
HN»."     Madonna,        Mstwiat 
|M 
OJ  GREAT  CHEF* OF  CHI- 
CAGO 
■  0,1.  JOE    REVENGE   OF 
sued progran 
Vick. thai win 
wdaandaon 
• ITS A LIVING 
BBflO 
• • OR. SEUS8 HOW 
THI QKINCH STOLE 
CHRMTTMAS AiarnoMB. Bor. 
Kartoat norroMo rha atory 01 a 
miaarty Gnneh who maa to pre- 
sent Vvhovakt obsana from or' r 
8 DM Chnatmaa saosort (Rl 
NHL    HOOKEY   Monbaal 
Canadkana at Toronto MapMLtWs 
BJaal 
• GkMME A BREAK 1 ouUt 
SMhsj en her own Kpbo abfl MaM 
M K she ■ bang hounded by Na* 
• FALL   GUY   Altar   warning 
-vwnw of a Gottac 
irtanoajn dtoa iii|Pbaajual». Matt- 
mg evs'YTfw aakat Ma prodkcsjprM. 
I SATURDAY NIOHT LIVE 
I WRESTLING 
SEASON S GREETINGS 
FROM THE HONCYMOON- 
ERB Ttooe apwodaa bom BM) ea- 
r*M Ralph ukaa a ajb ao a Sama 
Rogpa Von GMaaon Ul. Poor Soul 
and Joe the Bartender make • 
hcede* wan rha Kramdane and 
tha Norton* ratg n tho Now Year 
at a party anth Tommy and JhV 
myDorooy Haw Jadua GMaaon 
11:38 
• STAR SEARCH 
11-40 
• A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
1200 
• MOV* •** BadtandB 
H976) Sway Spec** Mardn 
arsaan 
■ MOV*   **B>H    'Roman 
Hobday'   (.18821   Gregory   Pack 
e^iWOTI^ CITY LIMITS 
im Uan Lantobefl ( GemM 
<-i a*y MMaL' Stow Najhv '). 
Eddy Ratran (Thank Opd tor 
Kato,' Who Db VOM Know M 
Cabtarr-a'   ) 
12 30 
■ MOV* * Zsv**or 
(19*21 Scon Baro Waba Aamaa 
12:38 
• SOUL TRAIN 
rha arum* wortd ora cbaarvod M 
work.Q 
12 30 
|F#PLTOOAV 
a book 0, Haymond Brajga 
(TMC)  MOV*   *•*     (scape 
From   New    York      UHII   Hurl 
BBBBBP. Donttq Pbaaanoa 
4O0 
• MOVIE • * Tha Bran 
U88BI DawaJ Nwon Joan-Paul 
Betmondo 
ISPORTSWEEKEND 
NFL FOOTBAU Reemnal 
CO i araga ol i oa AngMt Raiders at 
Darwer Broncos or Oa. eland 
Browns at Seat** Saahawks 
|nSl 
• MOV* *•* Come To 
The Siewa 118461 Lorotto 
Young  CeMeMHotm 
• MOV* *>** Joe-rdd 
ll6721Ckm(*ataKMd John So- 
on 
«8PN] AUSTRALIAN OPEN 
TENNIS Man s Fatato bom Ma*- 
bourna  (Rl 
4:30 
• STAR GAMES Spate com 
petition   'eeliamg  can   mambws 
from     FaKon  C/esi Days  of 
•jwLwoa   and SkB BM Bator 
SarnmruJ round 
BOO 
• KIDS OF DEGRASSI 
STREET Karen at praoccupard 
anth thoughts of rokar Mates 
what BM iless debates rha proa 
and cons of nucMer weapon! 
• • LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Fea- 
tured Catheraw Oeneuvs Michael 
London Donna M4w a an baton 
lubury raoort a bahonaae * 
Hani man kwu car raong anth 
Loronao Lamaa and Tony Darua 
IRI 
• A PASSBON FOR EXCEL- 
LENCE: AN EVENING WITH 
TOM PETERS Author Tom 
Peters ( M Saarch 01 Esoat- 
Mbo* ') PwfiiBBBl BM appacabon 
ol laoilanca and aaff-anprova- 
mom to acnooto. hoapneM 
rMuaahoMs and smea busmsssas 
vu ■:*0 
• EDISON TWINS Goyto 
goaa ovarboard tobng wwght 
whta vajnatg for an anponam 
praOhynpa: 'boa Q 
■ I M A BH3 GkRL NOW 
rTMO  MOV*  **■**     Us A 
Wondartai   Lsla     (1*471   Jamas 
SMw at   Donna FMed 
EVENING 
IS. 
• POR 
B6 
| TRAITS 
RrPL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
IrOO 
• NPL   FOOTBALL   aohad- 
uMd   Daaaa  Cowboys at Caton- 
Wi Bongato fLnad       | 
• COUNTRY CANADA San 
d* Cuehon  taka  wnh faraaars at 
Bruoa Couniy  On*   Mho have da- 
O FRAGGLE ROCK The F.ag 
gtoa ratactanily help Junaor Gorg 
oaptura the snoot that a haumatg 
OorgCaaBa Q 
• PUNKY BREWSTER 
Punk* gats n trouble whan hw 
bands encourage her to steel a 
Ctontmas present for Henry p 
• SOLID GOLD CHRIST 
MAS SPECIAL hvrsi Danno 
WarwKk a rpavad b* Laura Btans- 
gan The C apt am and TartnaM 
Andrea Crouch Crysta GayM 
Jamas ing-em Barry Manaow 
Anna Murray Now Ediiayt EddM 
Rabbi it Donna Summer and other 
racordatg aiaia at s presentation 
Of hokday muse 
• AT THE MOVIES Scnad 
uMdreuwwe Rock, IV (Syhrss- 
Mr Slaaonei Young SlMrtock 
Mpknoa' Fool tor love iSam 
JBJBBO 
• FAME As Gram s (Dabbw 
ABenl dance asaatant law 
iGe-w Anthony Rayl a gnan tha 
Mtk ol bSMciatg rha Mad n a 
achool rnuacal 
SSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
t:00 
■ BEACHCOMBERS Ntck 
ConatabM John and Jasaa a cun 
osity about rha spacashv Made 
Ihem mto en uraorgniabM but 
uraMkavabkr eaparanca  (Part 2 of" 
HP   
• SK.VER SPOONS Grandfa 
BMr Suation and Ms staid cronaa 
«a vanalorrnad mto barberwne 
whan the, retreat lo Ma cabet m 
BM woods 
• LITTLE DRUMMER BOY 
An.msted A k.nd hssriBd 
0>ummar bo* a datarmmad io 
Mid a boa maker a sayar caratona 
(hat have baan rap oases Bed by 
U* cokactors Voces Imo Moa 
Ml Graar Oar Son 
SSPN) HE ISM AN SPORTS 
SPECIAL 
BOO 
• ■ ALL-STAR PARTY 
FOR "OUTCH" REAGAN 
Praaidant and Mrs Reagan are 
greeted by ihoe Hodywood bonds 
Ctaba International honora thaa 
former coAsaguo by defeating a 
new clMdren a hoapnal locAty n 
Manama 
• TOLLER CRANSTON S 
TRUE GIFT OF CHRISTMAS 
Befane who long ago refused to 
Map rha Mas. aM Matt past* and 
searches tha wortd tor iha Waa 
Man and the Chad Kauj  aung tha 
awn and a hoar of waits an 
ara  who dueoate rha Ctoatmea 
legends  CJ 
• AMAZING STORKS Ra 
mote Conirot Men Bias Sydney 
Laos— Nancy Parsons and 
Shawn Weetharr, ij 
I AVENGERS 
PUTTlN' ON THE HITS 
ie>synced tandHama Ol Tma 
Tumar s Show Some Reapact 
Spartdau fkatota GoM Aretha 
Fienkkn s Think and Iho 
Pomte. Saiers Baby Come and 
Goth 
• NATURE Mow .aroua spa 
caa of pMm Ma Me atsacis and 
' an en ato to enact the pobnevon 
procaae (RIO 
SSPN) NHL HOCKEY Chcego 
Stock Hawks at Edmonton CVara 
ILtval iSubaKi to btookowtl 
fTMC) MOV* ** Najhi Ol 
Tho Comat (1S84I Catharaw 
Mar* St—a i KeA Maronoy A 
comat smashes mto ( arth ktaiatg 
otobat rjawaatabon and rha hopa 
tar humarwt, at tha hands of two 
w*ani VaBay goto PG-12 
0*sjO 
■ ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
PRESENTS Tho manga .«a 
taynahsi that began to deietop 
Batwasn a bored houee arils and 
an aacaped ponwet rha* breaks 
mto bar homo a altered by an 
mapper ant fact Start O is tma 
Ranee and Yaphat Kono 
• WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOW!I Sperka A* whan Ray, 
backs out of a datnot data wttti 
FSBOBB 
OBOO 
• •  CIRCUS OF  THI 
STARS from Caesars PsMce at 
Las Vegas rmgmasters Boa At- . 
thur. Da* Clark and Marv GrBhn 
nboduce teats of darraig-do by 
cakabribB* axkadng Luoa Amat. 
Clu.stophw Atkins and Nafl 
Cartar Guest BUT Bun Lancaatoi 
• OAKMOUNT HIGH Cv 
yorea tores* a woman and her eon 
to move to a amok town where bat 
warn* pn impanani reason at 
human dajraty anar bang be- 
bandad by a prasjokad Machar 
C**»man6Sana 
(CBS NEWS 
Aa  Grant'a 
andpton to anpada bank taracto- 
suras w-thm the county 
• NPL    FOOTBALL   Sohad- 
atod Ooarort Uona at Raw laa> 
loadPearhMlLhwJ 
• NPL   FOOTBALL  Rifjonol 
caunsajs  ol inaMnapoM Can* M 
(Dabbw 
.     laroy 
(Gana Anibany Rayl a gnan BM 
JMB m BaRsM IBB, BJaM 
ICOB-ykBUSBTTY CLOSE UP 
MOV*  **    Ma* a Sang 
(1*821 Ananetod 
• WASHkNOTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW CJ 
C8PN)      AMERICA S      CUP 
'87: BRING BACK THE CUP 
liOO 
• HYMN  SING SabKbana n 
ckrda    Work   tor BM HajM to 
'Hows You Soon rho 
I STAR TREK 
GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Dance n Amence Cav 
da-esa Mai Pajjaa and Karmii 
BM Frog mooducs BM San Fran- 
paco 6 In praducbon of "Cav 
■Mr eta 
MO    SUPER    BOWL     OF 
MOTOCRCMJB 
8:30 
! HOTLINE MOV*    *#•*     "Ha   A 
WoMMrful   Lsto'   (1*471   Jamas 
Skew an. Donna Read   On Chrnt- 
rnao Eve   • mail guardan arajal 
Tho 'mat Mop- 
ad, (Prejaanil Rachard Thamas. 
Mary CrotBy A .oubna buaaaaa 
set turns into a ntgTHmois lor a 
amp* town coupM who feB ascom 
toscit, s maw eksmenti  Q 
• NPL FOOTBALL Pmeburgh 
BMPtora at Son Dago Chargara 
ILmHQ 
• A CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 
WITH LUCIANO PAVAROT- 
Tl Tho Matrnpobten Opera star 
emga Am Mana" 0 INN 
Nighi andoahsr CMatmas cMo- 
asta from tho Noaro Dame Ceths- 
ttdnMansioaJ  IR) 
• MOV* * Aban Contaav- 
nabon (1881) ton McCufcook. 
louaa Markbfu   An asaoneut aa. 
eggs bom Mas ptosp to 
taka ovar rha Earth 
• START OF SOMETHING 
MO FYaBMs of Sammy Obwa Jr . 
Dawd Brenner. Dans Day and Car- 
oto  Bayw   Sags.    BM  orkfns of 
Snaame Sbeet     (Ft) 
• TENNESSEE ERNIE 
FORD'S AMERICA A muascal 
satoM   to Amanea   tootarng lop 
t|fevv Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locatiom: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
10MN.M«inSt. 
Howard's 
ClubH 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B) S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. - 
Diana 
coupon valid 
with Diana 
expires 12-21-85 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
. 
Cains 1 Iber $1.79 
Rolling Rock Kegs 
Little King Kegs 
Balreichs 1 iber $1.89 
DorltOS 1 Iber $2.19 
Coke Classic s pk $1.79 
Sprite & Slice 2 litre $1.09 
Hairways 
'HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS' / 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
lfll E. Wootter 
STADIUM PLAZA 352-2107 
MILTON'S 
THIS WEEKEND'S ENTERTAINMENT 
JOEY MISERABLE 
S THE WORMS 
MONDAY: MICK PAYNE & 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUESDAY: HENRY REEVES 
DART NIGHT 
^■■•iwtth this coupon■■-■■■« 
I   Come check us 
out for Great 
1 Christinas Ideas 
§ FALCON HOUSE 
TmMkmlm.M, li      «   >    I   Hi 
\ 140 E. Wooster Bowling Green g 
Ph. 352-3610       1 
Downtown Bowling Green     W 
Exp. 12/14/85 j 
■ ■■iwith this coupon aa.aa.aa. J 
Gr Hit-na Shvpy Joneo Larry 
Get»n end the GlS" Brother* 
Morem McCoo and AA Man*. 
B3S 
fTUC)   HCART   OP   HOLLY- 
WOOD 
10 oo 
IC»C NCWB O 
AMIHtCAN      PLAV- 
HOUBC      A   M.E.e. Ol "T-KWfct 
Am AA** ana Beroar a Dam atar 
*i M hurneroue BUry akout a 
froor V.OBV* lam*, Of I] eAaaa 
hofcdoy c—Cianop i* threatened 
by at* foPWs <efu** M BP» a 
Chratmee m Q 
©WASHINGTON RfPORT 
tTMO hkOV* • *■* The 
Saduciion 01 Jaa Tynan1 u*7*i 
Alan Aida Barbara Han* An 
Kpnaai aPluontpi Ul eanetor a 
PO-KBI mwwi anal ha efiaa 
•nth a tpewkfwl labor attorney put 
tM **nA, undo- a etrem N 
•SttS 
• VCNTUAC 
10-9O 
SJ KENNCTH COf€LAND 
llOO 
IOSSSWYVS 
ORCAT   PERFORM 
ANCCS *n American Omet- 
mee Worda AM MUSK rhpaad 
by Butt Laxcaawr ita cWfiuo" 
Ol CixKmM.Atwan perform 
ancee by Jama* fan Jorpe Late 
lawn (>•<■• Pe*n* the Mortem 
Chaoren a Cherta and aha Cotum- 
kp Boy* Che. 
• TALES FROM THC 
DARKBtOC Suean ShoBhoro, 
•tan aa • eroman who i able to 
i    'a**i»   af   «■> 
►  rVSOVK   •* I t- 
Grari   Jack Warden   A daad eo- 
h*n o> briber, chare** 
• SEASON'S OJTBIITBSQS 
PROM THC HOMCVMOON 
IAS Three epieodae kom MM aa- 
'■N Aatph idfcee a ant aa a Santa 
Aegop Von Gktaeon til   Pear St*. 
and Jo* the SaMMNiar mat. a 
hoaepy vavt ™ r*rem<pr*e ano 
the Nonona raw, .n th* N«» YOP 
at a part* ant* Tommy and Jnn- 
myDore*. Hoai JoO<o Qaaaon 
■ lATTIHTAINAaCNT THIS 
VVTCK interven* an*h VVA* Nal 
aon 
SJ'OA MVPton.! 
11:4* 
nwa     AAOVK     •*   >        An- 
dread    IIWI *Mu* Smak.   Dan 
Opper   In an 
12:00 
SJ  INTIRTAhPMCNT  THkB 
WICK Phr.an earth VVA* kjpV 
SBNCWS 
• 700CLUB 
BTBPNI   AUSTRALIAN   OPCN 
TCNNM  Woman a   »-"».   kom 
12:20 
• AKNtwsg 
Cat I 
US 
Maoovne  p.1 
2:30 
■■PHI COLLIOf  FOOTBALL 
Snajham Young at Hauroa I* I 
MS 
ftSP»l OUTDOOA LIPf 
OAYTaK kkOVVS 
•too 
(TMO ** N« Saj Daal 
11 M3t Tanvny O-anaa Ka*a* Oa- 
aan 
fiSS 
fTkjCl ■■- "Wham Deaan 
Tna VaVtoT    IIWI  HavMv  kkka 
Sa.na.dLa. 
SlSO 
mSC) OS H Proaacol HSS41 
OaNkaHaiain  Chmteandan 
11«0 
fTMO  *••     Tna Soaiomana 
II* 
«  (nao 
USSOI 
b-aah ao.tna.n lawya. 
SlSO 
SJ HANOiN' IN Otaatfl Wat 
aaar a ataanca Raaa m •orepjd io 
•nkar rnoakar aAan Sanaa tiai 
iofalapa.1 Q 
lltPNI NFL MONDAY 
NIOHT MATCHUP A proM** 
al hvtaaMa gama bamaan ma 
loa AnoaMa Mama and San fian- 
oapoASara 
soo 
SJ WAYNC  ANO SHUaTTf R 
Unholy Goaka   IPaii 1 af II IP) 
m MOVSJ Loom la «*avar $. 
km iPromawaJ Mara VaaVBn«- 
nam   Caarai  Laachman   ConSxia 
hMOHlWATCM 
SSPMSPOWIStlMTlPl 
■jSJS 
■SPfN COLLI Of  POOTSAU. 
Sngham V oong a* Havana iPti 
(TMC1   MOVW    ••      (a*  Ol 
Tha    laeynkan-'     UStll    Harry 
UP* 
4:4S 
fTMO    kkOVal    #•     '■   V«y 
CauM Saa What I Haar'    PSS2I 
1tOO 
k •    Don I Piaak. I 
arm hvno ro gai narraM L^] 
SJ NPL POOTBALL lot Ana. 
taa "am, m San Franoaco 4San 
OnaMQ 
SJ  SJ  THC   BjfUJN Akwk « 
msos* 
Koban 'oraia.  Aokap ft*. 
(TMCI   •*     UTe. Cw* Saa 
Wha- i Haa>     HIIJi Mate %nm- 
4:JO 
fTMCt  * •     Katf Of Tha Moun 
SJ COMCT MALLf Y An ova. 
*Mna o> tha ratMTKal and acajnnf- 
*   npnmtanca  of  comon  and a 
pravaM or af national artarta lo 
accuatafy cNonKkt tha rahan of 
HaBayaComat 
StPfal •PORTtCCNTl't 
11:30 
SJ AT  THf   MOVUS Sena* 
taadraywan    Kooky IV   ttytaaa 
ta>    Staaonal       Young   Skanock 
Hoknaa fool Nr  Lava    Ham 
hWV 
11 
fSJSjNCWS 
CATCH PHFLASC 
MACNCI.     / 
N€WSMOUfl 
WONO€P WOMAN 
D*FF P* NT STAOPiS 
AOAM SMITH S MONf V 
WOULD 
BSPN) SPOATSLOCaX 
ITMa MOV* *** Whatn. 
Down Tha W-*d I1SS2I rkyykjy 
Mdat Barnaul laa An aacapad 
fnaadarar atavandara to poke* av 
aaaad ol daak-ay«n§ ma Nnk of 
tha Caakk-an —Ho aaxo.wad Nan 
SrSS 
•BCSSNCWS 
■ NOCNCWI 
SJ AJBCNCWSp 
■ HAPPY OAVS AGAIN 
•1 SUSrNttal Af POFIT 
CSPN>    ACPKMrCS     SOOaES 
IN MOTION 
ViSS 
• cms News 
© COUNTRY CANADA 
m WHf El OP POATUNf 
• INTtATAtNM«NT   TO- 
NtOHT Ini^wna anth Sofc Hoaa 
(NCWLYWf D OAMf 
SUfJrNCS* aMPOAT 
fJfSTT    OP    SATUAOAY 
NIOHT UVI 
<M-A-S-M 
MACNfK.     /     LIHMH 
artAcaM nnip.c< and Sra at- 
•acn of aakyciwiaant art tha 
ar«n «I)Q 
SJ   MOW   *••    OH   Tha 
Mnnaaaaa S»a>    USSOI Hal Hot 
Brook   kAcfMaf laamad   Tka par 
arna of a rwnaanty ktartaajar aka 
cova. cKa"fl. raun-m that tha a»t 
ha* kacoma a p>oatmMa 
UPW      SKATE      AMCAtCA 
vaoman i   convannon  worn   aa* 
PM  kknn (Tapaot 
t:SO 
SJ    FfhONT    PAOC     CHAL 
UNOSQ 
HMO 
SJ SJ CAONCY ftV LACE Y 
W  NATKJNAL  /  JOLMNAL 
DAYTlkkl SPOftTS 
SOO 
OSPOFITaClNTlP 
SOO 
!NTn 
Tommy Ca-dovaHS^ 2 S KOkl 
•a Stava&yt 123-V 12 KOa) at 
kkjaahaniiakaAi kaan acnaAaador 
10 roanoa kom ASankC Ot*. N J 
•0 
IISBS 
SSPM  AUSTRALIAN   OPEN 
TTNNfSRfVSiW 
11:30 
12 SO 
aTSPW COUIOS FOOTBALL 
Injha* Vouni ar Hawa. t«l 
Ml 
SSPNI    COLLEOC    ■ASKatT- 
BALL Loyola at Notta Dama Ft) 
SJ  SJ   POWEP   STRUOOLE 
Tha paaaA<i| of atloioatAi >ak- 
by« BBS i 
SM> 
SjNCWB 
■BPR) ROLLER D€ABY 
(TlSa   MOVIE    •**»    "FYoaa. 
coT    I1SS4I  Gokka  Haarn. Chm 
SaYandon   A Waahaiaaart oocktad 
wart bacomaa a rnada) 
kktkkllUS   aaakanaH  .man 
tampi on a <nw*r*j am.   PO'Q 
10:30 
SJ SANPORD AND SON 
llsfj 
I SJSJ SJNCWB 
DANK SHADOWS 
COMCOV TONKJHT Com 
<  roahna*   Cnahar  Corrac    Inc 
«o-n-Pd     Lawaa . DuAn.    S—an 
Ja-am, 
SJ WKAP IN CINCINNATI 
SJ   OHtO   BUSINCBS   OUT. 
LOOK 
SSPM   AUSTRALIAN   OP*N 
TCNNVB PaTVSTW 
11:SO 
SJ   ENTlRTAm 
NKaHTmiafia.. 
7«SS 
•TISCI    »*#H       Camakri 
I1SS7I  heftard   Harm    Vanaaaa 
10^)0 
iTMa **• i 
ISSJQ 
(TMa    "*H       OW    EnausY 
11SS4) Sarah BWad. nWrkew Mat- 
BB|S 
(TMa  •*     kkhov And RBBJ 
(1S7I) Fotar   »ak     John  Caaao- 
4«0 
(TkaCI ••*     A Chmamaa Saa- 
•Y    (ISS3) "ara. SOnaaki.   Oar 
BNT    TO- 
■SPNISPORT8CENTER 
7.30 
SJ P M. MAQAZkNC Nataka 
Oraoory atar of tha CSS maaaai- 
aM Akoo at Wondwland Ann 
Mara/at Waal conaaai kas 
SJ RACCOONS ft TMf 
LOST STAR Ananaaad Aa* Ln- 
do and Don* Waal pra.aSi rh. 
aowaa for da* mua*al tala akom 
I     klanOfTha 
ItlMf 
Kant  Saykir    Ahar   raa   aana. 
mdiary commandai who pWa to 
cofwfaarlanh  MtQ 
IJfOPAAOY 
TAW 
P.M.  MAOAZIMt A targM 
'ana* m Qoorfj* that «*■* MIS 
mothaia guna, Ann Mararai 
SJ VMLO. WS-D WONLO OP 
BBRM 
1.00 
SJ      AMERICA     Schedutad 
Cnriaunaa prtt icr rrajnaan.    M» 
ami  V«a     and akhar  TV ahowt 
thamamua< 
SJ AFRICA   CRY OP A CON- 
TINtklT 
1:13 
(TMa   MOV*   --.      Eacop* 
From   hwr>   BBS"1    MSSH   Kwl 
Ruaaat. DanakdWaaaanaa 
1:30 
«HN 
TMR 
fNNYMLL 
HAfES COMPANY 
■BPM     NPL     FB.MB     PNE- 
BCNTB A look at rh* oharnpajn- 
■h*> aaaaona of tha Now York O- 
BOO 
SJ SJ ALtCS IN WONDfR- 
LANO AK* INaiaha Oraapryl ka> 
Bbdnaw  fhrthiaA 
n*M0   • akkn   down   , 
MB 
SJ CBS NEWS 
NKaHTWATCM 
SJ   WALL    STRfiT    JOUR 
■SPWlBPORTBCENTtR 
34)0 
BBPM  NHL  HOCKCV Chnaaja 
>. fcwBgana Cdk*. PkrajB Starr 
and laky Savaiaa   (Par. I ol II 
SJ   TVS   MOOPCPtS   AMD 
PRACTICAL   JOKSS F iikaal 
■Aa. ara a»vad on Mary »ar» o> 
_   SJ  IAT1 NTOHT  AMfRI- 
CA 
I THf BAtNT 
BSMMYMBX 
«SPR) OUTDOOR LkPE 
11:4« 
HMO MOV* *•'-. Tk* 
LadrktAatf 11S7SI FkAan Can- 
rod. ParnaN Sua lAkrhn. M aha *- 
•Brri day* of «W Wwajaa IS20a. 
an NakrkC young farm gal ka- 
coma* Sat mas of aha rfaaii.i 
aangaaar John Oafengar    A 
134)0 
SJ      STRCETS      OP      BAN 
PPIANCMCO 
INfWB 
COMtOV  BPafAK   OaaaM 
BonCaraY  •»( 
BBPNI BPORTBCtNTf R 
UnSO 
■ LATt   NkOHT WITH D A - 
VtD   Ll PUP-MAN  SukiAlid 
I aacHUMS *acaiM*q twrrvoAvSi 
aa* worraciNTf* 
7O0 
■ orowaci a co. mi 
• B-**m * Pf •>•> S*rw CMu>  -V 
Ivwaa. or rcaruM 
umnrAaaMHT TO- 
WOHT 
i: NfWLYWf O OAMf 
41    BBST   OP    SATTJROAY 
N«OMT UVf 
SJ M*A*S*H 
/     LfHRflR 
■ ABCNfWBNIOMTLINf 
(TMO    MOVK    w*Vt      Vk*d 
I TO AFRICA WITH LOVE 
AMERICAN CAESAR 
Oan OargMl MacArdtgr a ataka- 
'** a> Via Pacahc chaatg World 
War k and kat .wwianr efili gai 
to Waahmgi^. arar aaacy ara aha 
hxua af a*, oartoraang kiaajaph, 
BMPW     NPL     FLMB     PM- 
BtNTB A proNa of Loo Angatt* 
12 40 
| MOV*  *»H  ' 
MBCfT 
■ALL   tar*   af   LahaaaBa   Lraal 
«ufc*Kt k» kWraovt) 
7:30 
SJ P.M. MAAaAJMdl A Maoh- 
at amo tar. ha ha-«M Santa a 
hakaar CVamnaa 
TV Bmra 
kooh. <Pan 2 of SI Q 
tOALLAS 
MOVM   ***    Aaggaas 
Man     MMII StOOY Saaaak. (nc 
IdJS 
I HAWAJI FTVl-O 
Mamra 
■ICO 
• *< ■ TAJ 
• PI 
C UNTRY FaBPORT 
JSOPAROY 
XI 
SJ A-TTAM Hanrabal S A and 
cahana awnay M Souah Arnanco 
at aaarch - a kat^aapad iraychat- ■mg 
SJ WHOS TH1 BOBB7 
Mar* ■ tv.t aa) ahar gfaduaong 
*am oakaga at an* a ahoo aaora 
knoamloragakir.. aar    Q 
SJ SJ NOVA ktajahai o«k» aha 
at. of Sum* Aga paopfct ara are- 
vMM a irM MM Waca™ 
trfaa of Icaradoran kvkan* arhoaa 
*m oaniact —0. auraaBa aMfea> 
•MM aaMaaad at Par ISSOa (Rig 
« DALLAS 
MBA   BASKITBALL   0a- 
SJ THREE  STOOOfS 
BBPM PSLA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
12 40 
n fund afajrnoia Bia- 
kaatoknnt Ukaa a* 
* fll ram   Ml 
1:00 
I HAW AH FIVI-O 
J-MMY SWAOOART 
1:30 
■ NCWB 
fNf WLYWEO OAMf 
■ LMBPIBBRBFOR1 
BEST    OP    SATURDAY 
NKJHTLIVf 
(M-A-S-H 
MACNtB.    /     LEMRfR 
■ OSJSJSJ 
if OAFSXSMAO 
flcOMfDY TC 
II OO 
NSWB 
SJJSJ BPORTBOINT1R 
7:30 
ONIGHT Com 
Coraon A TruaMn 
Lknaa Momaho Mark Mofvaan 
FradWod  PaaarFogal 
<WKRP IN CaNCINNATl 
ART BEAT 
11:30 
9   ENTEFITAINIa*NT    TO- 
NaOHT   m... vatai   -th   hhchaal 
an(Taaad| 
(TMO MOV*  *k*     th.*-, 
nSBdlSofeorr 
Sarry 
MS 
SJ CBB 
NfOHTWATCM 
SjNCWB 
B*' I Srman WB-D KINGDOM ANDY TAXI P.M. MA0AI1NS Harvav 
nan   aaartfang lor amakM off 
MarnaaeooM 
SJ WBJD. WffLD WORLD OP 
Ckaang prohtt and raang hood oa> 
BkJBMI 
■mdy  *0-11 g 
/ S:30 
B OPKJWINO PAINB Tha 
agh-aehooi payctta)opai praaana 
i d-mai hjturo for MAa hoaad 
Son hta p*ifuiinai>ua on an aa* 
adakM g 
Ml 
B> SANOBAGOfRB loot* 
AS*   Wakaca   knda   hvnaalf   m 
roaflla amh hta atsdraan ai horn* 
nd m corawrJafakai paraonaf oan 
(TMO  MOVW   #••'■      Gdk> 
po*     "Mil  Mai  GaMen   Mark 
LOO 
NCWB 
2 30 
SJ CBB 
NKiHTWATCH 
aMPMBPORISCSNTER 
MB 
BBPM AUSTRALLAN OPEN 
TENNIS Man a Favda kam Ma. 
bourna  INI 
3:BO 
fTMOMOVkf*** ThafW. 
ar"   UM4I   MM   Odtaon    Sawy 
SJ MOOSNJOHTaMO MadAa 
and 0*Mf a aaarch M> a kuaaaiai 
SJ SJ ALVkN TOPPLE R S 
THC THIRD WAVE Tha author 
and tutunat oaoaa th. daobna of 
tha tndaoanal WaioMaont ' aac- 
and wava    odkaa and c 
IhtiMM     tlwfla, 
MOV* *k ■- EaglaaOaar 
Landon I1S72I Vm Johnaan 
'•adara* SMfNrd Tha Nan. 
dnvo th. Sf**n of tha conanani 
and *unch th. neitaanl aa of- 
laeka arlach compoaa aha Satdo 
OlaVikan 
BBPM COLLCOC BASKET 
BALL Aubartt at AJakama-S. 
rntngham SnaH tSukawt to black 
■Bfl 
10:00 
SJ     SJ      AOHNNY     CASH 
DAYT**CHlDf*NSSHOW 
U.-OO | OWL/TV 
adaia Grand Okt Opry Howoo pro 
■kSaa tha aatang far ah* yoor a 
godwatg af tha Caah okkt. avAa* 
atg daughiar Woaaraw and John 
nv'a moth*, ahatg w*n gnaaa 
Jam/ Loa loans and Larry Oaakn 
at a aahos to *■» hakiaya 
I  NAT«ON AL   /  JOUR N AL 
i „„ CMfNGTON BTECLE 
Laura and Skataa ufca to th. 
irfcjnaN akjoo n kd M vaho 
commrtiad a mwrdar on board a 
or data.) 
SJ     BARBARA     WALTERS 
chad J  Fa*. Cvkd Shaphard and 
Anajakt lanahury ara niarywaaid 
g 
MASS 
(TMa     MOV*     •>**»       TJM 
IfrMdi       HSS4)    Sarah   Soyd. 
I at Saa kookgro 
that  haaaa  to aaaa daar troanng 
aaaaa PO 
•MS 
SJ SJ APPRC N TK1 TO THC 
SODS:  Rf UBCN  NAKIAN A 
SaSQ 
INTCR 
IjOO ■SPRI BPORTBCENTTR 
Ml 
BBPM  AUTO  RACING  rMSA 
GT Sanaa kom Oovwna Fkj Ml 
lafSS 
■SPA)  Bat)  CAST   COLLCOC 
BABKCTBALL PPMVMW 
11  30 
BSPM BPORTBLOOK 
1230 
BBPM    COLLEOC    BABKCT- 
BALL     Auburn     M     Atahama la 
rranghorn IP) 
2:30 
SBVMJ  AUSTRALLAN   OPCN 
TINNIS Man a Favjta kom Mat 
laaarna  (PI 
3:30 
SMPNI   TCNNM   A-AGAZINt 
PAtPOHl 
OArTBh* hfOVBS 
SOO 
fTMO **4 Dor And Sana 
Chwo MSS2I AvamakM VONOO 
BY Oroat 'o. arm.   BarBara Fraor 
N* 
7:30 
(TMO     **        Svana*    Brow 
I1SS3I    Oovo     Thomoa      A-ek 
Mararaa 
MS 
fTMO ***    Cara.raiWta.ama 
(1332)    Avta 
« BENNY HSX 
THP« B COMPANY 
■BPM PSA PULL CONTACT 
ItARATlWI 
BOO 
SJ SJ MANY tP-an»aral Mary 
Tytar   Moor*   Itart aa   Mary   Bran 
nar a dMorcao arho hatvaa a 
glamour rragaant io accopf a ao- 
•rranon a amakChiago MIRBB 
pw    Akw atari Jamat 
and John Aa tat 
SJ    NATURE    OP 
Foofurad how aKohV affacit aha 
Bod*. ancajM Ida la ma irAakrkagi 
Tha ahakow t*a that  « now Mat 
Cartodan ««-   th. phykta of 
PChor* 
SJ  HtOKWAY   TO  HEAVEN 
Scotryt  Aral  lawaui    lapraaarw- 
aaj Jukan  a manad by an ynada 
Cd Ikillli   I  ifl attarwoy    Cart 2 
a«2ig 
• MBfOCRSQ 
fjj #J RIVE" JOURNEYS Va 
farry boat and aanrry cnaoor play 
amght and novakat Snan Thornp- 
aon .M- th. Raa Pavor kom aha 
Sudan to aa Madaar-aratan daHa 
|i 
• MOV* *#• Tha Stack 
SWAon IISTtl KoBy Bane 
hhekaY Aormay Saaad on Wahp 
Farkrya SUx. Stahon booka 
Ah., Baang taaorad from dp * 
land on artvek tha. war. 
ahpanockad looathar a boy and 
a horaa Bacomo rawhad a> Mat 
raca of rha caniury 
fTMC)  MOV*   *f*P     Carbma 
IISS21 
SJ MOVK * * San-* Vaar 
11374) Gar* ''ar* Orynma 
0 Conner A yOung coupla a 
taread to accapi I 
SJ T.J. HOOKCR Cornancod 
that a rrarar) hr»jr aPanda to ** 
ha    now    Wao..   hpohor    raooa 
rn tana M And han  Ml 
TONIGHT   ttapt     Johnny 
Ca-ton     StfpduNd    Wkham   » 
oMAPy 
SJ LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  THC 
| LAT1NIOHT  AAAERI 
CA 
THE SAINT 
SJ BCNNV HAL 
BSPNIBPORTSCf NTSR 
OMC1  MOV*   ***'j     Scat 
MM    H3321 Paul Mura   Gaoraja 
FLafr   A amak trtp koodhim naaa 
to *P top o> Tha haap duatg Pro- 
hAmon   PG 
ItsM 
SJ      STREETS      OP      BAN 
FRANCISCO 
SJ COMEDY  BRCAK Guaat. 
JM   J   auBBCk     Swva khddPman 
(AI 
BSPM aKkPfO BBBSPafBBl 
12:30 
SJ LATC   NIGHT WITH  DA 
V10  LCTIBNMAN  Sct-Muktd 
cevnarkan Mann MuJ 
SJ ABC NEWS NtOHTllNC 
I TV 
12:40 
OMJlAobar 
FhAP* 
MS 
« HA WAN FIVC-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
KSPNI    TINNIS   MAAaAZINC 
REPORT 
1:10 
iTMO MOV*  **• 1     Cam* 
KnowkMga    IIS7II Jack IhchP 
•on rVthut GarfunkP 
vonta and parhjcta th.   tartan* 
IBB 
MB 
SJ SJ FOLEY SQUARE 
iFramprai Ala. Hamgan tMarga 
rat Coknl trap to bakanca Mr Ma 
aa a angfa .rorrpn hmg n New 
York — m har raa>onoAnapa aa 
an aaaatant dakai anorney Atao 
atara Hoctor Ikoondo and khehaP 
LarrPaok 
SOO 
SJ SJ CMAPBJC  B  COFAPA- 
NYQ 
fj) MARKCT PLACC t aoturad 
a   conckrfkng  kMk  af 
INCWS 
1-3 
MOV*   0* kj     You C 
Along'   US46) ftabart Curnmnga 
liabath Scott 
BSPhl ARM WRESTLING 
2:00 
SJ CBB NCWB 
NtGHTWATCM 
SjNfWS 
NIWB 
ana maaka arvAvi 
SJ HBLL TOWN HPOPNP vpa 
IO Mk? a tormar proohtvto AM 
with cpooraaa haaaanpni 
SJ OYNABTV AJoap hn k> 
arana of hp own vaot ampvo aa 
aha awpta dp has/a arnval; AP- 
2:30 
SJ CBB 
NfGHTWATCH 
arSFN)SPORTSCENTER 
BBSS 
BBPM NBA TODAY 
(TMO  MOVM  *•••»     Hob 
US 
Chartaa Lapyhtan 
3 30 
BSPM    COLLCOC    BASKET 
TO TOWN Anora Frown 
aa dractv of dp L 
10:30 
(TMO      **        Najht     Of    Ttp 
CrjfM-   I IBM)  Caaharna   Mary 
concp-i nctudng MotPT a Sym- 
phony No 33 n ( 'let and Fto- 
kohev a Symphony N*  I 
SJNCWB 
11:00 
■ DARKBHADOWS 
W COMCOV TONtOHT Com 
P rBaPwaa. JnrviDtar*   Gkarn 
rhroch.     Brian     MeKan.     Sean 
Bkarp^Rppp OkM 
SJ WKRP AN ONCKNNATI 
fJJONTHCLINC 
BBPM NBA TODAY 
HaJS 
SJ   ENTCRTAINMCNT    TO- 
NpaHT    Irappp.    -ah    Mary 
*r: 
113731 | 
12:30 
(TMC)     ***H Hobwn t 
Chmc*        I IBM)     John     UP. 
FachPd Thomoa  A VTSTA worker 
laJS 
SJ    #*^»     k. Enamy Counar. 
HSSSlTonyF 
2:30 
fTMP *•    Apaarkang   (1SS2I 
■BFM TOP RANK BONING 
MS 
SJ SJ GCOROC BURNS 
COAACDY WICK Jam** Whn 
rnoro atara n   CNptmaa Carol ■ 
IhaSaotaf. a Pok m what hap 
panod  10  (ben. 
MB 
(TMCI    ****      Boartaca 
11 Mil Pawl kfcpa  Qparga PaR McOowol    Samandp IOJJP  and 
(dSagp. > 
SJ MAN ALIVE m an effort to 
para aa a afc. earn arahout Pakng 
SJ BtAAON A SPMON A c-m 
•MPr  wppd la caked m  to hpp 
ICATCMPMRABi 
MACSMS    /    UHRC R 
a-* lOaMHT   IW   JiMnv 
■ cAia 
B    M 
! 
Om   wtacfl   wtr*  IMODM  K*.   a 
(THO   MOVa   •**     Nor* 
OMH lorf> ' lll'll M«k NatM 
j*~*,ut oAvmaiPOm 
t JO 
gum   AUTO   RACING   1m 
l«morla.*«m'Mv ni 
•rOO 
mm trcmTUHn- 
t:00 
am»a-umauiiiTm 
aoa 
•»«>«AIOOAY 
lOOO 
emaatiTV 
taw 
ami  RACootir.Au.  u- 
■w ci nn mam •»•» Am- 
11:10 
iWONOeJI WOMAN 
DrrMNT STHOKCS 
rtOCKaCMOOL TK> Nmry 
DAvraaaom 
•4)0 
(HUM trORTlCINTlR 
•410 
mm* au. OANCI OUT- 
nn w> • mtmi Tam MM 
>*Km r-i lianAr* w, thm • 
N*    llrl>Vl|(> 
i*a 
nao MOV» **H "*■■>■ 
■^m.wai 
PWUV WAD WORLD OT 
• :*> 
BMrnHU 
TWM.OaMPipVa 
PUTTU rioiaa ON na 
P P LATIMWIT AMfW- 
CA 
ajTMitAMT 
BannrMU. 
■PM BPOn i ■".INTER 
uaaa 
P   araUTs   or   RAN 
n, » M M Hair.   Quaata 
Uaaa laaxu   a» Owaw   Roaaaa 
md alHaaM   aanvatg ba«ai n 
■aha BWa aal an two KavaMraj 
lOOO 
IB IQUALIHR 
NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
itaa 
m   COLLMI   •A«KIT- 
•ALL lora it Laawiaai m 
t*a 
um  aurfR  ROWL  or 
MUIULRO— 
PM 
aana   AMCRKA*   cur: 
AUajIRALIA « 
a*a 
mtrm   awn   AWIMCA 
vvoman a   corra^raeapn   awn   or 
PaaLkkrtn M 
S.30 
SJ B»kALnj  IM W 
LAAjfi %*ca   -KaaaM 
Nr MBBBSj nakokpndaof two 
vakant VeSa* aMa. PO-11 
B:30 
If  O'eOkR- PajSt BakkL luaaBi PBapHMBB p^h-pa^StGr-gpryo*,-       mm»*--%if^-tvmi 
a fcaao) jpn   Stwari Oarnon   Tarry       ■*•"   ■-      ■   ***""1Mr' 
(TMQ ****    TkPP Chrpnen 
r   HSS2I  OBBPV  "aye 
11:30 
• BPORTBLOOK 
BBPM)   AJjajTRALlAN   OPCN 
TCNNM  Woman a   FMM  Ihpp 
FranTl 
(Tim MOVK # * • TM Saa- 
113341 
2.00 
SJ CBS NIVBB 
NawHTWATCH 
SJ NCWB 
2:30 
CBS NCWB 
h. BMP Akan   PM  lAwna   KM 
Aa Gamp Part 2 af 2) 
SJ PBTTH BSTATB A i 
11SS3I Tammy Grime.  Aavtn D* 
Mi- 
ISJJ 
MB 
(TMO k*#    lacp-'romhw- 
rork     USS11 Kvn Hat aal   Pan 
4O0 
fTMO   *•*•     Kara ChratPn 
Andaraan     1ISSH  Dew,  Key* 
locp ponl Of dtp r*ar» by 
fApana Da kfappr m a. ha 
BBiilkt AechP meat, har afcMant 
rpotn* Ambroee Aahka, tpart I 
of dig 
3:30 
SJ NIOHT COURT Feakng ro- 
rpenaAla  M  dp tragp ehoobng 
af a young boy   Hpry OJPN  dp 
banch and aarephea Pan 2 of 21 
10«0 
SJ SJ KNOTS LAIPPBSB LA 
u-ownArp Jaahao a deep. Gary 
■ CATC) 
Sf       MAC 
|CATCHP«RABE 
NCS.     /    LCHNCR 
I IWONOER WOMAN D*F RENT STROKES MECHANICAL      UNI 
VERBE 
BBPM) BPORTBLOOK 
(TMO MOVK •>** Cub. 
11373! Sean Gor-nory BrorAe 
Adam* M iSSf Havane an Erea- 
aah rrprtonory * Mad by rh. 
Saaau rp-a to Pd m apthng 
nPdby FaM 
3:30 
•J CBS NEWS 
A NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS Q 
m HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• SUMNCBBfWPORT 
IfBPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
(20/ iog 
CAPITOL JOURNAL 
MYBTBRY1    My Couan A. 
lach*   P. OR. | pro   ehorth 
aoaranoa n lonPm   pan 2 of 41 
g 
fTMO MOV* ••>• Mfaa 
Appao) USS4) Jack Laroman. 
JJPAO hpnp   Cordrortutjona ba- 
the r-jmen ep»t   PC C; 
10.30 
SJ TEENAOE PREGNANCY 
MO 
fCBB NEWS 
TNaB WE EK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NKaHT intarvMny arah Jarnp Laa 
BBBB 
1NCWLYWC0 CMMC 
BUM NEBS REPORT 
BEST    OP    SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
FM*A*B*H 
__      MACNCS.     /    LEHRER 
WWeHOUA 
BSPM 3POWTBCCNTCR 
7:30 
SJ   P.M.   MAOA23NC  Stnran 
i  mother    leeh   AdM: 
wnvavkl aki  racito 
i 
mm 
CwN I 
l l 
BBPM) AUTO RACING Saoh a 
Ivory Car BrPpntaam from Oan 
aajton SC  Ptt 
11430 i DARK SHADOWS OTJAMOY ITjBPKaHT Com 
outape    AaA   Oaarton    Jock 
r. SpAaJonoeA 
IWKNP IN CINCINNATI 
TPAE OUT 
II 30 
ENTIRTAJNMCNT    TO- 
Curtp 
SJ   MOV*    *•      Styway   To 
Death     U974)  Subb,  Sherman. 
SJ  WAY   WE   i 
tuRara aavara am 
r-" i JEOPARDY TAXI P.M.   MAOA23NC  Ikavan 
•jorga  moahp    loah  Adhr. 
SJ WAD   WAD WORD OP 
ANIMALS 
« BCNNV HSJ. 
THREE S COMPANY 
BSPM NHL HOOKEY Mono*. 
CarpdMna  M  PkNajpihia  Fhara 
BwSj 
BOO 
SJ NIGHT HEAT A Bhk.Bf, 
men*eraPkadPhBp»aokdaR*n 
OP Poder ot a terrorpt group VII 
SJ TONIOHT Hoot JDMOW 
Baajgai 
LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  THC 
B 
LATI NIOHT  i 
A 
I THE SAINT 
BENNY HAL 
• 1:43 
tTMa MOV* *•*   fseapo 
From   Now   York       IIRII   Kpl 
P.I. 
•   THURSDAY   FRONT  The 
croatrr* gppp of Qarn GoPd a 
and k«nda and ckpa of perform 
rktpn of Baadioiant Ppno Can 
oartOaiEAp  PartlPIig 
SJ  COSBY   SHOW  Off  and 
Ckkr p-a torn. aoV-c. io a hamd 
1337. a hpdanod orattapf p of- 
fered k pardon d ho OB* 'eecv* 
Bhe prapAwl of tha US kam 
Marnatian  nowepnaantm/    " 
12:00 
SJ      STREETS      OP      BAN 
FFLANCP3CO 
• COMSDY BRCAK Oappp 
Farnp   Fhtojj.    OP   WMp.    Ron 
.  IA) 
nt 
SJ  WHY MLPBT  THC   Cm 
DPWNOK7 
THM OLD HOUSE qj 
DALLAS i 
SJ LATI NIOHT WITH DA 
VTD LCTT1RMAN SrMPaod 
•o   faVwwa      PiAaa    Dap 
(13S3I« 
SJ ALL CRCATURC S 
AND SMALL 
(TMC) MOV*  •*•> 
mThaHouoa   M37SIKoe 
I ABC NfWB~Nh3HTLrN€ 
THREE STOOGES 
12:AO 
SJMOVK **     lh.rwtL.nOt 
Frank   Cannon     USSOI   BBBBM 
Conrad. Avdaur HA 
IBM 
IHAWAH FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
1 30 
INCWS 
MOVK ***H Tha 
Graot Trsn Rakkar, USTSI 
SaanConrpry. OonaM SPPWAPM 
(TMC) MOVK *• Tka Lop 
Anprcan   Wfjn      IIS32I   law 
dp rear of Aa Keeton* who 
to put up wah raa uaMat-' 
normp Bohprpr. g 
SJ  PLEASE   DON'T 
DON US NOW 
SJ THE LAW 
BOO 
ISJ SIMON S SIMON 
AOVCNTUREB 
SMSRLOCK   HOLMES "< 
and   Watoon    cnaaa    t   aa 
MS 
SJ CBB NCWB 
NBGHTWATCH 
SjNfWS 
STSPM BPORT3LOOK 
2:30 
BB> CBB Nrws 
MaBHTWATCH 
S3PM SPUR 13CCNTCR 
3.-00 
Own* uaaa Sam aa 
MB 
riMaMOVBJ ABA   Staoa 
mnwHoL*.    ug7BlR#wtx*aa 
SJ OYHABTY I: THC COL 
BVS Apan. JBR OM tAfep aaonf 
for  FaSon.  dp 
MS 
SSPM 8SB BAST waui 
BA31CTBALL PRCVCtW 
4«> 
USPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WCEKLY 
4:30 
WHAT IMUE DO 
TOO PROJECT? 
Before going to your next 
interview, get yourself going 
to the Hair gallery. 
We can style your hair 
to suit your career field. 
(HAIR GALLEKV) 
143 E. Wooater (hear BPanoe) 
352-HAIR Behind 
B.J.'s Food 
Emporium 
Campos Manor Apartments 
SOS Ciough Street Bldg. B 
352-9302 
One of the fine* apajtmeni complexes in B.O. 
Available for Spring Semester: 
a one apartment 
• roommates needed 
A big plus in location- 
acroa* the street from campus, 
near shops - S min. from Downtown 
NO LONG SNOW WALKS 
mRYDAY lOWPRiaS' 
•SCHOOl SUPPLIES 
•BIIB I WINE 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIOS 
•BECOBDS ond CASSr'TiS 
m 
DISCOUNT 
902 E WOOSTIR     Mc«> TO TO i   PHONE 352 3951 
SIKVINC COlLtGt STUDtNTS FOB 75  YlAftS 
GET A TAN... 
LOOK GREAT... 
FAST! 
FIRST 
MTION 
FANNING 
I STUDIO 
AND HAIR DESIGN 
4S4 EAST WOOSTER | 
((above Dairy Queen) 
354-1477 
Classifieds BG Nem/Decemberl, ltti If 
•      '   * 
Cwrttnoed From Pg. 13 
Beer "Moon Marching In. 
I went » man you lor mekJng my awl yew a. 
Mercseng Band StcrMrt ao »KU   II KM 
you. 
Zenno 
PAJThenke lor the Momorwe''   
JNQLE JAM 
Saturday aril K>on be hero. 
Vreh holday sprits and good chaar. 
AM ■ you baha«ad ma who* yaw through. 
Santa may hava a ptaaant tor you 
But « you wara bad. do not deeper. 
Serr*torma) magic la ei tia aH 
VOUT Atoha Pis dala, Tarn 
DEAR Poopytdna. 
Ova. ma UaM ma 
and lo Bowing Green 
to MWMoa Maah wa go 
Wei oa on our way 
m our deed sleigh 
to lues neeth lha rrasletoell' 
Al my love-Cm. 
OK. 71* KC. 7th OCC. Till 
VETERAN ANO VOLUNTEER 
TOUP. QutDEt ARE 
(MEAT (MEAT (MEAT 
■MM, 
CongralueWona on your angagamant to AH You 
Anaey hod mat candle paaalng our Phi Mu lamly 
haa baan waiting lor Congrau BrO' 
YourUMa  
DONNA SCENNA 
You toal your scieeor. behind ma acanaryl 
What a acanartol 
Lova. Gna Ohriaay and Holy 
EARRWGSI EARRINGS1 
Mada ol potahad stones Cratl Fair. Union. 2nd 
loor. Oac. 9.10. A 11  
Jhnlerydo. 
OH raady tor KD Meaetoe Maah tonight. 
Looking torworo to nevlng a good ame 
Love ye. Tammy 
KD haa s omen on 
Doug and PN Tail Rtoh. 
To and your datoa 
You ra aura to know. 
tor wal ba undar 
maMBUrrOEl __ 
KD'S WU DECK THE HALL 
WITH MISTLETOE 
FALALALALA.LALALALA 
WHO'S YOUR DATE' DO YOU KNOW 
FALALALALA.LALALALA 
OONT FORQET YOUR SWEATSHHT 
APPAREL 
FA LA LA. FA LA LA, LA LA LA 
WELL DANCE A DRMK TL THEY 
TAKE THE BARREL 
FA LA LA LA LA. LA LA LA LAI  
DON'T FORQET DEC. 7th II THE DAY 
•HERE ALL TOUR (HADES COME OUT TO 
MY. WELCOME TO BGSU OUR HUMBLE 
HOME. WHIM BROWN ANO ORANGE IS 
•PORTED AMD FALCONS ROAM 
BET READY FOR PREVIEW DAY  
BZ NEOPHYTES 
Then*, lor Mia tentoeoc eab* raM Mondoyl 
Yaar atone, T-Paper, A paofclaa raalty wara a 
taaar oanjrtaol Low>07 ACTIVES.  
Eddie Beer 
Wal ra baan a yaar and wa an dont aka aach 
other (ha ha) I don't know it wo wouH'va mada 
I wehoul lha baarhunts. roombataa. long 
waka, burping M tha moviaa, Undaracrog. and 
■■pinna, pig pan', advtoai What tun' 
Lova. Debb. Bunny 
HAPPY HOURSI 
Tonight 4 to S M Uptown 
O S E.A and A M A rnarnbara tree' 
Ji per guest 
Fbaajy I waa your turn to blow out tha cando. 
DIANE BUD' Ccngretuemone on your an- 
gagamant to Alan Kratz Your PN Mu Salers 
wtah you lha baal 
FOR THOSE WHO TRY TO START THUGS ON 
FME - YOU'RE OSQUSTWOI 
HAPPY BIRTHOAY 'KB".  
Fraa BQSU (Stock) or Bowing Qraan 
(Okt Engssh) on any ol our marchandaa 
Jama N TMnga opan anna SI 8:00 p.m. 
FUN IN THE SNOW 
WITHUAO 
SKI STEAMBOAT 
CALL 172-2143 
HEIDI HOSICK- Congrahjahona on bang 
elected Panhet Presdent You I ao a greet x» 
Wa tova you and ara vary proud of you' ' 
Lova. your Alpha flam SJatara 
HER* LOU 
I KNEW THE LOVE BETWEEN YOU 1 POO 
WAS TRUE    HAPPY  4th  YEAR  ANFaVER- 
SARY. LOVE, CURB  
Hay Thata CM'a Rka Myan A T. Rock 
Watch out tor travelog m.rletoe lonlta' Thaaa 
KO's hava a cruah on you and ara raady to 
party! 
Lova. M any A Orrajtmea  
GAMMA PHI 
JINGLE JAM 
GAMMA PHI 
MtVH 
CONGRATULATIONS ON A SUPER UNDE- 
FEATED SCASONI NO DOUBT IT WAS 
FAITH— NOW 00 FOR 1M IN CALIFORNIA. 
L.A.A.F. JUUE 
IT'S TRUEI YOU CAN WIN A PIONEER 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER A > FREE DISCS 
FOR ONLY $1.00 
SPONSORED SY: BETA THETA PI 
DEC. 1 M MSC AND BA 1:10-4:10 
DEC. I, 10 M MSC. SA. A UNION 1:10-4:10 
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT 
OHO SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
Gtorv Wood. 
Toragnra ma night, ■> hneay hara 
To mash undar matftotoa and drink aor 
I hope you're raatad and raady to go 
ra bme to ba marry • Ho-Ho-Hol 
GREG CftAIG SARKISIAN 
WHO D EVER THtaX? CAN WE MAKE IT 27 
WE'LL SEE  I DONT THMK IT OETS MUCH 
BETTER THAN THISI HAPPY ANNTVERSAIIVi 
I LOVE YOUI  
GROOVY RECORDS 
USE Woetlngton. BG 
10 a m -8 p.m. Mon Sal 
Now A uaad Lp'e. 46a. Magaanaa A Mora 
Guys Lavta oranga tag. Rod tag. Cords, boot 
cula, 501 a A Joan Jackals, waists 27-46 
 JaanaNThnga. 531 RMga  
Alpha Sigma Phi 
140 Yaaral 
HAPPY BWTHOAY PHI MUI 
ra baan 38 yaara smca ma Do*. Kappa 
Chapter ot Phi Mu wee nataaad on Bowing 
Green s Campua. Mr/ Ola next 30 ba aa graat 
aa lha Ural 30 yaara Kara Oaanl  
Jarry. Gal exceed' II a atnoat Saturday i Jmgla 
jam a onry a day away. So ba raady to 
calabrata »rtelmee ma Gamma PN wayll 
Lova. Amy Bam  
JANA BOYSEN 
BIG AND LITTLE WE ARE ONE 
TOGETHER AGAIN. FOR LOTS OF FUN 
THANKS FOR TAKING ME ABOARDI 
I LOVE YOU. YOUR LITTLE BUG  
JEFF TIEDT 
Fnday * hnaly here 
So gat raady tor soma Chnaimaa chaar 
It's ajmoal tana lor you to know 
|uat who to maM undar ma Maaatoa 
Lova. Your AX Date  
JMIT.Twwar, 
Chnetmas carola. Iu|m ao Ongw 
Al eeem lo eeae the long. ooW night 
Coma Fnday. your day la hara. 
Couldn't bo a batlar Oma ol yaar. 
at mara anyplaca you'd rather go? 
Than undar ma manMoo with ma   your AX07 
Lova. Kan  
JENNIFER FEIGHNER. 
Tonight a ma KD MaMtotoe Maah. 
• a cartam to ba ma yaara blggaal baahl 
Our Thata XI daaaa hava traveled Mar. 
Now arts ahow mam how much tun KOa ara'" 
KD lova. BETH ANN MACK 
—Jan Shaftar— 
What a aamaatar' Anawarlng macNnaa. cordu- 
roy hats (aapaclaly rad onaa). hockay gamaa. 
roommata NinaartnQ, ode Jr. I The Phi Pd 
Prait" n rraaa ya Iota rant aamaatar. but youI 
probably rraaa ma avan moral Qood luck on 
your L S A T 
Lova. your n Gamma PN 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
i Sworn * 
r-itflfiboi 
b Pound down 
t    HV«t 
14 Aa>.»>   I|> 
• ■*l"0« 
15 GarMcat 
B'MNI, 
16 OntoHrvt 
I /   SaKltM Dull 
IB Coonoma-n 
it *t «r>ai OIK*1 
20 OptMT.lt>) * 
Suf.ltn.rXC' 
23 Art o» Ho.* 
24    0>f*aV>1 
n ConnaKlaOnt 
II Dm*' ■ BaMaC- 
36 RRt.nitMioir 
36 CofT.in.ind io a 
CaWHAt 
V   !*>*».© Ol IP* 
KnM" 
36 Pa)n pomlt 
40 Onatkmdol 
0*1" 
43 SpBK-«- I»H'0< 
fiwjnc* 
44 tMlciiei  m t 
M* 
46 Succu**nl 0i«nl 
a '■"» inmg 
49 Bite io< 
Bumtisad1 
U ZlM HIM 
b* (><»•< • rvt«d 
SS CompABi D> 
M Su«t«n4-X« loi 
Maufliujyn> 
64 Topton 
66 lnorip»v««.i 
6' FtUoot 
66 Fo>*.imetM>ns. 
66 By* toy* 
TO P»fBOni'-:«'<on 
OIPB*. 
71 Comto<3Do*n 
72 5o»*'i 
73 Ink B>uttn. (Of 
on* 
\Mnr4 b> Trade MkM Jiffr 
6 Nagpui rwinny 
' LAntowy rot 
6 Magic woifl 
9   lHTWtlO<l«tO.U 
MBM 
10 Anglo S«ion 
Wla» 
11 CompaMM 
I?  Tobt Fi 
13 FiigniaMtoi'd 
2* Ofigma< 
arkwugnl 
27 Catboodits 
conroanion 
J6 Unaccom 
P*"«"*i 
21   B*CCn*OIC   V4V 
n CnfuD-n, 
Op*<A  1794 
29    1iW Duj-mond 
39 Cut 
41 lAvnupA'AM 
42 Buttcn_ii.fi 
*•> Ancitni 
47 Place m A 
StsxnosKii litia 
»  »rlr»-»  
•natcr. 
5i S-ou. 
U fisadm place 
66 Tn.»*i 
66 MotWftAKMi 
57 WagnsM icann 
goddcaa 
59 CnaMsVCCnl*' 
60 Local >on 
61 Atmoaoriati* 
6? Rnorvecily 
60 Bamg 
65 €a<o">al 
ANIWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLI 
.Vi>'ilii!i ill ii * ii 
ir.inrin  IIIIIKI  nr.ii.ir 
innuii  i ii inn  umii 
MffiikWB IHBB ML 
 aunc 
PMl 
Ftt-;ga>(aid 
30 Pi 
31 Enl'MlaM 
U MuKAl l«S- 
doni 
33 RaXaiingioinc ■kind 
34 Scytna) n*nO»» 
IIJIIIIIIH       111 11.11 III 
ii ii ii in  i ii an in  mi: 
turn i  uw.iriii   j'liir 
inn nnnnri in 11:11 ir 
niinr.iii     nniiiim 
1111.11111 mil in 1iiir.11 
mi in 1.11:11111 Minini 
inrin r.irinn minni 
mini uiniii uniiLii 
1 FtMO* 
2 Piiobto dw#iu* 
3 Ban* a (ri»nd 
4 Owl 
5 inawanca 
ooMctaao'a 
ton 
• y y [• ■rT_r—|r~(Br~r* I" I'* I'1 1 
-:::|i:::t":: 
■BBBBBT' I ■"——r^H 11 
H W> ■■ ■TH——— 
D r— ^MH "H "^■i- -)— ■" ) r W— l*!- - j- 
^^^B3 ^^  
J±!=K      K    - 
r. [ —BBTI ■<  
^M^M^sym^^^^ 
I LUYl YOU, Haaja, SH 
kaaji EdwH Cranaa 
Ga. raady lo hava a amaaaac i 
lonajhil Tha KD HaMMoa Maah wS ba graat lun 
oauaa It my haart you'ra ma only on.' 
 YourKDKruahi 
KENSCHAFER 
AFTEB PHOFIOENCY WHEN Y0UH 
MaNO IS FRAZZLED. 
PUT ON RED A GREEN A GET READY 
TO BE DAZZLED 
YOUI! FaNO THAT THE ONLY PLACE TO BE 
B AT OAAaMA PHrS "JWGLE JAM" WITH ME' 
CANT WATT. COPHNE 
KROTEN SMILEY 
THB aS THE WEEK TO LET YOU KNOW THAT 
YOUR HOUDAY MANNA LOVES YOU SOI 
MOPE YOU HAD A GOOD WEEK, ra SEE 
YOU AT THE TREE TONKTHT! MERRY 
CHRISTMAS' 
 LOVE, YOUR HOUDAY HANNAI 
LARRY CAMERON 
ON THE Sm OAY OF DECEMBER 
YOUR KD GAVE TO YOU: 
SIX CRANBERRY ANO VODKAS 
FIVE BIG BEAR HUGS 
FOUR MOUNDS OF "SNOW- 
THREE ROMANTIC DANCES 
TWO KISSES UNDER THE MISTLETOE 
ANO ONE BM HASH WITH MEI  
Mark A. Gat paychad tor lha wtdaat waddkig 
ol ma yaari I can't wal to party with you' 
Your BachaCrana, Malnda 
"ara. 
Juat a law mora hours and wa'M ba on our 
aray. to a party In Canada arhara ara wW slay. 
hava all ntfht long 
OatPaychad 
P.S. Freahr la aal en 
MATT 1 JEFF 
WERE DY#*3 TO MEET YOU UNDER THE 
MaSTLETOE AND JINGLE JAM SEE YA SAT- 
URDAY LOVE HQgY A SUE  
My Gorgaoua Swaathaart. 
Do you want »I*, any pudomg tha waak«»17 
I cant wait unM tomorrowll 
Your kwino Padro 
M J Sprangar, 
I'l maM you undar lha KD mlaaMoo and tghta, 
wan champarjna and kawaa mat wl 
last al night 
And your birthday praaant wl ba lha 
baat horn ma. 
Your KD data, and aeon 10 ba w)a. 
Maria 
NEWLY ELECTED PANHEL AND IFC 
EXECUTIVE COUNCtS: 
COI4GRATULATI0NS TO A GREAT GROUP 
OF LEADERS, I'M REAaY LOOKING FRO- 
WARD TO WORKJNG WTTH YOU 
HEJOJ  
PAH, CHRIS, USA, LINDA 
AFTER A TRULY ROTTEN DAY, ITS SO NICE 
TO 00 TO MY "SECOND HOME" ANO BE 
CHEERED   UP   SY   FOUR   HAPPY   FACES. 
THANK YOUI HOPE YOU ALL HAVE A VERY 
MERRY CHRISTMAS. 
 LOVE. ADAM  
PA* 
OATSBY-OATSBY...OATSBYI 
TOMORROW NMHT WE WaU. TRAVEL BACK 
M THaE TO THE AGE OF FUN ANO FROL- 
►C...THE   ROARBNQ   M'SI   PPK)HajlTrON   IS 
OUT ANO THE STING IS ONI 
LOVE, ADAM 
PJA. CHAMPAONE ANO WAaBiW  
PAM HOWARD- I JUST WANTED TO THANK 
YOU FOR BEING A WONDERFUL LITTLE ANO 
AN EVEN BETTER FHENOI LOVE YA TONSI 
MARY 
PATTY. 
CANT WAIT FOR THB WEEKENOI FROAY 
OR SATURDAY I KNOW rT WU. STIL BE 
GREAT  THINK CHRISTMAS 
LOVE. FIJI DAVE 
PAULFaXTUS 
TODAY'S THE DAY. THE MOMENT IS HERE 
ITS TBaE TO BE FILLED WITH 
CHRISTMAS CHEER 
YOU LL LEARN MY NAME, SO DONT 
YOU FROWN 
AT KD MSTLETOE MASH. WE'LL BE 
JAMMBT DOWNI 
YOUR PSYCHED KD DATE 
PH Pan Brad A Stova, 
Ara you raady 
lor tomorrow raght? 
Gamma Phi data party 
w« ba outs sight' 
What sway 
to and t» yaar. 
Lova, LoflAI 
PKE DATES 
AXO dala party a> Hnaly hara 
Wal ba raady to party ao navar taar 
moral ba dancing, drinking and lun tor al 
Phaa and AXO'a wl hava a ball 
Lova, You AXO datoa 
i4J9) yVBfB 91 HWlMffaOOajl 
ML 
"WHEN YOU ARE NEAR ME. 
SORROW SEEMS TO FLY. 
ANO THEN I THBaX, AS WELL I MAY, 
THAT ON THal EARTH THERE a> NO ONI 
MORE Bimfll THAN L" 
Tat LOOKINQ FORWARD TO A VERY 
SPECIAL WEEKEND. 
LOVE. ADAM 
PA- THE EXORCam  
RANDY 
GET PSYCHED FOR TONMHTI CANT WAIT 
TO GET UNDER THE MaSTLETOE! 
LOVE. YOUR KB DATE PAMELA 
• RANDY: ■ 
• Your KD cruah hopaa you ' 
• -Hava a hoty Ml maah tonight • 
' ra ma baat Bna you/va had yat ' 
' wan a kag to go and raniaku ' 
' You 1 REMEMBER Haa, II Ball'' * 
• t • 
Tour Guktoa (Voajmaara 1 Vatoran) do not 
torgat Dae. 7m — Pravtow Day. Ba a your 
aaatona and raady to go out al 8.16   Tour. 
-oaaxaay- atari M 9:30 
Hava a -TOURFFIC- Imal   
MaSTLETOE MASH a atnoat hara 
Toraght wal ahara aoma hoaoty chaarl 
Draaaad m awaatohrta ol graan and whaa 
KD. and daaaa wl danca at night! 
Rk». rm ao glad you'ra my oMa 
■ aaama 15 moraria ago waa BM! 
So gal paychad tor toraght cuz ra ma and you 
Do you raaly baan. Sara* waara baja? 
Lova, Daraca 
V.lMii 
UNDER THE KD MMTLETOE COME 
•MBRVWrUM 
Wra HAVE A rjREAT TIME JUST 
YOU AND ME 
Wra DANCE AND DFJNK THE 
WHOLE WOHT THROUOH 
QLAD THAT WE'LL BE TOGETHER 
CAUSE I MMSIO YOU 
LOVa%TIMII» 
SAEGumby 
ThaaMlablua. 
Friday undar ma maVJatoa 
n ba ktoamg you 
Your KOKruah 
SCHNOOKUMS. 
A KD HAS A CRUSH ON YOU THAT WILL 
LAST FOREVER AND A DAY! GET READY TO 
BE KISSED Aa NIGHT LONG UNDER THE 
MSTLETOE AT MISTLETOE MASH' 
YOUR HONEY 
Soott. 
Hopa you tmtm a lantaaac day- can't wart unH 
KD dala party lonlghl- M ba "lun!" 
Anna  
SaaaL 
I bought a wholo crata hill ol aalaMatoa toe 
lenaBht...ao you know what that raaanaTIT Ba 
raady tor a haHIHad Friday In Flndtay! 
KD Lova, (and mlna) 
KaahXOXO 
SK> EP TIM PETERSON: 
•TtS THE KD'S NIOJHT TO BE JOLLY. 
GET OUT THE MMTLETOE - FORGET 
THEHOaV. 
GREEN AND RED SHR4E OUT TONIGHT, 
CHTPER BONOS- ANO CANDLES aVwOHT. 
DANCING, SMOM0- HAPPINESS GALORE, 
WHEN YOU'RE WITH A KD. 
WHO COULD ASK FOR MORE??? 
LOVE, YOUR KD "CRUSH" 
Sigma Cra-a- 
FsiaJB ara coming up soon, ao art', and lha 
aamaatar ma tight way! Saa you at tha taa 
Friday mghti Lova. ma Alpha Ki'»  
INTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA DELTA: 
THANKS FOR  ALL  OF  YOUR LOVE ANO 
SUPPORT, I WOULD HAVE NEVER MADE IT 
WITHOUT YOU. HAVE A SUPER ANO SAFE 
WEEKEND M WMOSORII 
ALPHA QAM LOVE AND MaNE, HEIDI 
Spand a Marri CMatoaaa taawaBjj wtjt aoma 
Fan Lova'N Gamma PN'.  Gat paychad tor a 
Jaram'to Dala Partyl  
STACEY, ANOTHER QUARTER DOWN ANO 
ONLY 2 MORE TO 00 WHAT WU L I DO 
WITHOUT YOU! GOOD LUCK ON FINALS- 
NEXT WEEK.  THEN rT IS TEXAS BOUND! 
LOVE, TEH  
Stova Mactonaky t Jrn Marti.. 
Marks M 7:30. now don't bo aa* 
Surprlaaa. aurpnaa. whan wa ahow up at 8:001 
Pwtyng. dancing A ptanty mora. 
I bat you can't wan to know what's In atora 
AX LOVE. Tha Pro Bowtor t your Karaua Kruah 
Stova Madonaky. 
Friday's ma raght tor aoma ton and 
lot. ol chaar. 
Dancing, laughing and 
party ol basrl 
Lova. Your Alpha Cm Dala 
SUSAN MAPJE AD* INI: 
I am looking torward to aaamg you thai waak- 
and REMfMBTR II happanad ona Chrajtmaal 
Lova ANraya. Todd        
Taggart Baby. (Loaar)- 
What 'cha oxan' Saturday raght? Don't avan Ml 
ma that you'ra going homa! Bacauaa you ara 
going to Hawal to GET BOMBED WTTH A 
BETA! 
C-ya at Pawl Harbor 
Your Kamkaia Plot - Tha Baav. 
PS- Can you My actawrjrtvara?  
TatKayaar 
Cnaxmaa Cruah la on UnagM 
Fi* ol ohaar and ....on. daight 
Do you know who I am? Do you naad a due? 
I look aXe Brooka SHalda. and I'm 
Wa ol kn tool 
Your Alpha CW Dale XOX 
TadMayar, 
Oat paychad lor a moaning tme undar ma 
inmitoi at ma KD MaaMoa Maah' 
Lowa. your KDCnjati ^_ 
THE PLEOOEI OF KAPPA DELTA 
WOULD UKE TO THANK... 
MB BPS- TONY CHENEVEY, TIM CRAM I 
STEVE MENKER 
FUaV JOHN LAV IN ANO ROI ROUGH 
PHI TAUS- MAM MAIIBNO, DAVE MIRES A 
ANO  ALSO   "AUNT   JA'   CONKUM"   ANO 
"ICTH MCBREAKFAST" 
-FOR THCM HELP M MAKING OUR PLEDGE 
WaMlufAIT A SUCCCSI. LOVE W KD 
THaNKINOW 
THaNKINOW 
 THBtXUAOIII  
THA. 
WHAT  A  FANTASTIC   BKJ'   THANKS   FOR 
EVErTrTHMOl YOU REALLY MADE IT A BIG 
HUNT TO REMEMBER NOBODY KNOWS- 
HOW HAPPY I AMII 
LOVE FROM YOUR UL. 
COLLEEN 
TMH KORANOA: 
Happy awakoay to Ha baal kaj avan I'm aura 
aamararrlWn«.La>aya,Ja»»r>. 
AJpka CM Craah la hnaly hara 
Pal el baar A Canaamaa Chaar 
Gal aacalad A you'K And out 
what partying wrih an Alpha CM la el ekaull 
Leva, roar AXO aata 
To my KD Cruah 
DenFokry 
Fun k ma aoena, 
■fa gat paychad 
•or tonaa'a ma nghtl 
Love, your KD 
To our tormal 0MM Shawn A Dan, 
Ara you prepared to gat tat by the buflekj? We 
hope ao! Saturday • going to be great! 
Your Alpha Dal Datoa  
TO OUR GDI DATES - DAVE • STEVE 
THE MASH 13 UPON US I THE MISTLETOE 
HUNG, SO GET READY TO PARTY ALL 
NOHTLONQI 
YOUR SORORTTAL KD DATES. 
HTX1YABREN0A  
To Our PI Kapp Datoa:  Fatar. Wham'.  3-D. 
Crewmen.  Teetora, Weber. Drrta.  DKera, 
You bettor watch out, you bettor not cry. 
You bettor rrt oout I'm lalng you why 
Chraarnaa OMa party la hare. 
We've made our an. we're checking I iwtca 
We're gonna Bvi out I your're naughty or ntoa. 
PI Kapp Daaaa wel eee you tonight! 
your Atoha CM Pease 
TO OUR SO EP DATES mi ANO BOB 
AX, AX, AX ROCK... 
WE'RE OOW TO PARY ANO OWE 
YOU A SHOT... 
LAUGHJN' ANO ScNGeY ALL THROUGH 
THEMOHT. 
THE AX DATE PARTY WILL BE OUT 
OFBrjHTn 
TJNDER THE MaJTLETOE WTTH AN AXO" 
 LOVE. YOUR AX DATES  
Te Pel V, leva P.. and fcta.l.: 
Te» KD-a are ready tor 
Waa* ewt Bella, eu N'a 
aajkaikHM 
TkeWeelaaawtoFmdtoylellM 
We'l artor, daaaa, i 
!*»•»•* 
Tha KD'a and Daala. a* arhe 
Wa'leerWKeiatoMeatoiii 
-Tew KB Dak) 
liaarel 
TO THE WOMAN WHO WAS RAPED M HER 
ROOM ON CAaWPWk WE HAVE a»PORTANT 
aeKWMAnON TO SHARE WITH YOU WE 
MAY BE ABLE TO HELP PLEASE WRITE OR 
CAU TW WOaaBTS CENTER. 31S 0 STU- 
DENT SERVICE ILDO 372 2211 IE AS- 
SURED YOUR P—fOIMt WU. BE KEPT 
OOW-BErlTlAL  
To moee "ureaAavaW SAE 
RoaoVBoar. to OBU 
Ouklo- Keep trying to convXoe u. you're 
roleoleptoi 
(ah.ah.eh-thud!) 
T.P.- WnM hapuaiam lo your bag ol Seagram.? 
BkaD- »/ant another ptoca ol pumpkin pie? 
Pree   OM a REAL Fill llnalail 
Mr. Evane- Are you aura you can! loan ua 
175 00? 
Peak- How', me eecuflty at the Thata houae? 
Duncan- How about thoee Baa pladga dan 
kjndreaarel 
Darren-BUD number whet? 
Kkk- Take e Malar ehowar next tknei 
LaTa do ■ again aoon' Canada m January? Ba 
mere. Aloha! Luv. your AXO party hoHias.a. 
pasdge- "Heidi', and me deeertod AGP 
r KD Mtottotoe Maah 
may be Mghttul but 
rll I can't wan to Hnd 
I by "I should knew"? out what Amy I 
TRCIA, 
HAVE A GREAT BIRTHDAY WEEKEND   ra 
MtSS YOU NEXT SEMESTER 
LOVE, TR 
Twee me day ol Chrtotmea Cruah. 
And me ame waa drawvig new— 
For me SAEe to get reedy 
To ahara acme AX Crmetmee cheer 
So Paul, Tom, and Rob you batter get eel 
'Cauee lonlghl wl ba fun  It'. ■ aura Dal' 
OM reedy to calabrata Paul and Jerry 
December nth » the ragM to ba merry 
Tom and SB, aoon you wl know. 
winch AXO to meal under lha maMetoe! 
Looking torward to tonkjiill 
Your AX daaaa  
T.C.: Hey. Where heppenxg hot Muff? Are you 
ready tor me wedrjng? hi be cod emce we've 
akeady been through -Her' together 
—Your date 
WHAT DO BU.Y DOL. CHAMPAGNE. PORT- 
SUE AND ALPHA DELTA PI HAVE IN COM- 
MON? THE ANSWER WU. BE REVEALED IN 
ONLY 24 HOURS! 
WM YOURSELF A CHRISTMAS GIFT 
|TAKE A CHANCE ON A PIONEER COMPACT! 
DISC PLAYER AND I FREE DISCI 
FOR ONLY 11.001 
SPONSORED SY BETA THETA PI 
DEC. • M MSC ANO BA MHX 
DEC. I, 10 IN MSC. SA, 4 UNION 1:30-4: JO 
PROCEEDS TO OHO SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
GOVERNMENT HOMES kern 11 
|U reoerl Also daanquant tax property Cal I 
80»<87-oOOO Ekt QH-0S40 tor rtorrncbon 
MS: 
Conarata on CeWornejl I lank you're lemtlc' 
Could I Wereet you In purnplng eome Iron when 
yu get home? There what I mougnt' Heve ton. 
but not too much! I kwe you!  
aaatoai 
When those Itoor meeongs gel too boring 
When a cake met «nt enough lor your birthday 
When your rocrnrnato needo a break tram tee. 
Give me . eel Male dancer 
Far hduraieSla eel 171-1014. 
Wtotor Mka Storage 
etPuroal'e 
SU40M 
GOING TO FLOROA TMB WINTER? SPEND 4 
DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS AT THE CARFOBEAN 
GULF RESORT HOTEL M CLEARWATER 
BEACH. FLOROA (NEAR TAMPA) ROOMS 
NORMAUV $125 PER M6HT INCLUDES 2 
TICKETS TO BUSCH GARDENS YOU AND A 
FRIEND CAN HAVE THB OCEAN FRONT 
ROOM FOR ONLY 1250 WTERESTED? CAJJ. 
KATHY AT 352 2390 EVENaNOS  
1ST CLUB HOCKEY QJUWEIII Ml VS. TO- 
LEDO. FRL, 1 P.M COME SEE THE CHUS- 
■ERS ANO CLUBBERS WHEEL ANO DEAL 
Aa OVER THE ROCKETS!)       
WANTED 
Experienced Bend Looking lor Energetic and 
Livery Drummer CAa 382-2704.  
Wanted  Now:  Mala Bmaillll  tar Spring 
Own reowt. Cal Pale 354-1117 
HCOMIeaaM    n9909(l    10*    8prinQ.     M*jRart    p9ld 
II IQVmonm. CALL 384-7827  
1 tonaea rraaiTawaB> nMdtd tar SpnYio Oawaie 
tor 1150/month (mdudaa tree heel, tree aaK. 
A own room) Ctoee to campua. Acroaa the 
eteetlromRocyRocco Cal Keaay 3S4 22»8 
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
FOR SPRMQ CLOSE TO CAMPU8- 
FREE HEAT 1 OASI 384 1328 
MALE POOMMATE NEEDED SPRMQ  M 
APT.   M   HAVEN   HOUSE;   NO   DEPOSIT 
NEBX1D. MAY RBNTPAft TONY 144-0112 
2 lernala roommato. needed Sprtng Semaetor 
69 faATn IpBnaTaatfll CM99 to CMtnput 
CM3S3<«08.  
3 WOMEN LOOKING FOR 4m ROOMMATE 
FOR SPRMQ SEMESTER APARTMENT ON 
EAST MERRY ST   PLEASE CAa 383-3700 
ANYTewEI  
2 OR 3 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE 
LARGE OJPLEX 128 BYAa 353-3308 
FtTSAOOWEDI  
i la emajaje. Cal let-Hoi. 
tar t bedroom ait 
one peraon to II houee (mess) Spring 
1030 E. Wooetor Cal 383-0326 
one peraon to "J houae (mala) Spring 
. 1030 E. Wooetor Cal 383-0326 
one peraon to m houae (male) Spring 
. 1030 E Wooetor Cal 353-0325 
Itomelero 
awe. alee; very ctoee to cempaes. 
-2 tomato, to sublet, rienpenerve. ntoa; acroaa 
Irom lurJoara. 
(JeiJult or Kamyoray 363-0010  
Female Roommale Headed tor Sprtng Samoa 
tor. Ctoee to campua and only 1120/monm 
CM382 9800 
■anujS. 
laraWMMIU. 
cn 
DESPERATELY NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE 
POR SPPIJNQ SEMESTER FREE HEAT AND 
GAS CAa 382-7238 
'DEBPBMTELY NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE 
FOR SPRMQ SEMESTER   FREE HEAT ANO 
GAS CAa 382-7238  
2 leewla '..iiansen tor aprtng aamesHi 
/        FraaeeApto $112.80la 
362-8473 
ata»laMatCaBa«S-4l7T,fat41 
i needed to ahara 2 bedroom apt 
■em U Mohan. Ml room. 1H DMha, heel 
paJd-l145parmonm CalPMe'3S2-44Mor 
372-2BS0  
FaaaH lOMamato niitM tar irirlig ImuMn 
Ctoee to campus May raM to areedy paid 
SlSSVmo * etoc. Bel Andrea 362-4287 
Famala roommale needed lo sub Haven 
Houae apt Spring Oemeetor May rent areedy 
pad Ptoeee cal 362-3187 
OlMlllH'l leekkll Feme. nuMiaiaBe tor 
Sprtng Semeater 2 blocks from campus — 
cheap — own room CM 362-2184. Tracy 
Female roommate needed to nljtoaaa on E. 
Merry Cal 362-1671. 
ng cempue employ- 
ment A poaason ■ i ilHH aa 
aaaMMni in me Coasge ol Buainaae AdrrankeTa- 
aon. omce ol •■ Dean. Applcante muet be 
buelnee. melon, rrawitalnlng a 3 0 or batter 
Q.P A. Al murs.liil appaoana muet obean an 
Intorvtow I elan el bom Stodanl Employment 
it you exe mu*c A want to heve tun whee you'ra 
working — we ore now raring at the run place to 
be - Buttons We need bar help A door help w 
pcewone evatobto lor M age. Muet be at toast 
18 Apery m peraon etler 8 00 pm daty 
aimept Monday. BuBona, Rt 25. North ot BO 
GOVERNMENT JOB8. (18,040 - 
158.230/yi Now Iwmg CM 1-805-887 
8000 Exl R 9848 tor current todaral SM. 
CHLD CARErBOSTON AREA We have many 
■arraasa looking lor loving chad care workers 
One yaar commitment exceeenl salary, bene- 
■l. round tip transportation Atone Fleet), 
ChaJcere Placement Service. 149 Buckmmeler 
Rd, BrooHns. MA 02146. 817-5886294 
Entry level StaMDcari tor queaTy program BG 
are. 1410)691-0834 
FOR SALE 
73   DUSTER    RUNS   WEa.   AM/TWCAS- 
SETTE. 1350 NEO CAa 372 6520 
FOR  SALE   '78  FORD  FIESTA.   4-SPEE0. 
1700 NEGOTIABLE CAU 372-6620 
Four peace etorao: Pioneer AM/FM recelve- 
I'smpaalsr. Kenwood tepedeck. Merentz turnta- 
ble and apaeliera S1S0 tor M or wl eel 
I need to buy Crmetmee preeenta. 
I HELPII Cal Jell 372-4873 
'71 Dataaai 2I0ZX "Heck and Gold" EaWon. 
Oner 172-202IAV1 
Laaaa name end • tor Phi. 
1978 Toyota pickup truck Engine In exceeenl 
conation'  6 apaad. AM-FM caaeelte etorao, 
bad-cap. mag rime Good conation  St.200 
(negooeblei or bade tor emM car 
CM 372-1468 
.19'' Stack 1 White TV. SSO Old. but exceeenl 
prdure CM alter 4:00 weekdays. Anytime 
>. 354-7779 
Apple la computer, rrionrjchrome monitor and 
aland, mouse and pyebek. benkstreet wrier 
program and Zaxxon game. 10 bat* daka, 8 
eanng rjaka Epeon RX80 printer, bos d 
paper 11250 CM 364-4802 
'76 Granada   AM-FM Stereo Ceeoette. New 
brekae, eewng 1700 CM 354-4203 
1081 Dodge 024 lalrJtjaok Black, vary 
sharp, eiicitanl condition ne-Oe and out   4- 
speed, AM-FM. new Qoodyaar M weather 
Wee 12.100 Aak tor Ed 364-3601. Leeve 
name and number 
1980   Dataun   200 SX    5-epeed.   2   door. 
eunrooT. etorao 13700 or baat dtar. 
CM 363-8988 
Sola - RuM. Beige. 176 
Chat - Oranga Wtvel Rocher, 130 
Phone 363-1491 
Graduaang    Muet   aM    1977    Bufck   Skytatk 
power etearng. power brakae. dr. 76.500 
ria>a.ooo0conaiaoii CAJ-L 352-7104 aftor S. 
1S71 VW Camper van Beet ofter Rune good 
CM 352-8817 
Have I go) e dad tor you' 73 OUe CuOess. 
AkVFM.  power  etoertng.  new  battery and 
muniar. 1200 or bad oltar, 
CM artor 4 pm 362-2841  
2 apeeker ooajmna equipped w«i 3 way oroaa- 
over. Oua»y coneauceon CALL 352-2704 
laaMWlB ada (S126) I tova aeet (11001 Ptokl 
earm lone cokxe 2 dam pine end tabtoe: 1 eg 
1 od. M 136. Dark wood tloor lamp w/ 
magsme reck arteched 136 CM 362-0711 
botoro 2 p.m. or ottor 6 p.m. 
FOR RENT 
NONSMOKING FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED TO SHARE LARGE. V MCE APT ON 
FRAZEE AVE 1112/MON CAa 364-8837 
1-2 people tor urge room n houee. 148 8 
Cotege. 1 bk. Irom campua. 1107/mo 1 
Dudget-musl lutllMI, wl Oed-no dep. now!! 
364-7013 ot atop In Cap me) 001  
2 rerroexe) need 1 more to M 
Spring. Own room. I120.'mo 1 
CM 364-6200. 
tor 
Need male eubtoeeer lor Sprng Semeeter Free 
MM I oeMe I movie channel Mey ran pdd; 
140 dapoM. Cal 364-3601. Aak tor Ed 
I APARTMENT! 
I bedream runHdved - 711 Third H 
1*11 llllBllllMlU-lllMaillllllPAt 
CALL JOHN NEWLOV E REAL ESTATE 
   M4-2H0 
1   bedroom  apartmwa.   Qoee   to   campua 
1195'monm ptoa ueMae 
CMaflerepm d384-1079  _^ 
Etl   Apt. lo 
month 1 decalc and 
CM 363-9802 after 5 
Dae  28  1226 
■tar Haaea a statili  VBaaa Qraan 
I. CM 384-3633 
HELP! Female needed 4 eprtng aubkaaae. OMy 
1132/mo Free had 1 gaa. much room 1 grad 
raoilewMai CM Terrl 363-3600 
Houee tor Rent 
Ctoee to cempue 
r 6:00 p.m. 
1 bedroom apt. ctoee to campus Aveaabto tor 
Spring 1988 CM 352 7194 etler 5. tor more 
NOW RENTINO FOR IUMMER ANO FAJ-L H- 
M TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS - COM- 
PLETELY FURNMHED QAS AND WATER Ii . 
PAD BY OWNER. ALSO HAS CABLE T.V. 
RENT « U00 FOR THE APAATMENT M THE 
auMMER. FOR THE FAa M71 -4 PEOPLE. 
CAUTeMATlYuWAPAirrMPITSllS-Tiaa. 
1  room aMdanoy   ueeae. pat).  Ctoee to 
downtown CM 382-6822 
Vary toga etSdency to eubt 
tor, 1 block Irom campua A 
quid CM Dan 362-4308 
see spnng semee- 
utHee pdd. very 
SuU91   1 aMoTOGin. Sprtng 
turreehed 1150/mo S. 
CM»»a-S872 
1150/mor* ttnctidee uMBjee and own room) 
Ctoee to cempue 362-3111 
FOB SUmCABE (1) ONE aKIPIOOM APART 
MENT  CAN ACCOMMODATE (2) PERSONS 
CLEAN,  CLOSE  TO CAMPUS OFT  OF E 
MBS BT. NEAR TOWERS 
CAa JB4. 362-2982 
VEI   MANOR ANNEX  has e vacancy tor  1 
tomato dudent eocond aamaalst 
CM 382-2866 
mde lubtnnrla) tar Sprtng Samedor. 
anvm. baa had. May ran) pdd: no 
needed CM 362-2692 
Ma Oac.   16 (Oac.  rant paid) EMc 
I, SleXVmontv Uaaee. kxaUded 
■ 362-1066 
y  Fur- 
raehad. 2 bed/2 baSV 1108 25 i dec Fidd 
MarnAfaaOMOr^etWrto. toe 362-0717 
summer 1188 end 18-87 echcol yew 
OM 1-287-3341 
